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Paratroopers Quiet Lithe Rock
ALEX WILSON (right) editor
of the Tri-State Defender is at-
tacked by member of mob out-
side Little Rock Central high
school Wilson and other news.
men played heroic role, serve
ing as decoys. They attracted
the attention of the mob while
Negro students entered school





IP Deputy Coroner William Martin
was freed Friday on charges of
bribery and conspiracy, but Pho-
tographer Malcolm Henry, w h o the car driven by Mrs. Hensley
was charged and tried with Mar- skidded into a pole at 63rd aed
tin, was found guilty. State on April 28
Sentencing for Henry was post- The coroner's jury recOmmend•
poned pending a review of the ed that Mrs. Hensley be held to
ease on Oct. 10. the grand jury. on a charge of
Judge Julius H. Miner dismiss- reckless hosiiicide, but she was
Pd the charges against Martin for freed when the grand jury re.
lack of evidence. turne4 a no-bill.
Martin was suspended from his
position, which is by political ap-
pointment, pending outcome of
the trial. He told the Defender he
will resume his duties if he is
asked to return.
Coroner Walter McCarron was
not available for comment after
the trial. Martin has been a depu-
ty coroner for five years.
The two defendants were charg-
ed with trying to solicit a bribe of
$500 to change a coroner's verdict
in a reckless homicide case.
Mrs. Esther Hensley, of 728
Oakwood blvd., accused Martin
and Henry of trying to get the
money from her in order to in-
sure a verdict of accidental death
in a traffic fatality case.
The accident victim was James
A. Lum, 66, who was killed when
Units Integrated; Mob
Attacks Wilson At School
LlTI'LE ROCK, Ark. — Approximately 500 airborne
troops, many of them Negroes, arrived here Tuesday night
to halt the obstruction of integration at Central high
school and quiet riot-torn Little Rock.
The paratroopers, members of! 
the 101st airborne disision, flew ficer at the base said:
here from Fort Campbell, Ky.. I "The army is integrated and the
and are based at Jacksonville, 101st is no different."
Ark., 18 miles north of Little In the meanwhile the nine Ne-
Rock. gro children were scheduled to re.
Asked if there were any Ne- turn to classes at Central High
groes among the paratroopers sent after staying away Tuesday
here, the public information of., because of moll violence. T Ii e
1 VS
DEFENDER PHOTOGRAPH-
Cr Earl Davy is chased
by a crash.helmeted man out-
side Little Rock Central High
school. Davy was among Ne•
gro newsmen acting as decoys
to attract attention of mob
while Negro students entered
school. His camera was smash-
ed in a scuffle seconds later
and his filmed report of inte•




LITTLE ROCK — I was one of
the three Negro newsmen and a
free lance photographer who were
attacked by a shabby, hate-filled
mob of segregationists Monday
near Central High school, at 16th
and Park.
The others assaulted were
Jame Ilickes, managing editor of
the Amsterdam news; Moses J.
Newson, of the Afro-American
newspapers, and Earl Davy, free
lance photographer of Little Rock.
I did not leave my post as gen-
eral manager and editor of t h e
Memphis Tri-State Defender, a
member of the Defender Publica-
tions, with any desire or intention
(See EDITOR, page 2)
federal troops are to be on hand
to protect them.
The Airborne troops were rush-
ed here in Air Force planes after
being detached from the 327th
Battle Group of the 101st Divi.
sion. Col. William E. Kuhn is
commander of the "battle group,"
which is the Army's new term
for a regiment.
The troops will operate under
the command of Maj. Gen. Edwin
A. Walker, Texas-born chief of
I the Arkansas military district.
President Eisennower, Defense
Secretary Charles E. Wilson and
Army chief ignored the wishes of





WASHiNGTON — It will cost
$50.050 a day to maintain a
10.000.man Arkansas national
guard force called nut by Presi-
dent to enfm cc school integra-
tion In Little Rock.
Beside the guard force. the
Army has sent 500 airborne
"battle" troops Into the area.
The troops are from the 101st
airborne division at Fort Camp-
bell, Ky.
r11111111111111111111111111111111111118111111111111111111111111111111
but notified him of their action.
Robert Dechert, Defense Depart-
ment cannel, said he knew of no
precedent for federalizing the
guard in a civil dispute against the
wishes of a governor, but that the
statutes authorizing Mr. Eisen-
hower's action do not require a
governor's approval. •
With the arrival of the para•
troopers and placing the Arkansas
Guardsmen under federal com-
mand, Gov. Orval Faubus, cut
short his attendance at the South-
ern Governors' Conference in Sea
Island, Ga., flew back here and
told newsmen:
"I feel like MacArthur — I'm
being relieved of a job."
When a reporter asked whether
the governor thought Mr. Eisen-
hower had "overstepped himself,"
the governor replied:
"I certainly think so. It was bad
judgment if he didn't."
Faubus disagreed with Vice
President Richard Nixon w h o
blamed the governor for the in-
tegration turmoil.
BELEFONTES GET BABY
BOY AT N. Y. HOSPITAL
Mn. Harry Belafonte gave birth
to a baby boy Tuesday at' Mt.
Sinai hospital In New York City.
According to doctors, the child
arrived eerier than expected.
During the past week, she had
been spending most of her time at
the bedside of her husband, singer
Harry Belafonte who is recovering
from major eye surgery at the
New York hospital.
HELMETED TROOPS of the famed 101st Airborne Division took up
positions at Central high school in Little Rock, Ark., Tuesday night. The
troops, many of them Negroes, were flown in from Fort Campbell, Ky.
Two of the Negro soldiers are shown in jeep enroute to school. 1NP photo
Plan To Sue Negro Officer
Two Visitors Here Won't
Forget Police Treatment
By DOROTHY BUTLER
Two young women visiting Memphis front Los Angeles
who seemingly have had their share of misfortune since
leaving Calif. discovered last week that it all was hot over.
The women, Mrs. Frenchie Davis Evans, 27, a former
showgirl, and her younger sister, Miss Vallie Mae Harris,
a 19-year-old nursing student at
Los Angeles City College, said two
Negro policemen 'arrested them
under false pretenses, cursed, rad
abused them "late Thursday night According to the older woman,in front of Mitchell's Lounge at she and her sister left theirBeale and Hernando sts, father's home at 1200 Keel ave.,Policemen involved were later with two family friends, Miss To-identified as E. C. "Bug" Jones
and J. D. Williams, both Negroes.
In police court Friday morning,
Patrolman Williams testified that
the women were arrested for
officers Involved, E C. Jones. De-
tails on the suit were not avail-
able at press time.
melts Burton and Robert G. Wil-
liams for some "recreation"
about 9:30 pm. Thursday night,
"We had been in the city since
August 29, and originally plannedcausing a disturbance at a taxi to leave about Sept. 4 However,stand and drinking. on Sept. 1, while on my way to
TWO FINED $33 Como, Miss., I was involved in
Judge Beverly Boushe dismssed a car wreck and will enter the
a drunk charge against Miss Hal' hospital Monday (Sept. 23) for
ris and fined her $11 for interfer- further investigation of spinal and
ing with an officer. Mrs. Evans stomach injuries," the older wo-
man interrupted her story to say.
Obviously deeply concerned, she
then went back to her account of
the night she and her sister were
"mistreated."
"First the four of us went to
;Sharman Grill 1343 E. Butler)
where we sat and talked until
about 12:30 p.m. We then decided
to leave. I had only beer," said
Mrs, Evans, "I don't drink whis-
key. I was not drunk."
The older woman stated that she
was fined $11 on charges of drunk-
eness and resisting arrest.
The women's attorney Louis E.
Peiser, 401 Madison bldg., repre-
sented them. No charges were fil-
ed against the officers.
The duo stated they were held
in police custody a total of five
hours.
Mrs. Evans claimed that the
impression given by the officer
was erroneous, and she was not
drunk.
She stated last week that she




A wave of concern !Wept 110M41
circles in Memphis last week, fol..
lowing police raids on several Nei
gm o hotels.
Vice squad detectives led by Lt.
T. P. Tines and J. C. Hamby visit-
ed the Plaza Hotel, 214 Calhoun:
the Eureka Hotel, 356 Mulberry;
Rosary Hotel, 212 S. Third, and
the Queen Ann Hotel, 228 Vance.
They arrested 12 couples regis-
tered as man and wife.
Police spokesmen reportedly said
it was only a "routine cheek."
But another explanation of the un-
expected hotel raids resulting in
so many Negro men and women
being placed in jail on morals
charges, is that a movement has
been launched by the police vice
squad to be as strict on Negro
prostitutes as they have been with
white vice.
One of the women arrested is
I reported to have told officers:
1"We didn't know you vice squad
fellows bothered us Negro girls."
The officer IS reported to have
replied: "You wanted integra•
tion
All 24 of the persons arrested
In last week's raids were fined hi
City Judge Boushe from $11 t•
$26 on disorderly conduct or so.
liciting charges, or both.
They Mirror The First Round Victory In Little Rock Situation
WIN A ROUND — This ser-
ies of picteres show the re
',trained victory expressions of
persons directly Involved in the
the Little Rock school integra•
ties shutting as they left led-
deral judge R. N. Davies court.
room Friday afternoon, The.,
had heard the judge issue a
temporary injunction ordering
Gov. Orval Faiihus and the
Arkansas National Guard to re-
(rain from interfering with in-
tegration of classes at Little
Rock's Central high school. in
photo at left, NAACP regional
Counsel Wiley Branton, of Pine
Bluff, is obviously pleased.
Thurgood Marshall, right, who
was on hand as an observer.
appears to contemplate the
nest move. IN CENTER PHO-
TO foreground, Miss Melba Pa•
lilla, one of the students barred
from the school reflects her
pleasure as she leaves t h e
courtroom where she testified.
Immediately behind her is dy•
namie Mrs. L. C. Rates, pres•
ideal of the Arkansas NAACP
' chapter and recently elected
member of the national board
of NAACP. Her pleasure is
mirrored by a modest smile.
IN PHOTO AT EXTREME
RIGHT, joy over the first
round victory in eracking the
Impasse is written on the fac•
es of two other students who
were denied the opportunity to
study at Central IDOL Late
Friday evening Gov. Faction '
bowed to the might of the fed•
eral courts and withdrew thii






Felton J. Earls of 389 Mitchell
rd., has been chosen to head the
newly reactivated Dr. J. E. Walk.
er Civic club, composed chiefly of
residents of Walker Homes sub-
division.
Mr. Earls, Dillard university
graduate, and highest ranking No-
gro in the postal field service in
this region, was elected in a re-
cent meeting at Ford Road school
The 41-year-old father of three
is regional transportation distri-
bution and routing officer in the
office of the Regional Transports
tioq Manager in Memphis. Staff
assistant to Efton Lewis, regional
transportation manager, Mr. Earls
succeeds J. C. Griffin as presi-
dent of the civic club, who was
named first vice presdent.
VOICE ANNEXATION PLANS
Annexation to the city and a vig-
orous membership and registra-
tion campaign head the club's ob-
jectives for the year.
Other officers elected for the
year are: Mrs. Rubye D. Spight,
second vice president; Mrs. Lou-
is. Brazon, third vice president;
Mrs. Dewy Gardner, secretary;
cial, political, and economic just. Mrs. Mattie Lewis, assistant sec-
Ice to all people. retary; Wilbert LIee, treasurer;
William Hughes, chaplain, and 0.
D. Cash, parliamentarian.
The new president is from New
Orleans.Editor
(Continued From Page 1)
of projecting myself
tional
KNEW IT WAS TOUGH
A brave Arkansas 'peckerwood'I knew before I came to Little
Rock that the assignment would leaped 
upon my back, encircling
be a tough one. The task had to my neck 
with his arm.
be performed and only a veteran Thanks to the Marine 
Corp train. You Victim Of
should take it. Common sense dic• tog,I was 
able to shake him,




of Arkansas National Guard
is shown center as he left
Judge Ronald N. Davies court.
room Friday afternoon, after
hearing the judge issue an or-
der enjoining Gov. Orval Fau.
bus and the National Guard
J
not to interfere further with
the Integration of classes at
Central High school in Little
Rock. The gentleman at ex-
treme left is camera-conscious
Virgil Blossom, superintendent
of Little Rock schools, who
beat the photographer to the
draw by getting his back into
the camera. Later, Supt. Blos-
som announced that Central
High would be open to the nine
Negro students barred pre.
viously by the National Guard
on Monday Sept. 23. Other pho.




The Great Books Discussion Group will begin its re-
gular sessions again Friday night, September 27, at Le-
Moyne College, at 7:30 p.m., according to word from Mrs.
Henrcne Jenkins, secretary of the group.
The Great Books Discussion Group consists of Negro
and white booklovers who sub-
scribe to the series of books select-
ed !Or reading and discussion by
the national Great Books Orga.
nization.
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PRESIDENT TO SPEAK — Rev.
I.. E. Pierce of Laurel, Miss.,
president of the Ministerial Im-
provement Association of Miss.,
will give the annual address of
association in the group's confer-
ence Oct. 1 at Pratt Memorial
Methodist church, Jackson, Miss.
Theme: "Ministerial Mobilization
for Mankind." The association's
aims include the encouragement of
registration and voting and to use
Christian means to bring about so-
into the na-
right to my alde. It grazed my
jaw as I ducked.
JUMPS ON BACK
Any newsman worth his salt is ed away 
with a half brick (with Something For
dedicated to the proposition that at least 
so persons 
behind him)
it is his responsibility to report yelling: Nothing Pitch?"the news factually under favorable Run, damn you, run."
I looked at him and at the brick,and unfavorable conditions.
strive to serve in the category.
It was my hope, and others in
the group with me, that regard-
less of our color, we would be per.
milted to perform our duties like
Others of paler hue.
But lo, in this great land of the
free, and home of the brave, we
felt the deep-seated hatred of an
element who can only understand
the fist of the law, which was not
evident in our case.
The disgraceful Incident (es.
pecially in a city which professes
to be progressive) occurred libout
4:20 a. in. Monday, near the 16th
and Park it. entrance of Central
High.
THE LONG WALK
I parked my car about two
blocks from the intersection. New-
eon and I were in front, with
Hicks and Davy following when
then picked up my hat, re-creased
it and started walking again.
A courageous white member of
the mob at my back struck me on
the back of my head. It was a hefty
blow. To keep from falling, I lung-
ed forward from the impact, to
regain balance.
A WOMAN CRIER
I came upright near an Ruth,
and looked into the tear-filled eyes
of a white woman.
Although there was sorrow in
her eyes, I knew there would not
be any help.
I walked away and the rent with
the halt brick threatened again.
(How I wished, at the moment,
we could meet man to man.)
Someone yelled: "Don't kill
him."
It was repeated by another in
the mob as I staggered toward
we began the long appreJoensive my car. one gave me a push
walk. from the rear adding to the impe-
We had first hand knowledge of tus of my retreat.
where the nine stout-hearted Ni' Suddenly, I was free of the'
gro students were to enter, and--- pack. One man yelled, "We'll
we set off at a first clip to be Ou teach you northern niggers abouthand wisen they arrived at t h e coming down here."
campus entrance. What the bigoted creature didn't
About midway of the final block know is that I am one of many ,we picked up a tail of two whites, southern born citizens dedicated toThey made no comment. We kept the cause of helping to bring fell
moving forward, 
democracy to this great country
A crowd of about 100 faced the 1, of ours.school (away from us), waiting
for the nine students to appear.
Then, someone in the crowd of
whites spotted us advancing, am not bitter, If my effort to help
Suddenly the angfy eyes of the bring human dignity in its fullestentire pact were upon us. We mov- sense to the oppressed minorityed forward to within 10 feet of the here is successful, then the wel.
mob. Two men spread their arms fare of all will be enhanced,
In eagle fashion. One shouted: I believe that justice and fair-"You'll not pass."
, play for all minorities will event-! said: "We are newspapermen.' ually triumph in the tensiotrid.Hicks added, "We only want to
-- den socal revolution which has
do our job. gripped the South.
"You'll not pass," one of the
pack yelled back. 
The other victims of the shame
on Little Rock, inspired by Gov.
I tried to move to the left of Orval Faubus, share this belief.
the mob, but my efforts were The violent eyperience we en-
thwarted. I made a half turn left! dured Monday has not deterred
from thesidewalk
NOT BITTER
Yea, I was abused — a victim
of misguided violence — but I
us — the colleagues who wereto a Little Rock policeman, who with me — in performing our du-was standing mid-center of t h e
street 
ty to the public in reporting the
'BETTER LEAVE' 
news
I for one, and I !eel certain the"What is your business here?".
he asked. 
others 'sill contin .o try to get
the news. Meanwhile we hope theI ?resented my press card. He
took hish T h 
The violent experience we en-
' 
he said: "You better leave. Go on 
ernment, a.ul the law-abiding
across to the sidewalk (away from ehrist1ri citizens of the South willd th
the mob at my heels.) 
len eir sunport
I followed his suggestion. After
taking several steps, I lookedi
back The officer was near thei
opp-ssite sidewalk, leaving the ang-
ry pack to track me.
Tile mob struck. I saw Davy be-
Ina roughed up. Hicks and New-
son -vere retreating from kicks
and blows. I stopped momentarily,
Ca the hoots and jeers behind me
Increased.
INSPIRATION
Strangely, the vision of Eliza-
beth Eckford, one of the nine
students, flashed before me as she
with dignity strode through a jeer
tog, hooting gauntlet of segrega-
tionists several days ago.
Mast. too, my training as a
U. S. Marine in World War II
and my experience as a war cor-
respondent In Korea, and work on
the Emmett Till case influenced
my decision during that moment
Cl crisis.
I decided not to run. If I were
to be heeten, I'd take it walking
If I could — not running.
Members of the red-blooded de- .
meeracy loving ,mob acted swiltly.1
They sensed ft realize now) my
determination.
One hillbilly kicked at my left
side. I broke the impact, not strik
ing back.
Another unleashed a looping
•
In big-time quiz show fashion, a
friendly, excited voice has been
calling residents in the Memphis
area and asking "Which hand
holds the torch of the Statue of
Liberty 9 "
A right answer (some observers
point out that either hand Is cor-
rect) supposedly brings the winner
$100 in free gifts and benefits. Win-
nings include. . a bracelet, men's
shirt, gasoline and food, the tele-
phone voice says.
According to victims, they Ode
they represent the 'Treasure
Chest" of Memphis, and merchan-
dise would be presented the fol-
lowing day, or at the "winner's"
ctnvenience.
PRIZES?
But when the "winner' cornet
to collect his bounty (Ills brought
to his home) he is met with a
smiling man holding a single red
coupon book and a "rather skimpy
Park. No mention is made of thelooking bracelet," as one woman
described it. shave in the coupon book.
According to the Treasure ChestThen he informs the "winner"
that they owe $3.95 to the Treasure Pass and Coupon book, which has
the "personal guarantee" of of.Chest co. for the cowls book. He
explains that only then Will yoll re- ficssiao iols slatTrn su at 13eareC4heysta,n 13ce 
ave.,ceive the "lovely prizes and free 
E
gifts 
will give you three gallons of gaso-'."
Those refusing the book got no line — after you pay for an oil'
bracelet. change and a grease job.
Barbecue ribs — sounds good,On the front of the book was
d"Fun - Sports • Amusement . Val- oesn't it? You can get an order
ties, Treasure Chest . . . Free free of any charge according to
Passes and Values." "Treasure Chest" of "ftee" prizes
The national organization spon-
sors discussions groups in com-
munities all over the nation. Books
to be read are purchased from the
national organization by individ-
ual group members. The books
are usually the classics. However
current volumes of proven signi.
ficance are read and discussed
from time to time.
INVITATION
The Memphis Great Books Dia-
cussipn Group which meets every
other Friday night at LeMoyne
College consists of members of
the LeMoyne College faculty
teachers in the Memphis school
system, business and professional
men and women, and students.
Some members of the Southwes-
tern College faculty also attend
the group discussions.
Mrs. Jenkins announced that
new members are invited. Persons
Interested are asked to meet with
the group at 7:30 Friday night. in
Brownleu Hall at LeMoyne Col-
lege. There are no membership
fees.
FREE?
Familiar names were seen
throughout the book. In the pre.
face it stated that the book was
"published through the courtesy of
our advertisers." It was composed
of coupons and passes entitling
the holder to what they referred
to as "valuable' offers.
A careful perusal of the bock
reveals, however, that in almost
to as "valuable" offers.
A careful perusal of the book
reveals, however, that in almost
every case, money must be paid
before the "free" gift or service
can be obtained.
MUSTACHE SHAGGY?
If you can forego the press, curl,
and styling, Dandridge Beauty
Shoppe offers you a free sham-
poo.
If your mustache needs trim-
ming on Tuesday, Wednesday, or
Thursday, you may be the guest
of Guinn's Barber Shop at 23061
after youve already purchased a
similar order at Allen & Anna's
Dive-In at 2180 S. Bellevue.
LEGITIMATE?
Such was the nature of the $100
In gifts the "winner" receives if
he follows the offer to its con-
clusion. Some people recognized
that there was a hoax and at the
end of the telephone call smartly
said: "Not interested."
But some did not.
A check with the Bettor Business
Bureau revealed that the Memphis
Treasure Cheat is operating within
the realm of legitimacy, although
Ills evident that public should be
alerted to the gimmick.
Hulls Fete MI Club
The Miss. Industrial College club
met recently at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Andrew Hull. Further
plans were made for the tea the
organization plans for Oct. 13 at
Lelia Walker club house.
THE HOLE SPEAKS — Dis-
playing shirt miss Valli* Mae
Janis, le, (left) was wearing
,vhen she said policemen ar.
-ecled her and tore her b' use,
the young lady and her sister
(right) Mrs, Primate Davis
Evans, 27, survey the evidence.
Miss Harris and Mrs. Evans,
plaiting relatives In the city
from Los Angeles, stated that
Thursday night they were
"shined, cursed, and arrested
under false pretenses." They
later identified policemen In.
volved as E. C "Sug" Jones
and J. D. Williams.
Visitor
(Continued From Page 1)
remembered them saying they
were going to Mitchells. "Once in-
side, I decided to call my father,
(Melvin A. Davis) and tell him
we were all right." After making
the call, she stated she returned
to her table. In the meantime, the
man, Robert G. Williams, had
left, leaving only the three wo-
men. Shortly after that, Mrs.
Evans decided to leave because
her foot had begun hurting.
(The foot she had reference to
was hurt last week when she flew
from Memphis to Ft. Bragg, N.C.,
to visit her husband, Sgt. Clyde
Levis Evans. She said a soldier
at the airport dropped a stool on
it and she later discovered it had
been fractured. The woman re-
turned to Memphis Sept. 18.)
After deciding to leave, Mrs.
Evans and Miss Harris went down-
stairs together. Mils Harris was
to return after putting Mrs. Evans
In a taxi. Her foot, heavily taped,
prevented her getting around easi-
ly alone, she said.
WENT FOR CAB
"When we gat downstairs, and
started talking to the cab driver,
these two policemen passed by
and one turned around and said:
'Let me go to see what these bitch-
es are talking about.' I heard him
because the street was quiet,"
Mrs. Evans said. She said the
policeman was Jones.
She cqntinued, "I had placed my
purse ih the cab and had my bill.
folder in my hand to give my
sister money to come home with
when she was ready."
"Ono of the officers said:
'Walk."
"I walked!"
"Then he started cursing me
and paid I was drunk and called
my sister and myself all kinds of
terrible names."
The younger woman said noth-
ing, but nooded her head in as-
sent at certain intervals.
USED PROFANITY
"He used lots of profanity. I
told him he'd better stop cursing
and embarrasing me or he would
hear from me."
By this time, Mrs. Evans stated
a crowd had gathered and he curs-
ed them and told them to leave.
Then the younger woman Inter-
rupted to say the policeman was
"not going to arrest me until I
asked my sister for her money to
take with Inc. He had already told
me I could go on. After I told him
I was taking her money, he said:
'Book her for drunkenness, too."
They were then handcuffed to-
gether, they said, and cursad
again. In the Meantime, Mrs. Ev-
ans said she guessed someone call-
ed a patrol car.
"I dared him to hit me with the
club he kept fumbling with," she
said. She admitted being unco•op-
eralive after he continued to curse
her.
"The other officer (J. D. Wil-
liams) was nice and didn't do
anything but tried to calm us
down."
TORE SHIRT
After a while, the younger wo-
man said Officer Jones began
"talking about the money," and
when she rebuffed him, he tore
her shirt.
"By then the patrol car was
there, "Mrs. Evans continued,
"and he pushed us in and this
"Sur actually sat. on top of me.
He sat on my lap and had his
foot on my fractured foot, I kept
telling him It was sore, hut he
wouldn't listen"
She stated that the policeman
remained in that position until they
arrived at headquarters.
While they were being booked,
she admitted that she told the
police officer that he was "flirty,
and I would get even with him."
The woman told him she was un-
der the doctor's care and was to
enter the hospital Monday, she
said.
HELD IN WOMEN'S WARD
They weer held In the Women's
ward of County jail until the fol-










"It's getting almost so bad a
colored man hasn't got any coun-
t:6," Louis Armstrong said, as he
minced no words in rev Acing his
promise to the State Department
to "fracture them cats" inside the
Soviet Union.
In cancelling his scheduled un-
official goodwill tour of the Soviet
Union, the famed trumpet player
cited the reason as the action of
Governor Orval Faubus of Arkan-
sas and the "two-faced" tactics of
President Eisenhower, concerning
Integration in the South. provement Association of Mississi-
Said 'Satchmo,' "The way they pi meets at Pratt Memorial Metho-
are treating my people in the dist church in Jackson, Miss., on
South the Government can go to Oct. 1. Rev. Ridgeway will speak
hell." at 3:30 p. m.
Armstrong made the statements
last week in Grand Forks, N. D., m
where he was for a concert en- Plans Program
gagement.
lower class people make all the 
F s'of Porter
cnool PTA
people," he added, "it's bad the
South is full of intelligent 'w.thihthe'
Holding that he realized
noise, though."
'Satchmo was regarded by the A "Get Acquainted Hour" will
State Department as perhaps most kick off the Porter PTA meetings
effective unofficial good will jun. for the school year.
bassador this country has. Mrs. Lula Deener, president, an-
nounces that the program is being
held Sept. 26 at 7:30 p. m., in
the school cafeteria, and Invites
all parents to attend the meeting
and become acquainted with the
new principal, Melvn N. Conley. There are about 38.000 varieties
The executive committee show- of mushrooms, about 1.000 of
ed interest in the Pee Wee foot- which are suitable for human coo-
ball league being organized by suMPtion-
the Memphis recreation depart-




Annual Women's Day will be ob-
served Sunday, Sept. 29, at Smoth-
er Chapel CME church, Claybrook
at Keel.
Evangelist Hattie Culpepper will
speak at 11 a. m.
Mrs. Bertha Edmondson will ad-
dress the group at 3:30 p. m.
Mrs. A. M. Johnson, chairman,
and Bev. .J . L. Griffin. pastor,
join with the women of the church
in inviting the general public to
both occasions.
peered in Court.
Officer Jones was not present
In court.
Mrs. brans, who toured with
a Brown Skin Modeling troupe un-
til her marriage in 1952, 'aid this
incident would prevent her sister
from returning to Los Angeles un-
til next semester. She had been
accepted, she said, at Los Ange-
les City College to study nursing
his month.
Mrs. Evans was planning to go
to Ft. Bragg after a short visit
here to live with her husband.
The women have two sisters in
the city: Mrs. Selena Jackson, a
schoolteacher, and Mrs. Elsie An-
derson of 848 Poplar,
Said Mrs. Evans, "If it wasn't
for this wreck, we wouldn't even
have been here. I guess trouble
does come in droves."
REV, W. D. RIDGEWAY of Hat-
tisburg, Miss., will be principal




A plan to assist employees whe
want to continue their education
at the college or graduate study
level was announced last week by
the Southern Bell Telephone si
Telegraph Company. The plan is
a part of the Southern Bell's per-
sonnel training and development
program.
It provide; for out-of-hours study
of courses related to an employ-
ee's current assignment or one to
which he might subsequently be
assigned, according to Roy Free.
man, Memphis Division Commer-
cial Superintendent for- Southern
Bell.
"The plan is a part of the com-
pany's long•range training pro-
gram to better equip its person-
nel to handle current assignments
and prepare for increasingly tech-
nical assignments and greater re-
sponsibilities. It is a part of the
'personel side' of meeting the in.
ceasing telephone communications
requirements of. the South," Mr.
Freeman said.
An employee must successfully
pass his course of study to receive
the company assistance, which will
include payment of tuition up to
$300 a year for courses in busi-
ness, science and other fields in-
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That's an anxious young beide at the left and phi's
had Mather ow for a hurry-up session with the evening med.
That sirzling steak isn't sandy her fird meal but she isn't quite
sure whether it's going to be raze, medium wen done or just plain
burned. One thing she's sure about is that the most is rood because
it came from NATIONAL NATIONAL darts with better beef
that is scientifically corn fed, properly aged, U. & Government
inspected, graded, cut and trimmed the ,hive NATIONAL
-vaism-way." So, no matter what our maims young bride doss
with that desk, she had a good piece of meet to start with and
tkwe's every chance in the world that every bite will be delicioln•
especially with the added aanuance of a Rae expert advice ken
Mother. Hundreds of thousands of young homemakers have learned
about =stipend meet cuts from buying theirmeets at NATIONAL
That's bow Mother got started
aind it's es weeder that dam*.
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newspaper readers and television
viewers around t h e world have
wondered w h y little Elizabeth
Eckford walked alone against a
White mob and white soldiers
when a h e tried to enter Little
Rock's Central High school.
• The truth is, Elizabeth lived too
far away to be noticed in time.
Because she lived so far away and
had no telephone at her house, she
red not know of the decision to go
en masse.
WALKS INTO HISTORY
Elizabeth, a determined little
girl, made up her mind to go by
herself; hence, she took the lonely
walk that will go down in history
like Appomatox.
The 10 youngsters involved in
the Little Rock school dispute are
having the time of their lives
while the state, the courts, the
federal government and the Pres-
ident of the Unlled States ponder
what to do about them.
School is out for them — that
is Central High school, but their
studies go on under private tutor-
ship. I spent the afternoon with
them last Thursday and it was
• refreshing joy to watch this group
of bright uninhibited and unafraid
lads calmly discuss the situation
which swirls around them in the
angry bilious patterns of race
prejudice.
They met in the home of Thelma
Mothecshed, one of the children in
the suit brought by the Justice De-
partment seeking an injunction
Ohioan Killed In
Fight Over Woman
TOLEDO, Ohio — (AN!') — A
49-year-old man was killed here
last week in a quarrel over a wom-
an acquaintance
Police said Willie Winn was shot
in the heart in a rooming house.
Joseph A. Moore, 27, admitted
the shooting and said that he fired
after Winn had slashed at him
with a knife.




by 1. Alex Wilson
EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
The word "integration" was us-
ed under rather unusual circum-
stances last week by a policeman,
It was reported.
Vice squad detectives under the
direction of Lts. T. P. Tines and
J. C. Hamby raided several hotels
,.and rounded up some 12 couples
registered as man and wife.
Reportedly one of the women
said to an officer; "We didn't know
you vice squad fellows bothered l
us Negro girls."
The officer reportedly replied:
"You wanted integration."
The latter statement carries the
implication that Ney,re women
prostitutes would not be molested
if an intensive campaien was not.
underway to attain first-class cit-
izenship for Negroes. If such len-
* Wiley had been permitted — as
1111, it certainly appears — because of
indifference to morals among cer-
tain Negroes, then we have as a
minority group added incentive to
press for complete emancipation.
This writer knows oi instance
where whites were actually living
with Negro women, in Memphis,
Negro neighborhoods to the disgust
of many decent Negro residents.
Yet, these decent citizens were re-
luctant to protest because they
felt local police would only do one
of three things:
(1) Alert the white invader only.
(2) Insult the person or persons
making the report.
(3) Refuse to give protection to
neighbors if the "after dark in-
tegrationist" started trouble.
Now with the exposure of a
brothel for white men only on
Webster street only last week by
police, and the raiding of several
Negro hotels a few days later„it
()appears that the word has beenpassed down to give Negro and
white prostitutes the same treat-
ment.
THAT'S FINE,
The decent, self-respecting Ne-
gro citizens of Memphis, who a fe
In the majority, want equality of
treatment for all.
They don't want the integration
Issue confused nor identified with
the alley cat morals of trashy ele-
ments of any race of people.
On the other hand, if this effort
by law enforcement body is de-
signed to besmirch all Negroes
here during this period of tension
over the extension of full democ-
racy to all, such is doomed to
failure as a deterrent to the Negro.
DESERVE COMMENDATION
This newspaper is pleased to
learn that the misunderstandings
between the Negro public here and I
the Commercial Appeal are ap-
parently resolved. Editor Frank
Ahlgren we feel has demonstrat•
• ed leadership qualities expected
of him. The Citizens Improvement
committee has displayed a high
sense of responsibility, along with,
"est
forebearance, to this Community.
! Overall, that should spell progress,
for the entire Memphis communi-
ty.
It could have been otherwise lot
1 reactionaries and a law enforce
ment body reportedly offered to
stir up unnecessary trouble. Au of
which points to one fact: Where
there is intelligence and effec-
tive communication a solution can
be obtained to the most difficult
problem.
We salute both Mr. Ahlgren add
the committee for their manifest-
ed interest in the welfare of our
growing city.
'MODERATES' SPEAK
Wfien such known personalities
as "Satchmo" Armstrong and Ear-
ths Kitt denounce the unfair
treatment their people are rece;v•
ing in the South over school inte-
gration, certainly' we can say the
unusual and unexpected is happen-
ing in the struggle for first-class
citizenship.
Armstrong has been identified as
a stout middle of the nailer on
race issues. Miss Kitt has not been
reluctant about letting the public
know that she had no intention of
becoming ensnarled in controver-
sial issues.
John Kasper and his cohorts, the
bombing of a half-million dollar,
school, Gov. Orval Faubus' deli- '
ance of the Federal government
— all over school integration —
have aroused many of the more
indifferent of our people to -4 h e
fact that we are ALL a part of




ATLANTA, Ga. — (ANP) — Dr. Unusual Facts
Paul I. Clifford, Registrar at At-
lanta University, has been named
local representative for the Aden-
is University Center by the Wood-
row Wilson National Fellowship
Foundation.
which will enable it tol
significant grant from the Ford
Foundation indy City
offer as many as 1,000 fellowships
for the 1958-50 academic year.
Future Farmers
Plan Sessions
ATLANTA— (ANP) — The New
Farmers of America, the organiza-
tion of Negro farm youth sponsor-
ed by the U. S. Office of Edu-
cation, will hold its 23rd annual
convention in the Municipal Audi-
torium, here in Atlanta, Oct. 2.
The convention which will run
through three days is expected to
draw 1,200 new farmers and their




That's the way the two well-
known attorneys shown left see
it. They are Dr. James M. Na
brit, of Washington, D. C, and
U. Simpson Tate, of Dallas,
Tex., both NAACP counsels.
The two are leaving Federal
court in Little Rock last Thurs•
day after a three.judge panel
bad ruled that the state and
not the federal courts should
have the first chance to peas
judgement on four segregation
acts adopted by Arkansas Gen-
eral Assembly this year. The
crack legal team represented
some 10 ministers of Little
Rock last Thursday after a
three-judge panel had ruled
that the state and not the fed-
eral courts should base th e
first chance to pass judgement
on four segregation acts adopt-
ed by Arkansas General As-
sembly this year. The crack
legal team represented some
10 ministers of Little Rock and
other parts of the state in chal-
lenging the constitutionality of
the biased state acts. Federal
action on the suit will be de-
layed now pending state Utica.
tion on them. (Davy Photo)
egro Founder
The foundation has received a of w
By EDGAR T, STEWART
It is a well known fact that Chi-
cago is the greatest lake port in
the world. It is also well known
that it is the world's greatest rail-
road center. It is not so well
known that its first citizen was a
Negro. Many persons who know
the latter fact don't know much
of the character of this transplant-
ed son of Africa.
Jean Baptiste Point DuSable was
his name. He was very dark, more
than six feet tall well educated
and cultured. The name is French.
We might say he was a Negro by
race, French by culture and a citi-
zen of the world lie was so cul
lured that he had fine works o
art in his frontier trading post.
MARRIED AN INDIAN
He did NOT fight the Indians;
instead he took one for his wife
and taught them many things. Hou
do we know that he was the first
settler of what is now Chicago?
The Indians said that the first
white man to settle there was
black and was named Jean Bap-
tiste DuSable. What they meant
was the first non-Indian was black.
He settled there somewhere a•
round 1770.
A number of years after their
Indian wedding, after the birth
Tells Why Eckford Girl
Walked Alone To School
By ETHEL L. PAYNE against the governor of Arkansas
and the National Guard to cease
LITTLE ROCK — Millions of interfering with their attempts to
go to school.
It has never crossed the minds
of either the children or their
parents that they should toss in
the towel and go back to Horace
Mann. the all-Negro school.
They seem to realize that much
more is at stake than just the
issue of whether they will be per-
mitted to attend a mixed school
and they are fully aware of their
responsibility to history.
All of them are lively children,
except for shy, frail little Eliza-
beth Eckford, who is being called
"Joan of Are" of the group for the
brave walk she took on her own,
that fateful first day of school.
-Elizabeth is quiet; perhaps one
reason for this is that because
she has been shoved so into the
limelight, she wants to sit back
and allow some of the rest of the
children to share in the publicity.
Most vocal one in the bunch is
expressive Minnie Jean Brown a
big girl who uses her hands with
dramatic gesture to emphasize her
points. A wire service man had
trailed her around the day before,
getting material for a feature on
"A Day with Minnie Brown."
In her Arkansas drawl, Minnie
said. "You know when he asked
me about Governor Faubus. Inue
had to stand upon that one and
I said I want you to listen to this
one while I'm on my feet, so you
can really understand me. I think
he's spineless, brainless, and the
poorest excuse for a governor I
have ever seen."
"Indeed I did not train them in
these kids come up with in their
daily interviews with the hordes
of newsmen who are now making
a study of them have rocked some
of them back on their heels. One
of them said to Mrs. Daisy Bates,
state director of the NAACP who
is advisor and sort of a shepherd-
ess over them:
KIDS "TRAINED"
"Gee, you certainly have train-
ed these kids well."
Retorted Daisy:
I "Indeed 1 di dnot train them in
iv.hat to say, nor did their parents
'nor did anybody else, They're
speaking their own minds and fur-
thermore, let me tell you my good
moan, they're just typical of thous-
ands of bright youngsters we have
all over the state."
The children average 15 years
taled and all have high scholastic
records. They are being coached
ALL ALONE — In front of a
jeering mob. Elizabeth Eck -
ford walks calmly past Cen-
tral high school in Little Rock
in English, mathematics, French
and Latin and history, Their in-
structors are from the faculty of
Philander Smith and they have
received copies of lesson plans
and courses from Central High.
Besides those named the others
include Jefferson Thomas, Ter-
rance Roberts, Ernest Green,
Melba Patillo, Carlotta Wallas,
and Gloria Ray, who complains
her worried mother is so upset
that something might happen to
her that she locks her in the
house while she dashes to the
store and back.
after she was barred from the
school by National Guard
troops.
of their son and daughter, DuSable
took his A de Catherine to a church
and they were married by a priest.
There were no churches, preach,
era or priest nearby when they
had this Indian wedding.
AWFUL SMELL
It is said that the Indian word
Eschikago meant "the place of the
evil smell " It is interesting to note
that years later the great Union
Stock Yards made it again a place
of an awful smell.
DuSable wa's enterprising as
well as cultured. He had several
buildings in his trading post: a
house, shop, barn, stable, etc.
His final resting place is in St.
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Faubus Ordered Out National Guard_
To Further His Political Ambition
"By calling out the National
Guard against school integration
in Little Rock, Gov. Orval Fau-
bus meant only to further his per-
sonal political ambitions. But the
slightly sophisticated hillbilly from I
near Greasy Creek, Ark. . . set
off a chain reaction that quickly,
went beyond his control . . , The
Ark, governor had wrought a lot
more than he could handle . . ."•
So Time magazine describes ,
(Sept. 23, 1957) the background
of Gov. Faubus' action with re-
gard to integration in Little Rock.'
This past Friday night, the Gov-
ernor. whose father told a Time
reporter, "That's one thing Orval
always hated — to be looked down
on," retreated. Five minutes be-'
fore he went on television to ex
plain why he removed the troops,




"What Orval Faubus wrought
for Arkansas, he wrought for the
South. Said the Knoxville, Tenn.
News-Sentinel of Orval's stand:!
'This official act has lent an air
of respectability and social approv•
al to niob action.' "
In tracing the Arkansas Gov.
ernor's "scheme for security,"
Time pointed out:
"Elected governor on a fluke in
1954, re-elected last year, Orval
Faufms was right where he want-
ed to be. Ile was the chief execu-
tive of a sovereien stale: he hob•
nobbed with political lolvigs, he
was, at last, looked up ito. Orval
Faubus plannell to stay in Little
Rock. Politics had given him pis,
sition and respectability: he 'mad
nothing to go back to." (His fath-
er and mother still lived in a small
house near Greasy Creek where
they managed to "scratch" a liv-
ing from the soil.)
PLANNED CAREFULLY
"Rot how would he hang on? Ar-
kansas had a strong tradition
against a third term for a govern-
or. Moreover, his popularity was
slipping . . . Ile needed new sup-
port and he needed it badly . . .
His solution: to win votes in con-
servative eastern Arkansas by set-
ting himself up as a segregation-
ist hero.
"Last August 20, Orval Faubus
„set his plan in motion: he called
Deputy Attorney General William
Rogers in Washington, asked what
the U. S. Govt. would do to pre-
vent violence in Little Rock."
Rogers explained it was primari
ly a matter of local law enforce- •
ment, hut volunteered to send Ar-1
thur Caldwell, native Arkanaan
and head of the Justice depart-
tnent's civil rights section down
there. Caldwell explained the law
and asked Faubus why he thought
there might be violence in Little
Rock. Faubus said,
"Evidence is too vague and in-
definite now." When Caldwell re-
turned to Washington, he was con-
vinced that Orval Faubus meant
to play politics with Little Rock
integration, Time said.
'ALREADY COMMITTED'
"Faubus lost no time playing
politics. the very next dav he went.
into a state court, testified that
integration would mean 1,10..!
in little Rock, won an injunction
:ainst it — which was promptly
overruled by . . Judge Davicalls?!".
I Then, the Sunday before Lit t I
Rock schools were to open. worei-:
came to adopted Arkansan W15- *
throp Rockefeller, chairman of ,
the state's) Industrial Develop. ;
ment Commission, that Faubus
was going to call out the National
Guard."
Rockefeller's pleas to halt fail. -
ed. A close Rockefeller associate:,
quotes Faubus to Time as sayi
"I'm sorry, but I'm already cont.'
. milted. I'm going tn run for a:
third term, and if I don't do thie,-.
Jun Johnson and Bruce Bennett;
(segregationists who are his Pr0191ii
ably opponents for governor netlitt
year) will tear me to shreds." --es
Bluff City Has
Budding Poetess
Memphis has a budding poetess
in the person of Mrs. Doris Quinn,
of 870 Imperial st.
Over a period of two years, Mrs.
Quinn has been featured every ath•
er Sunday night ever f:adio Sta-
tion WDIA's popular "Old Tim-
er" record show, as a guest of
disc jockey, Nat D. Williams.
MRS. DORIS QUINN
1
During her appearances on the
program she has read original
poems. Wide comment and favor.
able comment has developed over
the young writer's imaginative,:
and colorful lyrics, which are writ..
ten about a variety of subjects.
Sometimes it is a seaso» of the
year. an everyday experience. I.:
sentiment . . all expressed In":
moving meter and rhyme. Mrs.--
Quinn has alreatly received several
invitations to publish her compo-
sitions.
Mrs. Quinn is graduate of ma.• -
lamas High School and is a ria-'
tive Metnphian. She is the mother
of a small son. She and her hers-
band live at the Imperial street -
address.
Mrs. Quinn says writing is a
hobby of hers, and that she re.
eeives inspiration for her crea-




SOUTH'S FINEST THEATRE 2-ACTION HITS
1 Thur. —Conte as late /is 8:001and see PREVUE of DominoKid—And regular show ofPick-up Alley
A Duel Of Terror With
Lords of the Underworld!
TMBitononts
fM1 RF...? 
' Wife of a leading physician and
mother of three happy, healthy children.
MRS. ARTHUR E. HORNE OF MEMPHIS SAYS:
"THERE'S NOTHING AS HANDY -
AS DOUBLE-R1CH PET MILK!"
Her family's health and happiness is the prime
concern of this attractive mother, and like mod-
ern mothers everywhere, Martha Home relies
on PET Evaporated Milk to help her serve them
extra delicious, extra nourishing meals. In fact,
double-rich, double-nourishing PET Milk is
such a long-time friend that Mrs. Home says her
cooking -just doesn't taste right without it!"
When she and Dr. Home have a bit of leisure
time, they like to spend it with the children ...
helping them with their school work, taking
them to the zoo or on educational trips, and of
course, attending church with them every Sun-
day. It would be hard to find a closer or happier
family than that of Dr. and Mrs. Arthur E. Home.
Get your child a coyy of "Four
Famous Little Girls, a story and
coloring book about the well-known
Fultz Quadruplets. Just send a
label from a tall can of PET Evapo-
rated Miuc with your name arid ad-
dress to Pet Milk Company, Box
1460-B, St. Louis, Missouri.
Take a tip from Mrs. Horne...always buy
PET EVAPORATED MILK
for cooking.. .for Coffee,.. and for babies
, .
"vs start the day with PET Milk at our house. Arthur and ?use lots of it in
nut coffee, and the children .love PET Milk cocoa. Of course, we all like
our cereal best with rich-tasting PET Milk. Since I feel that breakfast is
just hout the most important meal, 1 make sure mv. family eats a good
one. The easiest way to do that. I've found, is by making all their breakfast
fa, orites—like pancakes, French toast and scrambled eggs--estra tasty




proud and lucky, and give thanks every day
for my healthy family, Arthur, Jr., 9, Muriel, 8, and
Janet, a, were all rEr Ntilk Babies. Janet weighed
only four pounds ss lit, •lic W AS horn. You wouldn't
believe it to look at hcr muss I Its no wonder mu
husband rervmmrnd, Mills to his patient. '
their new babies."
Cp., '937 41 /NA s.
•
111-STATE
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church  Zotes— by qAfilE HOUSE
NASD CHAPEL AME is the pastor.
4:1: Marking the Woman's Day oh- PARKWAY GARDEN
Oervation at Ward Chapel AME
church on Sunday will be a pro-
grain unexcelled in the church's
history. It will feature two well.
versed and charming speakers,
Mrs. L. C, Tucker and Mrs. Mil-
dren P. Horn.
▪ Mrs. Tucker, who Is a member
of St. Andrew AME church, will
▪ address the congregation at 11
a. nt. Mrs. Mildred P. Horn will
speak at 3 p. m. She is a member
•••• et Avery Chapel AME church.
— Composing the committee that
planned this celebration are Miss
Elsie Quinn, Miss Helen Jones
..:- and Mrs. Katherine Armstrong.
— Mrs. Julia Pleas is the general
chairman.
A cordial Invitation Is extended





LOS ANGELES — (ANP) — Ma-
jor Frank L. Drye, former band-
master at Tuskegee Institute for
' 32 years died at Sawtelle Veterans
hospital Thursday, following a
long illness after his retirement
from the U. S. Army and the
school about ten years ago. ..
Major Drye, who lived with his
Wife' and family in Los Angeles,
Was rushed to the hospital after
..a sudden heart attack and died
soon after arrival. Funeral serv-
ices were held Tuesday at Saw.
telle Veterans Chapel and inter-
ment was in the military cemetery
of the reservation.
Major Dry* was born in Ra-
leigh, N. C., and received his early
education in Little Rock. Ark.,
where he displayed a great apti-
tude for music, and became s
member of the W. C. Handy band,
playing under tpe great composer
until he accept6d an appointment
to be bandmaster at Tuskegee In-
stitute in 1915.
His military career began in
1909 when he joined the U. S.
Ninth Cavalry and after being
commissioned a Second Lieutenant
Saw active service in the First
World War. If. received the Sil-
ver Star and Purple Heart decora-
tions for bravery and wounds re-
ceived during the Battle of the
Mouse•Argonne Forest in France.
The major also received nation-
al commendation as bandmaster
in 1942 when he commanded the
Tuskegee Air Force band on a






The Parkway Garden Presbyter-
ian church, formerly located at
1442 Gill ave., will hold services
In its sanctuary on Parkway Sun-
day. The worship will be regular
with the pastor, Rev. A. E. An-
drew, officiating.
FIRST BAPTIST CHELSEA
Rev. E. L. Slay of Ebenezer
Baptist church presented a force-
ful sermon at the First Baptist
Chelsea church on Sunday. The
stirring message was delivered in
honor of the No. 2 Usher Board's
Annual Day. The pastor of First
Baptist, Rev. Van J. Malone, in-
troduced the amiable minister.
Ebenezer's congregation accom•
panted the pastor. Ozelle Simmons
is president of the No. 2 Usher
Board.
A day of usual services Is ached.
uled for Sunday.
BETHLEHEM BAPTIST
Greatly acclaimed was the
throught-provoking speech "God's
Influencial Women" delivered at
the Bethlehem Baptist church on
Sunday. The dynamic Mrs. M. S
Stewart of Metropolitan Baptist
church presented it especially for
Woman's Day. The message gave
a splendid csimparison of a medi-
cal injection and the instigation of
love in the hearts of men. An over-
flowing audience listened as Mrs.
Stewart proclaimed this as "a cure
for world problems." Mrs, J. R.
Simpson of St. Paul Baptist church
introduced her.
Mrs. Mary F. Royster of Mar-
tin, Tenn., spoke briefly during
the morning worship at 11 a. m.
Her address was entitled "Chris-
tian Service." Mrs. Royster is af-
filiated with the McKave Temple
Methodist church in Martin, Tenn
Mrs. Irene Mitchell was chair-
man. The co-chairman was Mrs.
Jeanie BOSICS.
SALEM GILFIELD BAPTIST
Sunday is Annual Go To Sunday
School Day at the Salem Gdfield
Baptist church. Atty. J. F. Estes
will speak at 10 a. m. He is the
guest speaker for the occasion.
Frank Aldridge is the superin.





! Recent changes in the social se-
curity law make it possible for
many severly disabled workers to
receive cash disability benefits be-
fore age 65, according to Joe W.
Eanes, manager of Memphis social
security district office.
These benefits are payable to
workers between the ages of 50
and t3.5 who are unable to work•
due ti a severe physical or min-
tat disability which is expected to
be longlasting and which prevents
them from engaging in substantial
gainful work. In addition, the work.
er must have been disabled for at
least six months and must have 1
worked under social security ap.'
proximately five of the 10 years
before he became disabled includ-
ing 1 1-2 of the three years just
before the disability began. hi r.
Eases stated that in many cases
the worker's military service and
railroad employment may be
counted in figuring the required'
years of employment.
The amount of the benefit var-
ies according to the worker's av.
erase earnings under social securi
ty. Mr. Eanes explained that the
amount of the disability benefit
Is the same as the old-age benefit
that the worker would receive if




ST. LOUIS — As a first step in
its over•all job campaign, repre-
sentatives of the St. Louis NAACP
last week met with officials of the
Ben Franklin chain and local store
managers in an effort to clarify
the employment policy of t Ii e
stores.
At the conference were:
J. W. Sheets, general manager
of the Ben Franklin chain; S. St.i
Boswell, owner of the store at 13341
N. Kingshighway: Sheiwein Zeld-
en, owner of the store at 2909
N. Union: L. H. Fox owner of
the store at 4343 Natural Bridge
ave.; Robert Mack, executive sec-
retary of the St. Louis NAACP and
William Clay, chairman of the La-
bor and Industry committee.
MELBOURNE. Australia —
(ANP) — Rev. Douglas Nichols,
pastor of a Church of Christ at
Fitzroy. Melbourne, was honored
by Queen Elizabeth II for work
in behalf of Australian aborigines
here recently.
The minister became the first
Australian aborigine to' receive
. the Medal of the British Empire,
Calling attention to the fact that
Negroes constituted between 40
and 65 percent of the patronage
of the various stores, NAACP rep-
resentatives pointed out that t h e
employment policies were not in
the best interest of the community
and did not contribute to the
company's goodwill in the area.
The meeting resulted in an infor-
mal agreement between the com-
pany, the store owners and NAP.-
Week-Long Dedication At Rock Of Ages
STATELY PROCESSION — It
was a grand march for mem-
bers of Rock of Ages Baptist
church at 196 Kirk ave., when
their pastor, Rev. W. T. Graf-
ton, led the body into their
former place of worship
(at left) Rev. G. W. Baker of
Detroit led the stately votes-
sion along with the pastor on
Sept. 15 at II a. m. INSET:
Rev. Grafton and church dea-
con, John Jennings, prepare to
open the door of the new
structure. A week•long celebra-
tion followed the initial open-
ing which lasted until Sept. 20.
Each night various Baptist
churches in the area were spec-
ial guests of Rock of Ages
m e mbe r s. Participating
churches included Open Door,
Mt. Zion, New Bethel, Person
Ave., Progressive, Bethlehem,
Shiloh Baptist, Utah Ave., Lane
Ave., Shady Grove, Gospel
Temple, Mt. Gilliam, and Oak
Grove Baptist churches. Elias
Williams was chairman of the
day's activities and Horace
White was co-chairman.
EapUst industrial College & Sem-
inary, Hernando, Mississippi.
"Some people think it pays
them well . To put on busi-
ness airs . . . And play up their
importance in . . . The hand-
hug of affairs . . . Their secre-
taries bolt their doors . . . And
make their callers wait . . .
And if they should be out to
lunch . . . They always come
back late . . . They talk in
condescending tones . . . As
though their every deed . .
Denoted great ability . . To
serve a vital need . . . But
people who are actually . . .
Important on this earth .
Are those who need no business ,
airs . . . To demonstrate their
worth . . . THEY ARE THE
ONES WHO WORK . . AND
WHO ARE RF.ALI Y BUSY BUT
. . . WHOSE HEARTS ARE AL- ;
WAYS OPEN AND . . WIIOSE
DOORS ARE NEVER SHUT!" ,
— James J. Metcalfe
This little poem expresses a
sentiment that is very dear to
me. As oddly as it might seem,
we live in a world where people
are very conscious of their im-
portance. You can hardly ever en-
gage in a conversation these days
without being reminded what 'an
important person I am in this or-
ganization or that one.
As you talk you are forced to
wonder how the wheel turns with
so many hubs. But on the other
hand, you wonder how many peo-
ple get to the place that they feel
they are so important.
I wonder if some where down
the line we have failed to come
to grips with the real meaning of
importance — the meaning that
has made this world the moral and
spiritual citadel that it is today.
MUST SERVE
It seems to me that many of
us have veneered ourselves with a
covering that really should not be
there. The psychologists have call-
ed this egotism. Call it egotism
or whatever you may it is some-
thing that is defeating the true
and ultimate purpose of Christiani-
ty It seems to me that Christianity
is built around the very fact that.
we are important only in proper-
CP.
The officials indicated that all
stores would maintain an open and
fair employment policy and that
they would now accept applica-
tions from Negroes for part-time
and full time sales persons, cash-
iers and stock boys.
Hear NAACP Head
At Labor Confab
lion that we are willing to play
the role of the servant.
Nearly two centuries ago a man
made us very mindful that His
purpose in life was that He should
be the servant of all. This idea
in the minds of many of us is
far too remote and removed.
Something must happen to us that
will once again make us know that
greatness or importance can be
realized only to the extent that
we are willing to be servants. It
seems to me that far too many
instances we allow ourselves to
live too far from, our neighbors
and those we should befriend.
Many men I know would be in
a position to do a great Job for
the Master but they have allowed
themselves to be too far removed
from actualities. Somewhere down
the line we must become aware if
the basic facts of life and this can
not be realized through living
aloof. On one occasion Jesus was
criticized for eating with the
Publicans and sinners. It becomes
imperative at times that we asso-
ciate with these people that we get
a better understanding of him.
In keeping with our better under-
standing we are more likely to
want the spirit of Jesus to become
an integral part of all of your
dealings.
NEED HUMILITY
it is not an air of importance
that we need. Needless to say we
need an air of humility that will
make us dedicate ourselves to the
higher and nobler causes that our
day need in a day like this. The
self-centeredness of our day must
pass away. Life is not made up
of what we think of ourselves but
rather what we think of our duty
to our fellowmen. The rising tide
of our importance must be pushed
aside and be replaced with a spirit
of gratitude for all of those who
have made contributions to make
us what we are.
Unfortunately there are many
people today who lull themselves
in a false complacency that they
are what they have made them-'
selves — but no such thing has
I ever happened. Those of us who
make an honest appraisal of our
Jives are forced to realize that
OAKLAND, Calif. — (ANP —
Franklin H. Williams. NAACP re-
gional secretary-counsel. address-
ed the 2,000 delegates to the Cali-
fornia State Federation of Labor I
convention here Thursday bring
ing a brief report on the school
situation in Little Rock, Ark., and
other points in the Deep South.
Williams, taking a short leave
from his temporary post as N. A.
A. C P. Freedom Fund director I
at national headquarters, Newi
York, returned from the East last
week to attend and supervise his
region's leadership training con-
ference next weekend at Esllomer,
Calif.
"Our Store it as Close as Your Mailman it to Your Door"
WILCO RELIGIOUS SERVICE
Cr SUPPLY, Inc.
107 WEST 135th STREET — NEW YORK 30, N. Y.
CHURCH AND SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Ceps, Gowns, Scenes., Hyrenel Seeks, Gospel son, leaks
Church Supplies
MAIL ORDERS A SPECIALTY - WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER
A. T. lannie" Jones
General Manager
Thank You, Memphis
For Your Kind Response To
Our Grand Opening Celebration
Winner of the Admiral
Radio and Record Player
Mr. Eugene Smith
500 Beale Ave.
SEE US FOR A QUICK CASH LOAN
HARLEM FINANCE CO.




RICHMOND, Va. — (ANP)
The Boatwright (Inquisitions Com-
mittee spent two and a half hours
last week questioning Robert D.
Robertson, president of the N o r-
folk branch of the NAACP in an
effort to get information as a basis
for putting the organization out of
business or crippling its work in
Virginia.
Mr. Robertson, Edwin C, Brown
of Alexandria, attorney for the
NAACP; Spottswood W. Robinson,
III, Richmond, and Victor Ashe
and J. Hugo Madison, Norfolk law
yens, were also questioned closely
by the committee on their part
in instigating schtol suits under,
-the sponsorship of the NAACP.
through the many things that other
people have thrown our way we
are what we are. So then I am
forced to ask just one question —1
wherefore all of this importance i
so prevalent in so many of us. ,
To me it is one of the most ill-
founded opinions that anyone could
have. There is no room for per-
sonal importance on the part of
us. The poet adequately says, "The
important people among us are
those whose hearts are always
opened and whose doors are never
shut."
Words of the Wise
If there is a "secret" of suc-
cess it is the appreciation of
what one has the ability to do,
plus the recognition of oppor-
tunities when they appear, and
a healthy satisfaction with
what is achieved by closely
coordinating ability and op-
portunity. —(Arnold Bennet)
DANFORTH INTERN — Robert L.
Clayton, jr., of Mobile. Ala., has
been selected in national compe•
tition by the Danforth Foundation
to spend a year's internship in
practical Christian servece at Dil-
1 lard university, New Orleans
Hold Rites For , Re
Dr. Vim. Jordan To
In Arkansas 0 Ba
WHEATLEY, Ark. — Funeral
services for Dr. William Jordan
were held here Sunday. Dr. Jor-
dan, prominent in civic and social
circles, had practiced medicine in
this community for the past 40
years.
He is survived by his widow,
Mrs. Annie Mae Jordan; three 0
daughters; Mrs. Daisy Wilson, of
Indianapolis, Ind.; Mrs. Helen
Brown, of Memphis Ten. and
Mrs. Wara James of Wheatley;
one son, Wilbert Jordan; two sis-
ters, Mrs. Mattie Coleman, of St.
Louis, Mo., and Mrs. Mary G.
Jackson, of Brinkley.
Also surviving are one brother,
James Lee Jordan, of Saxton, Mo.,
four grandchildren and 17 great
grandchildren.
PREPARE FOR COLD WEATHER
HAVE GAS PILOTS LIGHTED
NOW
ON YOUR HEATING SYSTEMS
There are 40,000 pilots to be lighted. Don't
wait until cold weather arrives—be prepared.
You can avoid discomfort by avoiding last-
minute delays.
PHONE US or YOUR HEATING EQUIPMENT DEALER
MEMPHIS LIGHT, GAS & WATER DIV.
PHONE JA 5-2552
Yes Madame.
Every day you hear so many
people say, I don't eat this and
I have never eaten that. They
haven't considered the food
value of the foods they are
missing. Take g ozs. of Jack
Sprat enriched, Degerminated
corn meal • . it contains the
following percentages of the
mnimum adult requires for a
day: Vitamin B 100 per cent.
Riboflavin 31 percent, iron 65
percent, and fi mgs, of nia-
cin.
So mother if your family will
not eat corn bread try this
good old fashioned down to
earth dessert using Jack Sprat
white cream style corn meat.
I am sure they will ask that
it be placed among the weekly
regulars.
Corn Meal Pudding
I Cup Jack Sprat Corn Meal
2 Cups hot water




Cook Jack Sprat corn meal
in water to which a pinch of
salt has been added until thick-
ened. Let cool. Add sugar, but-
ter and milk. Mix thoroughly.
then add eggs and flavoring.
Pour in greased casserole and
bake in 375 degree oven plain or




HEY KIDS SEE THE .,MOVIES FREE
THIS FINE GROUP of boys and girls recently presented an
outstanding program when they appeared on the Big Star Talent
Show. There were solos, duets, and quartets. These young stars
of today may well be big stars of tomorrow. Your friendly Big
Star Store is happy to give this opportunity to Mid South young•
sters The program is presented each Saturday at 11:30 a.m., on
the powerful $0,1100 Watt %AMA. If you would like to appear on a
JANA C. PORTER
Wonderful News — For Children Under 12!
Get a FREE "JR. MOVIE PAMPHLET" and fill its
two pages with Quality Stamps. Then, present it to
the Box Office of your favorite Neighborhood Thea-
ter displaying the sign: "We Accept Jr. Movie
Pamphlets." It's GOOD FOR FULL admission price
at ANY performance. (Even includes federal tax.)NEARLY EVERY NEIGHBORHOOD THEATER IN
MEMPHIS (and many theaters in other Mid-South
cities) will redeem "Jr. Movie Pamphlets" as full ad-
mission price at any performance for children under
12. Get your FREE "Jr. Movie Pamphlet" at ANY
Big Star or at ANY theater displaying the sign: "WeAccept Jr. Movie Pamphlets". You need fill only
TWO pages (50 stamps each page) with QualityStenps!
Another Exciting. Exclusive Promotion Feature of
QUALITY STAMPS
THE MID-SOUTH'S FAVORITE GIFT STAMPS!• W. C. HANDY • ACE










































































































































































































A special program highlighting
the annual Fall drive of the West
'Fenn. Baptist Teachers Roster is
being held Sunday afternoon at
Owen College.
Rev. W. L. Yarned°, pastor of
Jackson Cafe. Baptist church will
be the principal speaker during the
2 p. in. services.
The purpose of the organization,
as outlined by chairman Edward
Gray, is to promote Christian edu-
cation throughout various com•
rnunities in the state.
Prof. E. R. Rivers will present
the principal speaker, and other
features include remarks by Pres-
ident Levi Watkins of the college
and Rev. L. Nelson.




"Church in The Home," a half
Lour religious worship film pre-
sentation, begins Friday, Oct. 4,
at 9 P. m. over station wicNo-r1/4..
The non-denominational and nor-
sectarian program will feature
beautiful music, under the direc•
lion of a former professor of mu-
sic at the University of South-
ern California. Choir, and quartette
numbers, as well as the harp
and organ.
Visiting celebrities and guest
artists, as well as the average
"man on the street," are inter
viewed.
Rev. Fred Jordan of Soethern,
Calif., directs the entire program.
JOBS FOR 3
Mrs. Julia Dawkins, chairman
of the Summer Jobs for Youths
campaign, has announced that the
public meeting of the campaign
has been postponed.
The mass gathering was origin-
ally planned for Sept. 26 at Booker
T. Washington high school.





Opposition has already been yobs-
ed to Chesley Sherad's request to ,
open a restaurant at 802 Linden.
The aim is to service Negro cult-
tomers because Sherod says the
neighborhood — with the excep-
tion of business and industrial,
houses — is composed almost em '
tirely of Negroes.
There is already a restaurant,
at the location which for some
years has catered to white patrons.
The designated spat is just
across the street from Memphis
Street Railway co. and Fisher
Lime & Cement co. It is diagonal-
ly across from Justine's restaurant
and the Sharecropper club.
Opposition was voiced last week
at the initial hearing before the
T. I. MeRee. secretary for Fisher
who protested on the grounds that
he feels patrons of the cafe would
use private parking facilities of the
brm since there is little off-street
parking in the area.
More protests were heard yes-
terday and the Commission is ex-
pected to make some decision re-




America's Literary problc m will
be discussed by Lorenzo Lowe, as-
sistant to Dr. Frank Loback, Mon-
day evening, Sept. 30 at Vance
ave. branch YWCA. 541 Vance ave.
The program is being sponsored
by the Memphis Urban league,
in cooperation with the Vance ave.
YWCA and the Abe Scharff branch
YMCA at 7 p. m.
• Mr. Lowe will also show film,
and film-strips and discuss D r.
Frank Loback's trip around the•
world in the interest of the literary
program of other countries. The
Lowe-Loback team has recently re-
turned from an extensive en-
gagement in Mexico and South
America. Mr. Lowe has worked
abroad with the point four pro-
gram of the U. S. Government.
"Each One Teach One," a film
Illustrating that everyone who can
read and write can become a mis-
sionary of one to teach another
person what he knows. v ill be the




The series of annual conferences
of the Christian Methodist Epis-
copal church gets underway Oct.
when the first meeting will be
held at Collins Chapel, 678 
Wash-
ington ave.
Rev. D. S. Cunningham will
serve as host pastor to the 
large
delegation expected from all the
Episcopal areas of the 11 S.
Bishop .1. Arthur Hamlett will
preside. Bishop Hamlet is -sen
ior
Bishop of Christian 
Methodist
Episcopal chuches and serves 
'he
First Episcopal district.
Host presiding elder of 
t it e
Memphis district is Rev F. 
L.
Strong. Rev. J. A. Adams of 
the
Brownville district and Rev J. 
C.
Bullum of Dyersburg district






Success . . failure . . .
Morels portraying two distinctly
different concepts, but often the
line dividing them is so thin one.
single incident can turn a Winne
hand into a grand slam.
Such is the case of the Ray-Lee
Garment factory, of 1495 Warlord,
first opened here in April, 19a6.
The idea of owner Ralph Rubin
was to employ Negro women in
the skilled trade of garment mak-
ing.
FAILURE PREDICTED
Ironically, failure — not success
— was the first prediction. Said
observers, "In less than two years
the complete experiment will be a
total failure."
Such stereotypes of Negroes as
their inability to follow instnic-
tions, their incapability intellect-
ually and the fact that they did
not have the proper attitude to
maintain a high level of produc-
tion were cited as reasons for the
predicted blunder.
But the idea was pursued.
TRAINING PROGRAM STARTED
At the outset, few women
could be found who had experience
In garment making, so the com-
pany instituted a training pro-
gram
Qualifications . . . high school
graduates, pleasing personality,
leadership qualities, and ability
to follow instructions as well as
good manners.
And the idea was further push.
After a year, the dreaded pre-
diction seemed to be coming true.
But not for the reasons cited. Said
the concession stand owner in the
factory, blind Elbert C. Haynes of
1922 Riverside blvd., "The plant
was perfect in every respect but
one: namely a Christian leader."
MORALE LOW
"In June, 1957, the morale of
the workers was very low; t it e
production was at rock bottom
and the workers were working in
uncertaipty of their jobs. Thus, the
whole operation nearly collapsed."
Owner Rubin tried one last ef-
fort to save the operation and falsi-
fy the prediction. •
The plant superintendent w
discharged and his replacement
termed by the employees as the
"singular incident" which is spell-
ing the difference betwen sucess
and failure for the company.
J. B. Haskins of New Orleans
with 20 years experience in gar-
ment making industry, came to
the plant, and gave to his em-
ployees moral guidance. Said Mr.
liaynes of the new manager: ''He
gave to the workers the concept
of equality of men, making them
realize that if they are to receive
first class citizenship they must
perform as first :lass citizens."
PRAISED WORKERS
For the first time, the wrrkers
were praised for their perform-
ance. Within seven weeks, the po-
ductional output hit an all-time
high of 315 doyen gaments in one
day.
A New York garment inspector
confirmed that the work was equal
or superior to any work in any
factory in America
A total. of 250 women and 25
men are now employed, said Mr.
Haskins, and he confirms the fact
that the production during his ad-
ministration has been steady.
This success has proved a vital
point — that Negroes are not
employment risks and are equal





"I 3M not a member of any in-
ternational conspiracy. I am a
very dear friend of the Soviet
Union. I am a Amt admirer of
the Soviet people."
That is how Paul Robeson. the
controversial singer, answers
charges that he is a Communist
in an article in the current issue
of Ebony magazine. Speaking out
for the first time since he went
into "exile" seven years ago, Ro-
beson said the Communist issue is
a phony excuse used by the state
department to "imprison" him be-
Mae Robeson 'insulted whit e
America" in his uncompromising
attacks on racial segregation.
Classes Begin
Here Sept. 28
Classes in the city extension of
Tenn. State A&I university begin
Sept. 28 at Booker T. Washington
high school. Registration may also
be completed on that date and
Oct. 5.
Ceuraea will be offered on Satur-
day only at both the graduate and
undergraduate level.
Graduate students will he able
to obtain core courses in educe
tion; while at the undergraduate
level courses will be offered in
art, education, music, physical
education, health and the social
studies.
Any high school graduate who
wishes to begin his college educa-
tion Is eligible, and six quarter
hours may he obtained by students
each quarter.
Prof. Blair T. Hunt is director
of this antenaios school.
Little
FLANKED BY police officers,
this man is placed under ar-
rest in Little Rock. He was
among the ea r I y morning
Tuesday crowd that gathered
CRYING AND SCREAMING
defiance, these girl students
of Central high school Walked
out of school Monday as eight
A SPECTATOR in the crowd
(photo at left) at Central high
school makes a pointed re-
Rock
at the school. Police arrested
four or five "agitators" to
prevent repetiton of Mon-
day's violence, INP
Negro students entered. They
were welcomed into a crowd
of clapping spectators. INP
mark to one of the Little
Rock policemen as tension





IN AN EFFORT to preserve
peace and keep down violence
at Little Rock Central high
THIS POLICE OFFICER
broke out a tear gas gun and
cocked It as the tense and
later arrested for creating a
disturbance. Photo at right
shows small crowd that ga-
Closeup
school, police early Tuesday
Morning removed four Or five
men who they termed as "agi-
tators," Two of these men
are shown in police car being
taken away. INP Soundphoto
threatening crowd became uss- eel Into a raging mob is they
ruly Monday morning. Mo- learned Negro students had
meats later the crowd espied- entered Central high school,
thered at Central high school
Tuesday morning. It is a gene-
ral view made near the South
entrance of the school, where
most of the violence occurred
Monday. INP Soundphoto
Defender Lends A Hand
Ruse Helps Get 9 Into School
I TRI-STATE DEFENDER 5




By PAT J. MeDONNELL
SEA ISLAND, Ga. — (INS) —
Coy. Orval Faubus of Arkansas
yesterday described the Little
Rock school integration violence as








! the I iitle Rock
situation by tele
phone, but said 11111
he had no im•
mediate plans Gov. Foulkes
for the returning to the Arkansas
capitol.
"Lt. Gov. Nathan Gordon is a
man of very great judgement. Un-
less he thinks it needle', I have
no plans to return."
Faubus remained in his beach
cottage at Sea Island for more
than one hour after the opening
session of the southern govern-
ors conference got under way.
"Fighting is going on all over
the place," Faubus said when he
emerged from the telephone coo-
ferences. He added:
"The city police were unable to
handle it. The state police had to
move in."
Faubus said he had been advis-
ed that the white students were
marching out of the school.
Ile blamed Negro parents for the
new Arkansas violence. "That's
the thing I deplore," he said,
adding: "It's the thing I pleaded
with the Negroes not to do —
to go back before there was a cool-
ing off period.
"It is the thing I acted in the
first place to prevent."
Faubus was asked if he thought
the state police might be able to
contain the violence.
"We just don't know," Faith's
said. He Was asked if he had any
plans for use of National Guard
troops again at the school. He had
withdrawn the troops only on or-
ders of the federal court, but con-




To Be Sept. 27
"A day you won't soon forget,"
is what club Quo Vadis presider'.
Booker T. James, promises to
those atbending the organization's
big Goodwill Orphanage Benefit -
Bazaar Saturday, Sept. 27 from 10
3 m. until 10 p m. at Washington
Park.
Aside from various booths and
fun planned, the big feature will
he the announcement of the win-
ner of the 1957 Pontiac Chieftan
Catalina.
According to business manager,
Lawrence Mason, the winner does
not have to be present to win.
All proceeds will be turned over
to the Goodwill Orphanage fund to
fulfill the young men's pledge to
the proposed orphanage for Negro
youths.




WASHINGTON — (INS) — Sen-
Wayne Morse (D) Ore., said
"every American citizen who be-
lies-es in government by law should
support President Eisenhower in
the Civil Rights crisis.
Morse, often a sharp critic of the
administration, said Mr. Eisen-
hower's warning that he would
use force if necessary is "a Cons-
titutional and needed exercise of
By L. ALEX WILSON began to walk out. 
pros his presidential duties."
niggers out." I Homeroom teachers In a statement. Morse added:
The newsmen and photographer, However, thorough preparation, pared to greet them when they en- „
were still in the vicinity and heard, had been made for the acceptance tered the class rooms. They were 
It is time for the South to face
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — I ran into a second career up to the fact that it belonc to
this morning in attempting to give coverage to the nine and saw this demonstration. Wel of the students by faculty intent- to be escorted to their respective the Union and comply with the
students who successfully entered Central High school, waited about 20 minutes about oa —
__ers.
block from the school. During that
here. 
classes. Constitution
time state troopers arrived at 16th
Three newspapermen and one photographer were at- and Park where we had been. I
tacked by a shabby crowd of po'  Gene Smith, assistant chief of
whites Monday morning as the police, working in cooperation with
newsmen served as decoys far the 1 Mrs. Bates, arranged for the suc•
Negro students to enter the school. cessful entry of the nine students.
Attacked were Jellies Hicks, 
Amsterdam News, New York: MO- 
Detail plans had been made Sun-
day.
sea J. Newsom. Afro-American
newspapers; Earl Davy, free lance
photographer of Little Rock, and
myself.
SHALL NOT PASS
The incident occurred about 8:40
a. m, near the Path and Park en-
trance to the school. With Wilson
and Newsom walking in front, the
newsmen approached the corner.
A crowd of about 100 whites were
facing the school.
Suddenly the pack turned absait
and shouted, "You shall not pass."
Hooligafis in the front of the mob
extended their arms to prevent our
getting through. We attempted
to go around them and were turn-
ed back. As we returned to our
cars, we were struck from the
rear by several members of the
mob
One policeman advanced toward
me and asked what were we do-
ing, and what was our hosiness
in the area? I showed him my
credentials and he suggested that
I return to my car.
REFUSED TO RUN
I followed his instructions a ad
several other whites followed me
threatening and yelling. They tried
to make me run by kicking, shout-
ing and screaming at me, but I
refused to give them the satisfac-
tion of running.
One fellow jumped upon my
hack, but I shook him off. Mean-
while, the mob snatched Davy's
camera and smashed it. He was
struck several times and fell bruis-
ing his right leg.
Newsom and Hicks also were
attacked as they moved out of the
way of the mob. During the melee
only one City policeman moved to
protect us, and that was the ooe
who spoke to me.
Meanwhile, the nine students es-
corted by Mrs. L. C. Bates, head
of the local NAACP; Frank W.
Smith. Rev. J. C. Crenshaw, all
of the NAACP; and Dr. Lee Lorch,
white, entered the school.
'BRING 'EM OUT'
When the crowd learned that the
students had entered the school. al
ringing yell went up; "Bring the
. The pupils met at the Bates'
home at 8 a. in, Mcnday and wait-
ed for the signal to move.
A call came through from Chief
Smith at 8:30 a, m. to Mrs. Bates
telling her the police were prepar-
ed and to get the students to an
entrance near 16th and Park with-
in five minutes.
LOADED ON CARS
The youngsters were loaded into
two cars with escorts, driven to
the school and entered without in-
cident.
It was considered unwise for
Negro newsmen to arrive at the
point before the students, and it
was suggested that we attempt to
arrive at the same time, but not
in the same party.
The students were driven in an-
other direction. Meanwhile, the
newsmen never reached t h e
school after they distracted Ike
attention of the mob.
Soon after the Negro students
entered ti' e building, white youths
were
of the United States."
ASSOCIATE ADDF.D — The
Moss II. Kendrix Organization
of Washington. D. C., has an-
nounced the addition of I om
Ilawkins, Baltimore native, as
an account associate. Above,
Mr. Hawkins, left, is seen with
Buffalo City Councilman King
Peterson. center, and Mr. Ken-
dela, head of the nationally•
known public relations firm,
during recent Buffalo recep-
tion. Formerly associated with
the Coca-Cola Bottling Com-
pany of Baltimore, mr. Haw-
kins has had wide experience
In sales. public relations and
radio and television. Son of
Mrs. B. B. Hawkins, of Balti•
more, and the late Dr. Thom-
as S. Hawkins, the new as 1
signet it a graduate el Mor-
gan State college, a Presby-
terian and an actise member '
of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity
apd the Frontiers of america.
He now resides is Washington,'
D. C
GOSti...11% LOHESOME--)
AROUND *IERE?-4.10p46 Div/ AKE
PLEASE?
4ES...40U SAID YOU'D BE
VER4 ISUSt1 FOR A WIEK
AND WANTED 10 BE LE1
ALONE...
'SS
_WHEN ARE N'OLi'N' .7141
biE KIDS CONON' —4111. 53=
7440ME.
1$1 
WE AO PLANNED 10
Nimrs 'WO MOINER
VOA A WEEK
... I WW1 1'0 rkave SOMEBODY





Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
woman in my forties who is sery
lonely and would like very much
to meet a man between the ages
of 45 and 51). I am interested
in getting married. My faith is
Baptist. I am a nurse and I live
alone. If interested, please .,vrite.
I am 5 feet tall, weigh* 145 lbs.,
ancrhave brown skin. Mary Wash-
ington, 504 W. 65th St, Chicago,
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am inG,r-
ested in obtaining a pcn pal thru
your column. Would like ler him
to be between the ages of 47 and
58. I am 46 years old. Ruby L.
Byfield, 49 Grants Pen Road. Stan-
drew, Jamaica, BWI.
• • *
Dear Mine. Chante: I am in need
of a pen pal. I am from Britiph
Guiana and I am a high school
graduate. I do dressmaking for a
hobby. My height is 5 feet, 5 inch-
es tall, my complexion is brown,
weigh 135 lbs. I have a very fine
figure and a good character. I am
35 years old. Maude I. Knights,
16 Warick Road, Carl's Court, Lon-
don, S. W. 5, England.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am si'very
UNDERGROUND SOUTH
dom in the state for the espies- were bound to accomplish.
Benjamin S. Hedrick
By EUGENE FELDNIAN
Benjamin S. Hedrick was a uni-
versity professor at the North Ca-
tolina state college who firmly
believed in the error of slavery.
For this he was persecuted, vili-
fied, harassed', and finally had to
leave the state to save his life.
• He was born near Salisbury,N.
C. in 1827, and story has it that
Cs father offered him a chance
to hive property or an education
Ind young Hedrick elected to get a
schooling.
While he was a student at the
University of North Carolina the
Becretary of the Navy asked the
president of the school for a stu-
dent to work in the nautical al-
inanac department. Hedrick was
chosen and he was stationed in
Cambridge, Mass.
ATTENDED HARVARD
There he attended Harvard and
Studied under the great scientist,
Agassiz.
' Hedrick arrived at his anti-sla-
very views even before he left
North Carolina. He came from
that part of the state where there
Was a good deal of abolitionist
spirit.
' He himself had seen slave gangs
on forced marches moving South.
This was a cruel sight to see and
Hedrick vowed he was going to do
Something about it.
After a tour of duty in Cam-
at torn] there was the letter to thebridge and a course of study
Harvard, he returned to Northe-C editor.
rolina and accepted a position at STRONG ARTICLE
the state university. He filled the The article against Hedrick was
chair of Analytical and Agricul- very strong. This is what it said
tural Chemistry, in part:
It was during voting time at "If there be Fremont men
Chapel Hill, the seat of the North among us let them be silenced or
Carolina university, that all the
trouble started. Hedrick had gone
Is the polls to vote and as he
%stalked out someone asked him
who he planned to vote for in the
forthcoming presidential election.
DISTURBING TIMES
had ansNicred, "Yes, I think it
will rain."
Now the party who asked it was
not naive. He asked it for a a •
cious purpose. He asked it
could find out Hedrick' views,
and if it were true that he favor-
ed an anti-slever then steps could
be taken to have him driven out
of his position and the state.
This was part of a plan Hed-
rick's enemies were setting again-
st him. First they planned to have
him make a statement that he
was for an anti-slavery candidiate.
Then they planned to have a
strong editorial in the state's lar-
gest paper in Raleigh which would
dennounce all in the state who
favored the new Republicans.
After the editorial, they planned
to have someone write a letter
to the editor saying, "there is a
professor at the University of
North Carolina who is for the Re-
publicans."
After this letter they planned
another editorial calling for "run-
ning out of the state anyone who
favored these terrible men, the
Republicans." And this is the very
way the whole plot was hatched
and "sprung."
After the seemingly innocent
question was asked of Hedrick
and after the seeming innocent
answer, a strong editorial appear-
ed in the "Standard" a slavery
paper in Raleigh. After the edi-
' These were very disturbing
times. The anti-slavery issue had
in 1856, become redhot. Political
parties were being split on the
Issue and a new party, the Re-
publican party, had just been born.
It called for the abolition of sla-
very and a stout fight against
slaveowners.
• If a Southerner wanted to stay
peaceful with the slaveowners. he
Would denounce this party. It Was
the "fashionable" thing to do. If
by some chance a Southerner re-
vealed that he favored the Repub-
lican party he did so at the very
risk of his life.
So when someone asked Pro-
fessor Hedrick how he planned to
vote in the 1856 election, he should
have kept his mouth shut. But he
didn't.
' He answered that he would vote
for Fremont. the Republican can-
didate, if there would be Republi-
can electors set up in North Ca-
rolina. Now Fremont, the famous
iexplorer. was also a strong anti-
lilavery man. He was the very
Symbol of what the slaveowners
!Rated.
itIONCHALANT
The question was asked quite
ialmly and the answer was given
Sy Hedrick quite nonchalantly It
was jug MA though someone had
sulked Hedrick if he thought . it
"Odd rain tomorrow and HedVick
sion of all ideas according to the
American ideal of full liberty of
thought.
He said yes he would vote for
Fremont because he liked the man
and because he was on the right
side of the slavery question., He
cited the anti-slavery views of
Jefferson, Washington, and Pat-
rick Henry.
He asked his opponents to meet
his anti-slavery arguments with
other argumsnts, not with denun-
ciation:
". . . Holding as I do the doc-
trines once advocated by Wash-
ington and Jefferson, I think these
should be met by arguments and
not by denunciation."
CALLED 'FOUL STAIN'
Then the pro-slavery paper, the
Standard urged openly that Pro-
tesor Hedrick be removed. It
said:
"He should be ordered away
as a foul stain on the university
It all happened after Hedrick
was fired. Even before all this
"to-do'' atiouji his position he had
planned to attend an educational
convention at his home in Salis-
bury.
He came home and since it was
Sunday, attended church at the
Salisbury Presbyterian church.
He sat down in a pew but then
noticed his father in another pew.
He went up to change his seat and
sit with his father. As he did this
people noticed him a n d the
"word" got around that the aboli-
tionist_ Professor Hedrick was
there.
MOB GATIITRED
Outside of the church, 'while
Hedrick and his father worshiped,
a mob gathered. The mob called
for him and said, "Hedrick leave
or take tar and feathers."
When the services were over and
Hedrick, his father, and the mini-
ster came out, the mob burned an
ihNHOMHHHHUMUHUMIUMMUUMINHOHOWHOOMMUNIMMIHNIONHINNUONt
required to leave. The expression
of black Republican opinions in
our midst is incompatible as a
people . . . Let our schools and
seminaries of learning be scruti-
nized and if black Republicans be
found in them, let them be driven
'out.
"That man is neither a fit nor
a safe instructor of our young
men who even inclines to Fremont
and black Republicans."
Then the letter came which said
that "we have been reliably in-
formed that a professor in our
state unlversity is an open and
avowed supporter of Fremont, and
declares his willingness, nay, his
desire, to support a black Repub-
lican ticket . .. is he a fit instruc-
tor for our young men?"
Hedrick answered this letter and
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to show the country that the in- effigy of him in his presence. The
stitution is a sanctuary from such mob moaned for three times and
vile pollution:' this was meant as an insult to
Students mobbed at his door Hedrick.
and burned him in effigy. They Even after Hedrick and his fa-
tolled a bell to announce his ther were able to make it home
"death." Shortly afterward, the peacefully — all beeause of the
university trustees passed a appeals , of their minister — the
unanimous resolution firing him, mob was still aroused. It now
The plans of the pro-slavery moved to the Hedrick home and
men succeeded. They finally got yelled that it would give him "the
shed of the dangerous professor juice of the pine and the hair of
Hedrick, and the Standard glowed the goose" tar and feathers) if
in its victory. Editorially it said, he didn't leave.
"No man who is avowedly for J. Finally some prominent citizens,
C. Fremont for president ought who had been quiet until now,
to be allowed to breathe the air urged the mob to leave.They said
or tread the soil of North Carob- they would leave only if Hedrick
na ." would promise to leave in the
Now the slaverymen not only morning.
wanted him fired from the univer- At night the Hedrick family
sity, but also wanted ,him run out learned that the mob planned to
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its passion to get him was not in
the slightest diminished.
Hedrick and his father planned
to outwit the mob. The mob would
expect Hedrick and his father to
go down to the station together.
They expected normally that if
they saw the father, they would
certainly see the son nearby. But
the ,counted wrongly.
Hedrick went out ahead, hid,
and boarded the train when all
was clear of danger. The men in
the mob gathered around the old
father, but were not able to see
Hedrick. Through this device Hed-
rick got out of the state alive.
LOST GOOD MEN
The South lost many of its best
men by driving thens out because
of their views on slavery. Even
in the modern day we have seen
scientists like Einstein and others
leave Germany for the United
States.
This only makes the North Ca-
rolinas and the Germans poorer in
intellectual quality.
An account of that day indeed
said. "North Carolina's loss was
the North's gain." And how true
this was because Professor Hed-
rick became principal examiner
in the United States patent office
in the department of chemistry
and metallurgy.
During the Civil War he worked
helping other Southerners who
were compelled to leave the South
for the same reasons. He helped
them find work and shelter.
The truth is that there were
many white Southerners who re-
fused to support the Confederacy,
but who remained "unionist" at
heart.
RETURNS SOUTH
lonely woman in my thirties and
would like very much to meet a
nice quiet-type man between 30 and
40 who is also lonely and would
like to get married and find hap-
piness to put an end to that lone-
liness. I am 5 feet, 7 inches
weigh 130 lbs., medium brown com-
plexion. I don't drink or smoke; I
love children and the quiet old
fashioned way of living. Race, re-
ligion or nationality doesn't mat-
ter su long as the man is honest,
sincere and really wants to settle
down to a home and family. I am
very sincere in writing this letter to
Mme. Chante, so please, onl y
those who are equally sincere an-
swer. Miss J. Allison, 427 W. 61st
at., Rear, Chicago, 21, Ill.
• s
Dear Mme, Chante: I'm a young
lady 24 years old, 5 feet, 4 inches
tall. Would like to correspond with
a lonely gentleman between 25 arsf
35 with a steady income. I would
like very much to get married but
I've had so many let downs. I
work very hard and* would like to
meet someone who' is fun loving
and yet understanding. I like danc-
ing, music and the movies. If he's
not serious, please do not write. I
Please try and help me as you've
helped others, including t w o
friends of mind. Dorothy Collier,
150-35 116 Rd., Jamaica, N. Y.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: Lam a very
lonely lady in my tate 'twenties. I
would like to correspond with a
very nice, intelligent, young man
between the ages of 30 and 35.
I am five feet, inches tall,
weigh 129 lbs. Complexion, medi-
um brown, considered very nice
looking and very well built. Would
like for him to be around 6 feet
tall. Louise White, 7038 S. Wood-
lawn, Chicago, 37, 111.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I desire to
correspond with adults in Kansas
City, Mo., or in that vicinity. I am
single and in my late thirties, Mrs.
Orville Smith, jr., 514,ia Main St.,
Kansas City, Mo.
After the war, Hedrick return-
ed to North Carolina and worked
with the reconsruction govern-
ment. One of his main contribu-
tions was to help win the ballot
for all men, Negro and white, in
that state.
The life of Benjamin S. Hed-
rick was a brave life. He was one
of the many white anti-slavery-
nien in the South. He did not he-
sitate to work for freedom even
though it meant risk of life itself—
as indeed Hedrick did risk his
life.
Someday too, his name will be
properly placed in the textbooks
of the South. It is safe to predict
that the name of Robert E. Lee
.will be someday forgotten and the
name of Bejamin S. Hedrick will
live and be blown.
History is marching in the di-
rection. Only the Southern Bour-
bons, like their French counter-
parts, will not believe this be-
cause they refuse to learn any-





Dear Mme. Chante: I sin inter-
ested in obtaining a husband thru
your column. I am '34 years of
age, light complexion, stout, weigh
173 lbs., with black hair. If inter-
ested, please write. Lillian Garden,
13 Chestnut Lane, Kingston, Jamai-
ca, BW1.
• • •
Dear Mine. Chante: I would like
to meet and marry a girl who
would be devoted, loveable, true
to her husband. A girl who would
be happy as a homemaker. I would
like her to be pretty, neat, clean
and ready to really settle down.
Since I like children — I would
not mind one or two. She must
be 5 feet, 2 inches tall, 125 to 135
lbs., 24 to 30 years old with light
brown or a fair complexion. I am
29 years old, 5 feet, 71/2 inches tall,
black hair, brown eyes, 165 lbs. I
have a good job. I am leoking
forward to hearing from a serious
minded young lady. J. Moore, 2219
Evans, Omaha, Neb.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to correspond with young ladies be-
tween the ages of 25 and 35 with
clean habits. I would like to have
them as my friends. I am 5 feet, 9
inches tall, brown eyes, black hair,
24 years and very neat. Alfred E.
Johnson, 220 W. 116th st., Apt. 4W,
New York, N. Y.
Dar Mme. Chante: I am a very
lonely woman. I wonder if there
is a man in this world who would
want a wife of my age. I am 50,
weight 175 lbs., 5 feet tall, dark
complexion and love all nice clean
sports. I would like a man between
55 and 60 with hik own home—
prefer a small town man. If you
are not interested in marriage,
please do not write. Send photo in
first letter. Miss V. C. Z . O3-'z E.
Walton, Rear Apt., M uskego n,
Rich.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am inter-
ested in hearing from men in the
Exceptional Education area w h o
can supply me with some of their
experiences in dealing with excep-
tional children — especially boys
who range as gifted, mental retard-
ed, etc. Miss S. A. Sears, 902 W.
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Prof. HERMAN
THE ASTROLOGER
There is no doubt but that you,
like many others, have wanted a
friend who could give you honest
and helpful advice. Perhaps you
have a problem about your job,




Based on a series or scientifical-
ly objective standards such as
blood group, taste blindness and tle more time, her attitude may
similar measurable physical char- change.
acteristics, the studies reveal the
Negro is disappearing into t h e WORRIED. Will it work out an
• • •
white majority population due to right?
race mixing and inter-marriage. ANS. A careful analysis of your
This mixing has been going on problem indicates the fact that you
to the biologists, and was much . , .one that only involves your
in the U. S. since 1675, according are faced with a serious decisio,
greater in the past than it is now. future but that of many others.
Nevertheless, Prof. Kurt Stern of You have always been just and
the University of California says honest and when you finally de.
"Probably by 1980 there will hard- cide to make this change, I am
ly be a single Negro in (he U. S. sure it will be for the best. Have
who can claim purely African de- a little more faith and confidence
OscNeEnt-THIR." D WHITE
MORE TO KOM gerilee
in yourself. . .the people that are'
involved do.
Hopkins university, Baltimore, an
Dr. H. Bentley Glass of Johns
S.L.B. I have met two fellows,
outstanding biologist and Southern and would like to know which one
ewdhuictaet.or, estimates the Amer- is serious?
lean Negro today is "one third" ofAshNSe.seThyesuanegsocmiaetnlon, isWionthlybotta
Dr. Glass studied seven differ- the friendship stage, so it is real-
ent gene types in a large group of ly up to you to decide which one
American Negroes as compared to has the qualities and ability that
American whites and African Ne- you desire in a companion. They
groes. Genes are tiny chemical both like you and enjoy your corn.
components of cells which large- pany, but don't'seem to be taking
ly determine the hereditary char- this too seriously.
acteristics passed from parent to • • •
chsilidarenaf.
the genes studied by would like some information cone
R.V. Dear Prof. Herm& n:
Dr. Glass and his associate, Dr- cerning your personal appearancei
C. C. Li, were related to blood in various cities, can you enlight-
types. The seventh was a "taste"
ANS. It you will write to me In
en me about this?
gene. Science knows that the chem.
care of this paper, requesting thisteal t pthoosntyi 
tasting 
i Le a rbo amnei d epei 
people 
oul on p laeoad-
information I shall be happy le
has no effect on others. This dif-
the details. As you know I want
answer and supply you with all
ference is believed due to racial
to help in anyway I can. so write
mhearedEitoy
*STOCK at your earliest convenience.
From the observed frequencies 
of certain characteristics, Dr.
This city, capital of New Jen-Glass and others calculated that
sey, is named after William Trent,about two-thirds of the "genetic
who bought the city's sight in 1714.building material" in the U. S.,
Negro comes from Africa a n it
about one-third from white stock,
scientific opinion seems to in&Stern, looking "centuries
ahead," predicts in an article in 
OFFSPRING 
rate o herwi s ei.51 PROVED
Scientific American:
"It seems likely that the flow Biologist Sewall Wright of the
of African genes into the numeri- University of Chicago cites evi-
cally white population will in- dence that "crossing of inbred
crease. They will become so din- families tends to improve result-
persed in the dominant group that ing offspring."





ances will be apparent.
"The average skin color will lion:
shift slightly towards a light bru- "Depending on the rapidity of
nette. social change, this process of ra-
"I suppose that if some person cial mixing might be largely corn.
now living could return at that pleted within a few hundred
distant time (glass estimates 40 to years, or it might take several
70 generations or at least 1,000 thousand."
years) he would ask in wonder: Science Outlook: Dr. Herman P.
'What became of the Negro?' " mark of the Plymer Research To*
Biologists also point out fusion stitute, Brooklyn, believes chemip-
and race disappearance is precise- try is on the threshod of crest.'
ly the present pattern for t h e ing substitutes for living tissue out:
of the test-tube. He adds:American Indian.
Will this future man. be mental- "Already we have a synthetic
ly or physically or morally infer- polymer (a clump of molecules)
for, should the fusion discussed which can serve some of the
above take place? The weight of functions of blood serum."
ing to your home life and simply
MUST have advice and counsel.
No matter where you live you
can get this confidential help and
assistance merely by writing Prof.
Herman. If you cannot get eking
with those you love, or if life
seems empty for the want of a
loved one, let him help you,
Don't delay for time is important.
Every day you let go by is one
day loss for you to have happi-
ness and success.
• • •
W.C.R.D. Dear Prof. Herman: I
have been reading your column
for several years and always find
it helpful. Now I am coming to
you for advice, does this girl love
me?
Recent scientific studies show- ANS. I must remind ye* that
log thatthe s aAmrearicecapnraNviedgeroanis 
you. . .and in this case, this girl
you cannot force people to lose
other, long-range perspective f o r jg quite fond of you, but s be
assessing the segregation issue, doesn't seem to want to marry
you. .at least not just now. If
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Our Crippled Civil•
Upon close and careful examination of
the 1967 civil rights Act, this legislation
proves to be much weaker than we had pre-
viously suspected. The new authority con-
ferred upon the Attorney General of the
United States is restricted to prosecution of
cases involving interference with the right
of qualified citizens to vote in Federal elec-
tions.
Under this Act the Attorney General
"may institute a civil action or other pre-
ventive relief, including an application for
a permanent or temporary injunction
against persons engaged, or there are rea-
sonable grounds to believe are about to en-
gage," in denying the ballot to eligible vot-
ers in primary, special or general elections
of candidates for the following offices:
President, Vice-President, Presidential elec-
tor, Senator or Representative in Congress.
But the new law does not cover state
Aktrimaries or elections of state, county and
vocal officials.
The qualified voters whose right to cast
their ballots in intrastate elections is denied,
must bring their private complaints to he
local courts where the prospects for relief
are slim. Though the Supreme Court, in a
series of decisions that culminated in Ter-
ry V. Adams (1953), has consisteetly in-
validated voting obstructions set up by the
states, the complainant is not always finan-
The Army-Tulane football game, for
reason of racial segregation, has been mov-
ed from New Orleans — where it was
scheduled to be played — to the stadium of
the Military Academy at West Point. This
change of locale was not effectuated, how.
ever, until loud voices had been raised in
protest. Some thoughtful members of Con-
Sens registered their objections with thear Department as soon as they learned of
the plan to have the game at New Orleans.
If the officials at West Point were not
ready and willing to bow to Louisiana's
racial-bias laws and embarrass the Negroes
In their ranks, why were the cadets schedul-
ed to play in New Orleans? Could it be that
the U. S. Military Academy was unaware of
the existence of segregation in Louisiana?
Or, could it be that the Academy thought
It could get away with this scheme without
stirring public notice?
la any event, poor judgment was exer-
ir OPEN LETTER TO . .
ALEX WILSON
Editor of the Tri-State Defender.
Dear Editor: This might be a
little out of the ordinary — a pat
en the back coming from fellow
members of the journalistic pro-
fession — Editorial staff and the
fells, of the composing room.
cially able to appeal from the decisions of
the lower courts.
The present Act specifies that the pow-
er of the Attorney General shall not extend
beyond the protection of the rights of reg-
istered voters who wish to exercise them in
Federal primaries and elections. This limita-
tion is incorporated in the very text of the
Administration's draft, and for obvious rea-
sons no serious effort was made to remove
it. Possibly one of the outstanding reasons
was the fear that the absence of such a
limitation might have invited strenuous
and protracted opposition from the South-
ern bloc. An opposition no strong as to turn
into a filibuster which would have made the
passage of the rights bill this year all but
a forlorn hope.
The group of the Northern liberals"
who defeated Section 3 (giving the Attorn-
ey General the power to enforce an of the
Supreme Court's rulings on Integration)
would have fought with equal vigor any
further extension of the Attorney General
jurisdiction into state's primaries and elec-
tions.
This is unfortunate, for in many South-
ern communities local elections are more
Important to the Negro's welfare than are
general elections. It is, therefore, quite ap-
parent that the benefits of the 1957 civil
rights Act have been grossly exaggerated.
cised when the original schedule was made
up. It appears that the plans then which
had called for the Negro cadets to be seated
on a segregated basis had been approved
by the Administrative staff at West Point,
Surely, Tulane University will not con.
sent to play West Point every year at the
Academy's ground in New York. It seems
certain that sooner or later the Army will
have to terminate its athletic relations with
Tuiane, unless segregation is done away
with in Louisiana or West Point keeps Ne-
groes out of its cadet corpe.
If Louisiana football fans are eager to
see the Army play at New Orleans. they
should exercise their influence to the end
that the statutes laws which deny equal
treatment to all American citizens are re-
pealed. In the meanwhile, West Point
should adopt a fixed policy not to engage in
athletic contests with schools that condone
segregation.
But our hats go off to you for
your unselfish and heroic role in
the fight for integration at Cen-
tral High school in Little Rock,
Ark.
We know of your courage in
risking your life on the battle-
fields of Korea as a war corre-
spondent to chronicle the feats
of men at war for posterity. Your
bravery on the periled battlefield
SO WHAT?
"IT"S ALL RIGHT TO LOVE THE SIMPLE
THINGS IN LIFE . JUST DON'T MARRY ONE."
for democracy in Little Rock was
none the less.
Your display of courage and in-
tegrity is a great inspiration to
us and a great tribute to a won-
derful profession.
Space will not pertnIt us to list
all the personnel, but just to
mention a few: Enoe Waters,
Ralph Hughes, Leodies Arburtha,
Rama Lahori, Herschel Glenn,
Lee Blackwell. James Artry, Joe
Gregory, William Caldwell and
Geri Wiliam,.
Melvin Cross
Sex Reeks Cause Crime
Dear Editor: Today we have the
highest crime wave in the history
of the U. S. Why are we having
so much crime? I believe it is
because of the thousands of sex
magazines which are printed
monthly and read by our teen-
agers.
Since this type of reading mat-
ter constitutes the bulk of "dilly"
literature and since our young peo-
ple are further exposed to this
filth on TV and the movies, is it
surprising that the morals of
youth are almost gone?
A million illigitimets children
are born every year. Almost an
equal number of youth are strik-
en with a veneral di • A ma-
jor crime is committed in Ameri-
ca every 22 seconds.
It is obvious that the church and
the home have fallen down on
the job and are the greatest etin•
tributors to the juvenile delin-
quency. It should be called
"adult delinquency."
Churches and parents should
cooperate in stamping out highly
suggestive literature which Is in-
deed a menace to the very moral
foundation of our satiety.
All adults should be interested
enough to write "letters to the
editer" of their community news-
papers. They should write to their
Congressmen, sternen's club, busi-
nessmen's clubs and any agencies
which can influence public opinion
IN WRITING A WEEKLY COM•
IIENT COLUMN, it's practically
impossible to record daily happen-
ings of national import, their se-
quence and implications. But the
effect on U. S. conscience result-
ing from the hostile efforts of the
White South to resist mandated
public school integration, has been
front-page news since the schools
opened in early September.
The press, pulpit, radio and TV
of the North have condemned the
brazen defiance of federal law by
Gov. Faubus at Little Rock, Ark.;
Use beating of Rev. F. L Shut-
tlesworth at Birmingham; the dy-
namite blast which rocked Nash-
vine's desegregated iSrade school;
the barring of some 30 Negro stu-
dents at Richmond, Va., schools be-
cause their parents refused to sign
pupil placement applications and
similar overt acts in other South-
ern states directed against Negro
children whose only "offense" is
their desire to get an education.
Disgust over the Little Rock in-
cident Is also reaching overseas
With repercussions of racial dis•
orders in the South being felt in
states above the Mason - Dixon
Line, the main concern of liberal,
broad . minded citizens of both
races is the ever-present threat of
riots and mob violence in the trou-
ble centers.
Comments by individuals abroad
and by foreign language news-
papers teem with sarcasm and rid-
icule for the inherent hatred of
the Negro by Southerners, and
their point is well taken.
The stereotyped alibi of DIrl•
segregationists is that, so far as
Negroes are concerned — integra-
I AIN'T MAD
When the now Rev. Dwight
"Gatemouth" Moore was a featur-
ed blues singer in the nation's hot
spots, one of his most popular ren-
dition was entitled "I Ain't Mad."
The lyrics consisted of repeated
assurance that "I ain't mad at you,
pretty baby, I ain't mad at all."
"Gate," as the crowd called
him then, and sometimes now, al.
ways rocked the hone when he
sang the nag. Folks loved it.
It seems that the song was ahead
of its time, however. Because it
looks lite right thru here ... with
these tens times of LitU• Rock,
Nashville, and hither and you,
since the school bells rang for the
boys and girls this Fall . . . a
lot of folk need to join in the cho-
rus. The theme song of the time
and nation might well be, "I Mat
Mad at You."
In that connection, it seems
timeir to set up some standards
to determine when a man is mad.
A lot of times a person isn't mad.
That needs to be emphasized
where Negro white relations are
concerned particularly. A lot of
white people have been condition-
ed to conclude that a Negro is
"mad" if he isn't grinning, scrat-
ching his head, or otherwise "clow-
ning" in their presence.
Some white people have an
"Uncle Tom" stereotype of t h •
Negro in their minds. To them the
"good" Negro is the usually grin-
ning, always agreeable, sometimes
humble to the point of servility,
seemitily happy-go-lucky,
like bloke, whe leaves the impres-
sion of always looking up to the
"great white father" for supervis-
ion and guidance. Around ths per.
sonality they associate picture of
loose, crude morals, down in the
alley crap games, gluttonous eat-
ing of chitterlings, chicken, water-





each of you for your "Salute to
Jeanette T, Jones."
Jeanette Triplet Jones merits
and deserves all that you had to
say of her and all that any one
could say, This fine, fluent, cul-
tured personality has meant so
much to the community.
No one can estimate the value
of her inoculations into the youth
over the years in the class room
and elsewhere.
I sin so very happy to have
been honored with my associations
with her in our N.A.A.C.P. act-
ivities.
Edore leaving on my eastern
vacation trip covering the month
of September, as the sole surviv•
ing character member of the
Branch an now a Life Member of
the NAACP, I just had to get my
'need in to your motion for the
inspiration and course she has
even me personally sad to all of
us.—Archie L. Weaver, President
Second Ward Improvement As-
sociation.
Absokuta, a town of about 70,00C
persons in southwestern Nigeria, is
surrounded by a wall of hardened
mud nosey 20 miles in circumfor.
It's when many Negroes run
into a white man who cannot be
"jived" with double talk and dou-
ble action . . , who indicates that
he expects the Negro to act and
talk with the intelligence, know.
how, dispatch, depenabillty, a n d
efficiency of any other normal per.
son . . . that they conclude that
there Sr. too many "mad" white
folk round about.
Now, it's true that there are a
lot of "mad" folk on both sides ...
mad with Ignorance, prejudice,
selfishness. thoughtlessness, and
resentments. And it's true that it's
this type that's making the most
noise and causing the most un-
pleasantness. But the vast majori-
ty of white and Negroes can sin-
cerely look each other in the eye
and join in singing, "I ain't mad
at you!" Now whatchubett
It has been estimated that 400;
MO persons heard an edflress by
President Grover Cleveland when
he officially opened the World's
fair exposition in Chicago in May
of 1903.
Words of Ike Wiso
women U. the shadow et
Arius, She awassiory deploy
of those coatis which ear
tenOW-eittilitaWea love sad sw-
ille.t if we skive to beeostis.
Shea, whet we strive to appear,
manse» may ones he rem-
dared vestal pease to the par-







ments of the student body at
Cenral High school here yes-
terday coined as ungrammati-
cal chant which was heard
throughout the day.
It went like this:
"One — four — six — eight,
"We ain't gown Integrate."
Newsmen tio tbe scene sag.
tasted that the English teach-
ers get busy.
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non means miscegenauon. What
they imply of course is "miscege-
nation in reverse," for the word
mean, according to Webster's Dic-
tionary, "interbreeding of whites
and Negroes."
And the white plantation owners,
slave holders and Simon Leer's'
of the South started "miscegenat-
ing" with the arrival of the first
-boatload of slaves from Africa, in
1G13.
Then it Was "legalized" in 1610,
when slavery was officially intro-
duced into the American colonies,
at Jamestown. Va., and continued
brazenly until 1063, when slavery
was abolished by the 13th Amend.
ment to the Constitution.
Before, during and after the
"War Between the States," t h
Southern slave-driver had two sots
of morals — one for the daygme
with his white wife and family, the
consorted with his Negro slave con-
cubine — his kept mistress.
To see how well he managed
with his "miscegenation," just re-
member that the slaves brought
here from Africa, were BLACK—
but then under the concubinage of
the "white aliens of the South,"
came the sepias, mulattoes, quad-
roons, octoroons and others of the
Reconstruction Period, Fair-skin-
ned Negroes of today, of course—
those who can "pass" and are
welcomed with open arms by their
"white" brothers and sisters—are
the legitimate children of legally
married light . complexioned Ne-
gro parents, and their number is
legion,
The absurdity of Dixie racial
prejudice makes foreigners give
us the 'horse laugh.'
1 will tell you another story," knowed they could trust—which I sure would like to see ray pretty
said Simple, "about high living they could have, had it not been brownskin wife laying up .between
when the white folks is away. You for this other couple. peach silk sheets."
remember them rich old white "After the celebration dinner "It were then the devil mull
folks I told you about once down and several swigs of fine licker, have come to help celebrate the
  in Virginia what was so rich they sitting in the big kitchen, this oth- Wiggins twenty-fifth wedding
had a fountain in their front yard er couple got the notion they anniversary. Don't you know, in
 and a swimming pool in the back, would like to see the rest of this the end, they decided to let that
 and a house with twenty-eleven rich old fabulous old house they visiting couple stay, since it were
rooms? had heard tell about, a stormy night, and each married
"Well, they had this nice color. "By now outside it had blowed couple sleep in one of them white
back to town anyhow, visitors in the Peach Room which
iu
"Amens."
In their minds the eom 
ed c 
of the Tried Stone Baptist Church. start 
working for them nam• up a mean old cold autumn rain tfhoelks;tabsetderooes mbse•tdhrennmWigagnidns 
the
It
were the rich old whit, lady's
sumption of cheap gin, with loud ed Mr. and Mrs. Wiggins, pillars and this other couple hated to
c mparative. The Wiggins did no wrong, except were comfortable in that big old
ly few Negroes who don't fit the maybe take a little nip on a cold house. Imagine! Just one old boudoir.
picture are either "Reverends," night, else at a celebration, rich old white old couple with all "You can guess the rest! Before
"Po-fessers" . . . or 'mad! And "It were on their Twenty-Fifth them twenty-four rooms! And dawn in the morning, who should
thata where a lot of white folk wedding anniversary that the them bedrooms that colored eyes Come driving home from Philin
get "mad." They resent the Ns. Devil must have come to drink had never seed the like of before. but the white folks themselvee is
gro who doesn't fit the stereotype, and celebrate with them. Also. it "One bedroom was called the tired, rest.broke and wanting
On the other hand the Negro has were almost the twenty.fifth ann. Apple Room because it Wel done nothing but to go to bed! They
some "white" stereotypes of hie iversary of their job, they had all in apple-blossom pink, and even separated, as white couples de
own. Too many Negroes picture been working for these rich old the sheets and pillow cases was when they get enable, and the
the average white man as a "self. white people so long. But on the blossom-colored silk, and th• pil- old lady went right to her Peach
conceited peacock" , so carried twenty-fifth night of their marri- lows, too. Another bed room. the Room, and the old man went tots'.
latn i edni 
the 
. ow, I 
said. 
- agem.theyr goofed. Stone goofed!" old mistress' room was called the ering to hie Beige Room,
peawrilioyriwity,thanhdisso " m nconisc Peach Room and was all in peach "But when she switched ea had
special privilege advantages of his "Some imlaws egged them to colors, and the sheets was peach lights, old Miss White La4.0
down" to any and all Negroes. had not of been that Mr. Wiggins "And the Master Bed Room, scermeamed;gaT,nbedut hfaerintedinouth.
white skin, until he can only "talk gin," said Simple. "Maybe, if It silk, and the pillows, too,
W el
Such a man treats all Negroes as wife's step-sister's half-brother what had hunting irons and pistols the old Colonel turned on brif'
children, in the Negro's stereo, had not come out to the country on the walls, and elks and bear lights, he did not scream. At the
type, So, many Negroes set out to celebrate with them. Mr. and heads in the dressing room and sight of them colored carcasses('
to take advantage of the stereo. Mrs. Wiggins might have had a private bar, was the man's room in -his beig'S bed, he tuft tools-
type white's assumptions, and pro. their job today, or else be pen- all in brown and was called the down one of his shooting irons off
.. by tanlkienxgpean  dta, acting
he n





twenty-five years of wedding life, couple, "I never seed so many Room. There came near being-
But no! On the night of their private bath, too. Said that other "There in the Peach"'
whit, 
m 
served some purpose the Negro this other couple what was relit. bathrooms in one house in my blood in the Beige Room, except"
had in mind. ed only slightly, but did not even life' " that them strange visitors ran too
belong to their church, come out "We Is clean livers out here," fast. In fact, Negroes ran every
to visit them, knowing they would said the Wiggins. which away out of both rooms,
get a good dinner, home made "And how would it be to sleep and were scared the next morning
ice cream, anniversary cake, and between silk sheets?" said the to ask the white folks to given.
maybe whiskey because that Wig- wife of the other couple. them their clothes out of then
gins couple ate and enjoyed just "I don't know," said the other upstairs bedrooms.
what the white folks ate. man. "but if I worked here and "I am sorry to say, it were the
"Now, however, it happened my white folks was away, I sure morning after their twenty-fifth
that night that the old white mas- would find out. And on soy ann. Wedding Anniversary that the -
ter and mistress of the house was iversary night, too I would try Wiggins couple loet that good job,
away visting somewhere three them sheets just for once, sleep. they had had almost twenty-five
hundred miles up North In Phil- ing fine! What you say, Brother years. They also lost the perodon
adelphis. There was nobody in all Wiggins? You and your old lady they might of got just for sleep.
that big old mansion but Mr. and take the Beige Room, and let me Mg In fine beds for once in that
Mrs. Wiggins, who the white folks and mine have the Peach Room, fine house."
The pulsating roar of the sea is
in my ears as I write these lines
at an island outpost. Hilton Head,
off the coast of South Carolina. It
is 40 minutes by car, the only way,
from my home town of Savannah
just acmes the Georgia line.
Here in a little cluster of sum-
mer houses on the wide, white
beach curving along the Atlantic
shore, a few Americans', broth-
ers, seek a brief respite from the
heat and the hatreds of the South-
ern way of life.
There are no telephones and no
communication with the mainland
save by the new toll bridge. The
only newspapers, the Savannah
Morning News and the Savannah
Press, are brought out to me ev-
ery other day or so.
From their headline stories I ga-
ther that the damn Yankees are
not only coming, they are darn '
near here.
At least half the stories In each
paper are devoted to some strange
new hero with the strange name
of Faubus who is the governor of
Arkansas.
It seems that Governor Faubus
with the aid of the Arkansas arm-
ed forces turned back in a great,
dramatic manuover some little col-
ored girl wearing dark glasses
who wanted to go to school.
Since all I know is what I read
In these two papers I am sure, al.
though it has not been confirmed, try can bestow upon a citizen or
that this little girl must have been soldier.
carrying as atom bomb in h e r The big guy In the uniform with
lunch kit, his gun who stood closest in the
From the photograph printed In photograph to my little heroine In.
the press this little girl must be terested me too. I wondered if hi
very pretty and she seems to me fought in other major wars outside
about the age of one of my daugh- Arkansas, He probably has a wife
tors. I kept gazing at the photo- and kids back home who a r•
graph wondering how she felt and proud of his great victory over
what was going on in her mind, that little colored girl.
The soldiers were standing, t a 1 1 In the photograph here is pro01
and overweight, in front of her and that he was at the great battle
angry looking kids were in back when the dangerous little
and on each side of her, girl with the atom bomb is the
The dark glasses she wore con- lunch kit was turned back,
cealed any signs of fear that might This Arkansas Caesar can say al
have been in her face. She held the mighty poman Once said: "I
herself erect with her pretty head came, I saw, I conquered." Hie
high and from the picture, she children can tell theirs of how he
seemed t4 have the courage of a foiled the plot of the Supreme
modern Joan of Arc. The mob Court to defeat the master race at
that surrounded her, however, did the battle of Little Rock High.
not burn her at the stake. He won this battle but I know
The newspaper did not identify that, while winning battles count
the little lass and I don't know heavily, what counts most is win.
her name nor anything about her. ning the war. We must tell on
She is, of course, Just one of the hillbilly Napoleon about Waterloo.
dozens of proud young girls and I think I shall put this photo.
boys of color who have presented graph in a bottle and throw it on
themselves before the school mobs to sea. Perchance on some strange
and the military in various areas shore, years and years from now,
of the South to be turned hack, those who are left on this planet
humiliated, hooted at and occas- will learn of life in our time. Should
ionally stoned, democracy fail and our civilization
Indeed. I am astounded by the fall, this picture would mark the
innocent bravery and simple cour- beginning of the end. America's
age. Each one deserves, in my noble experiment, they would say




French Hail Dorothy Dandridge's New Film
1 AMONG THE SLAVES on the
, "slave ship" in the picture
; "Tamange" starring Dorothy
Dandrige is "Aiche" (Sand-
! ridge) the beautiipl and sol-
uptnous one who captivates
ship's captain from the very
start. She is invited into the
captain's cabin where she
is premised everything fine in





she should and could be as
free as the captain himself
"Aiche" finally agrees. Here
she is shown accepting the cap-
tain's embraces as the start
HOLLY WOO Di,
13y HAZEL A. WASHINGTON
HOLLYWOOD — Sarah Church-
ill has left London and planed to
New York enroute to Hollywood
where she has two NBC Matinee
appearances awaiting her. Sarah
has been very brave about thg sud-
den and tragic death of Tony
Heauchamps, avoiding crowds,
places and interviews by staying
home. This trip will keep her in
the states for about two months
before she will return to her
horns in England. While here Miss
Churchill will be looking for a
good play or TV series to take
back with her. Ent looking for.
ward to chatting with Sarah and
get the latest news from the old
world.
' IRVING BERLIN will with his
talent assure the two hour color-
east on NBC TV set for Wednes-
day, November 27 a big hit show
with Mary Martin and John Raitt.
Berlin composed "Annie Get Your
Gun," the play which will also '
bring many at his best hit tunes
to your t-v screens.
Berlin has contributed more of
bis work for the benefit of his
country than any other writer of
music in history.
In the first world war, he wrote
"Yip, Yip, Yaphank," and in the
second war, "This Is The Army,"
both of them complete and vastly
successful musical revues. Ile has
written songs for the Treasury De-
partment, to help sell bonds, for
Navy Relief to raise money and
wrote The President's Birthday
Ball," to aid the late Presidentj
Roosevelt's Infantile Paralysis I
Fund and allocated the proceeds!
of -God Bless America," to sev.1
eral youth groups.
This best-known, most prolific
and ereat American is extremely
modest, shy, sentimental and
somewhat nervous. and 'his* from
crowds and making speeches, but
is lovable just the same.
The new version of Ernest
Hemmingway's classic, ''A Fare-
well to Arms,' becomes interest-
ing in that the original, made by
Paramount with Gary Cooper and
Helen Hayes in black and white
and on the studio lot, now be-
comes a location film in the hands
of David 01 Selmick. The lovers
of the story are now Jennifer
Jones and Rock Hudson, the show
is in color and taken on each spot
as indicated in the novel and be'
comes with this hemline!. in en-
tirely fresh venture. So if ou are
old enough to have seen the origi-
nal, you still have something new,
in store for you. .
. OLGA JAMES, abroad for sev-
eral months returned to the states
this week to enjoy a short rest be-
fore starting out on a series of
night dub shows. While abroad
Olga was featured in "Big show
of 1957" that wowed I.ondoners
and Paris' first nighter fans. She
left America shortly after
U. S. National forests contain pleting her appearance in "Mr.




An international film festival
will be held in Chicago this fall.
Famous films from around t h e
world will be shown by the Roose-
velt university film society every
two weeks beginning October 2.
"Un Carnet De Bal," a French
film produced in 1938 opens the
Illoi,series: "The Phantom Horse," a
1956 contemporary Japarese film
closes the season on December
-Among the movies to be screen ,
ed and discussed are "The Ludt:
er," a 1926 English production dl.'
reeled by the famed Alfred Hitch-
cock, "The Children Are Watch-
leg,' a 1943 Italian production
written and directed by the mak-
ers of "Shoe Shine" and "Bicycle
Thief," and "The Road to Life",
a 1931 Russian film.
Clara Bow, the famous "It girl"
of the '20s. and Colleen Moore,
another star of Amerieres "Flap-
per". era will be •sherred in the
American movies of the series.
First ironworks in North Ameri-




NEW YORK — (Calvin News
Service) . . . Regardless of the
merit of the Nat King Cole show —
it was just no soap with the top
sponsors but all is not lost. With
a group of local sponsors cooperat-
Mg in several big cities, the Cole
show will flourish and keep before
the TViewers — and that's the
main thing, after . . . In a
deal suggested by Chock Full 0'
Nuts who wanted to do the spon-
soring chores but couldn't carry
it for the entire nation — the
duties are being broken up for such
areas as New York, San Francis-
co, Washington, Baltimore, Cleve-
land and Los Angeles . „ Mostly
beer and wine products are the
backers, so far . . Cole hoped
for a large network sponsor, as
other stars have gotten, but if he
would just cbeck the register and
see the many, many shows which
have FAILED in the past — mane
with top stars whose names just
couldn't save them — he will
wonderful strides
predate the fact that he has made
e 
IX
4113- p• 6 H
To us — Nat has done wonders
— as a performer. Because he's A p
great and is a wonderful person 
•
to know, his friends all clocked to
his SOS and guest starred to make
his show a real treat . . . To;
combat the famous $64,000 Ques-
tion — it had to he . . . People;
switched to Cole because he had I
something there — people do not ,
switch for loyalty because he is a
Negro . . Sponsors know that ..
Therefore, he was "on trial" for
a longer period of time than per-t
haps stars of other races might
have been, just because Sponsors
wanted to make sure, positively,.
sure he'd catch the public eye,
through and through . . Pitching
him against Revlon's program,
which has hit its !seek, was the
real test . . And even then, Nat
Cole csine through with flying col-
ors . .
o fa romance that is to later
cause plenty trouble between
the captain and her own peo-
ple ,particularly" Tamango''
played by Ales Cress-an.
SHIP'S CAPTAIN Is not alone
in his admiration for the beauti-
ful Aiche . Here the ship.s doe.
toe, (Jean Servals) begs for her
love end attentions. When the cap-
tain later learns of the physician's
attentions to "Aiche" there Is a
brital fight between the two.
Paris Hails
t rennere
By E. A. WIGGINS
PARIS — The 20th Century Fox
much publicized, controversial
and long awaited. film, "Island
le The SunS' with its mixed cast
ol popular stars including Dorothy
Dandridge, Joan Fontaine, Joan
Collins, James Mason, Michael
Rennie and Harry Belaforne, hit
Paris' silver screens and the Rex,
(Grand Blvd.) in French, and the
Normandie, (Champs.Elysees), in'
Eoglish, simultaneously.
The picture is drawing capacity
crowds every afternoon and night,
but press and public expresses
disappointment concerning the
much hullabalood interra( •el ro-
mances incorporated therein. ed.
DURING MOST OF "slme
ship's voyage "Aiche" has
the captain, played by Crud
Jurgens at her command. In
this scene he begs the beauti-
ful "Aiche" to stey with him
and not return to the slaves




1 'By E. A. WIGGINS
PARIS — Dorothy Dandridge,
who has been living in the South
of France for sometime and study-
ing French conscientously, com-
pleted her first French film near
Cannes, last month and immedi-
ately flew to America for a much
needed four-weeks rest.
The film, Tamango, a 16 weeks
production, by the American pro-
ducer, John Berry, adopted from
the story by French writer Pros-
per Merieee, starring Dorothy
Dandridge with an all-French mix-
ed cast, is a realistic drama that
occurs aboard a slave ship trans-
porting its human cargo from Af-
rica to Asnerica, and, ih packed
with passions, intrigues and via•
lence.
Co starring with Miss Dandridge
are Messrs. Crud Jurgens, Jean
Servais and Alex Cressan, as Cap-
tain„ Doctor and Tamango, re-
spectively. The Director of the
production is Monsieur Rene G.
Viiattoux.
.Tamango is a mixture of facts
and fiction based on Captain Rein-
ker's voyage aboard his three-
masts sailing vessel, Esperanza, in
1820, to a coast of Africa where
he purchased a cargo of male and
'female „slaves, from the local
slave-trading African Chieftain,
for two barrels of chum and twen-
ty-five
Among the female slaves, the
beautiful and voluptuous Aiche
("Dot" Dandridge) attracts the
Captain.
Master and tyrant though he be,
the Captain's atteetions are not
forced upon Aiche. She is, in fact,
invited into his cabin and given
the choice of sharing everything
aboard ship - including his cabinl
- to the miserable and inhuman
existence of her compatriots in
the hatch below.
Against such overwhelming
odds, the Captain's proposition -
sweetened by his compliments on
her beautly and charms, plus her,
own desire for freedom is accept-I
Now The Secret Is Out! How
Italian Beauties Get Curves
By OLGA CURTIS
ROME—The secret is out If you
wonder how Sophia Loren. Gina
Lollobrigida and other famous
Italian beauties get that shape—
it's all done with "bustos."
"Busto'' IS Italian for iontic. and
an Italian girdle, combined with
a "reggipetto" or Italian bra, can
give anybody new dimensions.
These undergarments simply
take any natural assets a woman
has and move them into new
places.
As seen at the tiny Rome shop
of Marcella Trepiedi, where Sop-
hia, Gina and Ma Gardner get
boned and hooked into their fam-
ous figures, the "Nato" is much
different from an American gir-
dle.
It fits the body from thigh to
ibustline
, completely covering the
ribcage. The bottom fastens with
buttons exactly like a baby's pan-
ties. The rear is curved up:
The tummy is flattened. Both
waistline and ribcage are squeez-
The "reggipetto" always is
worn over the "heath." 'This M-
ed to new narrowness.
You step into the boned, elastic
"busto," hook it diagonally across
the eimmy, and button the hot-
ton.
Your posture straightens out
immediately, your cheat automa-
tidally lifts: There's no other way
to stand because you can't slump
even if you swoon.
"Italian girls start wearing these
when they're In or U." explained
!Lie Cappetti, chief corsetiere at
!the shop. "Naturally they will have
bettor chests—they stand straight-
er." ,
When chest curves develop, on
comes the "reggipetto." like
American bras. these are made in
many sizes and styles, hut the
i idea is different. Where American
bras curve or pad to roundness,
sures a slim waist and ribcage
and a spectacular top.
I "The' American Women who
!come here," Signorina Cappetti
noted, "wear short bras and gir-
dles that stop at the waistline.
All the flesh that Is pushed by
these garments goes only one
place—over the diaphragm. If the
diaphragm is not flat and the!
'chest up. what can you expect in
shape?"
She added•
"American women also have no
hips. They should wear bustos
that curve their backs more."
ithe Italian bra points up, out and
to the sides.
I 'Affair To Remember'
'Face In Crowd' Socko
Deteirah Kerr, who his just corn. Itertainers, is cast opposite Miss
pleted two screen hits, "The King Kerr.
and I" and "Heaven Knows Mr, "An Affair to Remember" is a
Allison," has the good fortune of modern roniantic comedy about a
again being a pbrt of a inapt popu- notable and slightly notorious ba-
ler and successful motion oicture
"An Affair To Remember" at•the
Tivoli and Royal theaters.
Cary Grant, who has wooed and'
won most of the screen's fair tatt-
les, and in doing so has establish-
ed himself as one of the top en-'
chelor, and a beautiful, sophistic-
ated and, witty night club singer.
Of cosine, this is neither a nee
nor unusual combination for the
screen, many a film has been built
around the same two type of char-
acters Host, however, lack the
t Filled with compassion for Ta-
; mango's unhappy plight, Aiche
kneels beside him offers him
fresh drinking water, and tries
to persuade him that it's useless
to oppose the Captain.
Tamango, resentful of Aiche's
relationship with the Captain, re-
fuses her help and advice. But on
second thought he relents, for the
Purpose of using Aiche to get the
ship carpenter's file to free him-
self. Aiche's lovely face and fig-
ure also attracts the entire Eimer.
anza crew. Dr. Corot, the ship's
physician, makes repeated efforts
to win her favor. Failing to do so
he ultimately ridicules her asso-
ciation with the Catpain, whom he
declares will marry the daughter
of another sea Captain when they
return to Rotterdam.
Enraged by the news, Aiche cre-
ates a scene with the Captain
who, to maintain his position,
sends Aiche back in the hatch
(temporarily) with the other fe-
male slaves, then fights it out
-with Dr. Corot for his treasonable
act.
Aiche is seized by Tamango, as
-hostage, as he and his warriors
retreat to the hatch.
The Captain hesitates to fire
on them. He orders the hatchway
sealed with pitch and tar. But the
freedom-fighters succeeds in block-
ing the air-hole.
The only resort left for the -Cap.
tam to get the hatchway' open
without further loss of life among
his crew is by cannon fire. This
he threatens to do unless Aiche
is returned to him.
Tamango, magnanimously leaves
Aiche free to go. But Aiche, re.
signed arid proud, tells the 'Cap-
tain she has decided to remain
with her own people, to be loyal
to them, and share their unhappy
fate to the end.
Although the revolt failed in its
objective for freedom, great jubi-
lation reigns among those who
fought for it, by the voluntary re-
turn of the lovely Aiche to the
clan.
JIMMY ROGERS, one ol the sic.
lions top blues artists and record-
ing stars is curreatly appearing
at Rickey's Show Lounge, 31139 S.
Indiana are. every Thurs., Fris
Sat. and Sun. site. Thursday nite
La all request nite feathring all his'
latest disc hits.
Reese, got into the Ebony dining
room with press agent Larry Max-
well at 3:10 a.m., but to no avail.
They went to the kitchen and said,
"Can't we Just have some bread
and hot water? We'll make our
own tea."
Rose Morgan Louis getting .a
special bellman's service from
John White as she made a three
A.M. entrance at the Gotham
FINALLY "AICIIE" returns
to her own people who are be-
ing held slaves on the ship
and finding "Tamango" chain-
ed and without food or water




both, At first "Tamango" re-
fuses her aid but later gives '
in and agrees to forget his
bitterness over her basing






DETROIT — The Chicago Story:
Cordie King mentioning in Idle-
' wild she is looking forward to con-
ing to Detroit for the Shuterbugs
and to tell the boys she is bring-
ing hubby Matey Stewart along
. . . Mac (The Wiggler) VacLean
announcing the return by popular
demand of Phineas Newborn, the
man of a thousand fingers at his
Sutherland Hotel lounge, with Bil-
ly Taylor opening Oct. 31.
• • •
Young man telling another: If!
hit the digits, I'll take you to the
Ray Robinson-Carmen Basilio fight 
arrange the musical numbers for
... Lee Magid, manager of Della 
all my shows. It was a pleasure
to work with a real genius and
gentleman.
'Sarge' Redwine coming clean.
die really wasn't 'Johnny Nab.'
Dancer Bobby Lopes and troupe
currently at the Gayety burlesk
theatre downtown. Drop by for a
real treat and a belly full oft
laughs. Note from Chicago's 'D1.7.•
Livingston.' Dear 'Stanley,' I am
still single.
hotel. The champ preceded her
by six hours. . .Theresa King and
Grayce Sadler entertaining a
pretty Canadian friend at the
Flame Show Bar. Guess where
they were? Front row center. Nor-
velle Reid's Decca recording of
"All the Way" and "The World
Won't End" is a listening must.
Organist Milt Buckner and the
Mrs. looking the same after 20
years. Gee, I can just picture the
good old days at the Norwood
Club Plantation when he used to
RED FOX. finned comedian,
left, joined Lionel Hampton as
a sort of gimmick at later•s
opening at Roberts lounge tau
Wednesday but the comic
•
0 •
went over so big Ilamp hired '
him for rest of the show. I




By DELORES CALVIN ,
NEW YORK — :Billy Daniels is
wowing nightrry fans at night
clubs in Canada. Star of the show,
Billy does all his oldies — especial.
ly Black Magic, and Benny l'ayne,
his pianist. again gets into he
act . . . Billy has a new album
out — calypso — and he does a
few spicy numbers from that ..
Arthur Lee Simpkins, who plays
only the choice spots of the na-
tion, does about 30 minutes
sparkle, comedy and romantic fun straight of his fine singing at the
of this Altogether gay and enjoys- Bellevue Casino in Montreal . .
ble film. Leo McCarey who has The Theresa Hotel, TIONS' Bill
turned wit many a warm snd'hit- Brown back as manager and a
man movie, including "The Awful new front — eonwnercialized with
Truth" and "Going My Way" Is chapeau apparel in front view —
responsible for ''An Affair To Re-I is fast returning to Its place as
member." the mecca for iihowfolk, and peo-
pie oi Harlem • .
Whoever told., showman Do e
Wheeler he could successfully
gatheher whet he calls the Gos-
uei Caravan should have •ternincl.
him that such noisy'offairs aren't
exactly the vogue this yeer...ilow-
' ever, they managed to do good
I biz at the Areillo this week with
, Doc, a sniooth-voiced emcee, run.
nine the show . , Embarrassing
moments come when the singers,
dressed in loud dolors of every
description, and in satin too, per-
form so heartily they nearly fall
off the stage . . There is much
hand-clapping and feol-stomping
and shouting and general shouts of
"Amen" rising from the audiencw.
and reverts the Apollo stage barks7e.
to something ageMbling an old.
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• IN ONE OF the most fashionable weddings of the early Fall social
season in Chicago two prominent East Coast and mid-West families
were united when petite and pretty Artholian Palmer became the bride
of Harold P. Freeman of Washington, D. C. The wedding in historic
Church of the Good Shepherd Congregational was enchanting in its
beauty and impressive in its dignity. The radiant bride, a student at
1). C. Teachers' College in Washington, is assisted from the car and• up
the stairway of the church by her father, Cornelius Palmer, well-to-
do Chicago taxicab magnate.
• ETHEREAL BEAUTY describes this bridalpro-
trait as the new Mrs. Harold P. Freeman climbs the
stately staircase in her home to toss her wedding bou-
quet, a cascade arrangement of white stephanoti and
white orchids. Her gown was am exquisite creation of
white French re-embroidered Alencon !ace and silk
peau de soie 'lavishly sprinkled with seed pearls. Her
delicate finger-tip illusion veil was secured by a halo
of seed pearls. (Gilbert Brown Photo).
• "LET ME BE the first to wish you joy and happiness," the bride's
sister, and maid of honor Cornelia exclaims as she autographs the mar-
riage license book for the newlyweds. Holding the record of their troth
is the Rev. Joseph Evans, minister of Good Shepherd Congregational
• FAMILY PORTRAIT. A handsome groom and his lovely bride pose
with their parents at the brilliant and lavish reception which followed
the church ceremony. The reception was held in the palatial West
Chesterfield home of the bride's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Palmer and the
• THE EXQUISITE beauty of the bride's table with its hand cro-
cheted table cloth of white medallions over bouffant skirts of white
taffeta and net attracts two members of the young socialite set. They
are Bettye Singleton and Judy Beasley. The huge three-tiered wedding
cake was encircled in similax. The crocheted cloth was made by the
bride's paternal aunt, Mrs. Rosebud Bethel. (Other Photos by Defen-
der Photographer, Tony Rhoden. Story inside).
church. Partically hidden to the minister's right is the groom's best
man, his brother, Clyde jr. The groom, a senior at Howard university
medical school, has an outstanding record as an athlete and ranks third
in tennis competition by the American Tennis Association.
groom's mother, Mrs. Lucille Freeman, a teacher in the public school
system of Washington, D. C. The Freeman family is widely known in
tennis circles. The groom is the son of the late Atty. Clyde Freeman
sr. (Gilbert Brown Photo).
• 'TIL DEATH . . • Their eyes reflecting their love for each other,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold P. Freeman are blissfully unaware of admiring
glances of some 750 wedding guests who crowded Good Shepherd to
its capacity. Photo was taken just before newlyweds drove away for
the reception at the home of the bride's parents. Approximately 500
attended this elaborate event. ,(Gilbert Brown Photo).
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Quiet Family Ceremony Unites Miss B. Harold And Dr. Gloster
Other Peoples
BUSINESS
by A. L FOSTER
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
COSMOPOLITAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
(Fenesrly Chicago Negro Chamber ist Commerce
I This reporter feels that it was
tinproper for the President to con-
fer with Governor Faubus while
the latter's case was pending. I
feel that the President should have
publicly rebuked Governor Faubus
instead of issuing a statement
Which seemed to imply tolerance
to his defiance of the Supreme
Court's ruling on segregation.
• Gov. Frank Clement's statement
that he "was born raised and edu-
cated under the traditional system
of racial segregation in the south-
ern schools and liked it," is a
Strong argument in favor of segre-
gation.
The separate school system, eith-
er by state law or because of resi-
dential segregation, is responsible
snore .than anything else, for the
probleMs of Negroes.
THE NORMAL ONES
• Adults who, as children, h a d
normal contacts during their most
impressionable years, are usually
the ones who favor fair employ-
ment practices, are not adverse
to living with Negroes as neigh-
bors and generally accept Negros
as individual human beings —some
good, some bad.
It is pretty difficult to convince
any person that his Negro class-
mate who had the highest I. Q.
and perhaps excelled in athletics
as well as scholarship was inferior.
And Negro boys and girls learn
that all white people are not po-
tential lynchers.
Ten years of mixed schools will
develop a new America. Governor
Clement deserves credit for h I s
decision to see that the law is rig.
idly enforced in his state and the
Mayor of Nashville also deserves
credit for taking drastic steps to
curb violence there.
It is reported that Kasper has
'quickly thrown in jail in every From Musclefled to the North. I hope he is
city he lands.
'111 ATEST PRAISE
• Of course, greatest praise must
go to Woodrow Wilson Mann, May- Oak Forest Institutions' Depart.
or of Little Rock who has so sev- ment of Physical Medicine a n d
Governor Faubus.
Rehabilitation is obtaining some!Mae statement that "in seek-
ing to prevent trouble, a public encouraging results in its clinical
official must remove the cause investigations into the effects of
of the trouble," meaning of course muscle relaxng drugs.
the nine Negro pupils' remin
ds us
Improved muscular control is
that during the slave regime, it
was proposed that all Negroes being demonstrated by patients'be
deported and that whenever trou-
ble comes involving Negroes. it is
proposed that the cause (Negroes)
remove themselves.
So, Negroes are urged to stay
away from beaches, away from
public parks, out of communities
New'cute and Rehabilitation, at 0 aNewpo
rt News.
"where they do not belong." - Dr. Gloster—who holds the B. A.Forest Institution, the Cook Coup-
John L Chapman, vice president degree from Morehouse college,
of the City National Bank, after 
ty hospital devoted to the chroni-
the M. A. from Atlanta university,
reading the book. "Chicago — City and the Ph. D. from New York
of Progress and Opportunity" pub.. 
Forest, Ill.
university — is chairman of the
lished by the Cosmopolitan Cham- According to Dr. Boynton, the Communications center depart-
her of Commerce wrote: purpose of the entire program is ment of language and literature
"I have enjoyed very much read- to make the patient less depend- and a director of the summer M-
ing the book. You are to be con. ent on others; the first step to. sion at Hampton Institute.
gratulated on the fine record of ward rehabilitation.
progress. You and your associates
should also be extremely proud of•
your accomplishments."
NEW MEMBERS
The book also has been compii-I
mented by Jules Klapman, treas-1 Courtesy Award
urer of Dad's Bottling Company.;
Dad's is among the new members
K. Slitter, Southside general St1-:
of the Chamber. Other new mem-
perintendent of the A&P Tea Co.,
in Chicago. presented an Honor
Store Award to Dan Hayes and all
personnel of the A&P Super Mar.
61st, Vienna Cleaners, operated
ket at 2,011 S. State st, recently.by
Al Fisher and Sons, 820 E. 63rd, 
The Award was the culmination
Koehler Service Station, 3859 Mich. 
of a program conducted by MP
igan, Belmont Grocery, 3611 Indi-
in which all stores participated.
ana, Illinois Veterans Affairs, 4703 
The winning store was selected on
S. Parkway, and Stevens Detec., 
the basis of outstanding courtesy
live Agency and Patrol.
I and service to customers. Thi
Daryl Grisham of Parker House 
s
store was one of 18 A&P stores
Sausage company is chairman of




a committee which will s nsor a 
award.ete 
,
Get - Acquainted affair for chant-
A. E. Berth a, supervisor in
bet members early in November. char
ge of the store, was also pres-I
"The chamber has grown rapidly 
ent. All employees in the store will
during the past year," Grisham recei
ve special awards.
said "and we want old and new
members to come together for an Buildings of the University of
old - fashioned party where they Virginia were constructed accord-
will become acquainted with cham• ing to plans drawn by Thomas
her officers as well as each other." Jefferson.
STORE OPENING
On hand to greet well wishers
at the opening of Benson • Risoa
Men's clothing store in Lake Mea-
dows were George R. Benson, pres-
ident; M. H. Frieman, vice presi-
dent; Richard Culver, treasurer,
and M. Marks, sales manager.
George Cook, store manager.
was all smiles as old and ne‘a.
friends congratulated and wished
him success. Jesse Owens also
was on hand greeting old friends.
Earl Ormes, formerly manager
of the Sutherland Hotel, is now as
Radiated with the Parkway Furni-
ture store in Lake Meadows. Stan-
ley Tate, who was with Dunhills,
is on the advertising staff of the
Defender. Tate is the new presi-
dent of the Junior Chamber o'
Commerce (Southend). Nat Feld
man, also once with Dunhills,
at Leo Rase in the loop, but
still active with the Cosmopolit,
RiChasiber.
I. taking office as president 0
the CORHAI South Side Community
hers are:
A. A. Perry, accountant, 309 E.
47th, Crockett Real Estate, 313 E.
the first LaSalle street financial in-
stitution to employ a Negro in an
executive post, was also the first
Chicago bank to increase its in-
terest rate on savings deposits to
3 percent.
The new rate is effective Oct. 1.
The old rate was 2ds percent. Ed-
gar Heymann is president; Jer-
ome Sax, exectuive vice president,
is co • chairman with T. K. Gib-
son, Sr., of the sustaining mem-
bership committee of the Cosmo-
politan Chamber of Commerce.
Jack Cowen with his wife and
several friends is in New York to
see Sugar Ray Robinson defend his
title. Cowen says Robinson is his
favorite fighter and that he sim-
ply could not refrain from seeing
him in all his fights.
Get Results
Relaxing Drug
functional ability to dress, bathe
and feed themselves. walk, light a
cigarette, brush their teeth, and
in their handwriting.
The controlled study is under the
direction of Dr. Ben Boynton, di-
rector of Dept. of Physical Med-
Store Earns







Double-Ring( Roosevelt U. Professor And Wife
Rites For
Educators
Miss Beulh Victoria Harold,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
Archer of Portsmouth, Va, be-
came the bride of Dr. Hugh Mor-
ris Gloster, son of the late Pro-
fessor and Mrs. John R. Gloster
of Memphis, Tenn., in a family
wedding at the home of the bride's
parents at 7:30 p.m., on Monday,
Sept. 9.
The double-ring ceremony was
performed by the Rev. Walter ILI-
debrande, pastor of the Emanuel
AME church, before a background
of cymbodium ferns, emerald fol-
iage, white flowers and cathedral
candles.
Given in marriage by her fath-
er, the bride wore a ballerina.
length gown of Chantilly lace over




 By Betty Biel.,
REMEMBER the old - fashioned
goodness of crabapple jelly?













5 cup' juice (about 34 lb.. ripe
apple') ; 7VI CUP. (31A 11w) suPr:
y, bottle liquid fruit pectin.
First, prepare the juke. Remove
blossom and stem ends from about
31,4 pounds fully ripe crabapples; cut
in small pieces. Do not peel or core.
Add 3 cups water; bring to a boil
and simmer, covered, 10 minutes.
Ciush with masher and simmer, co,
Cred• 5 minutes longer. Place in jelly
cloth or bag and sclueese out juice.
%Immure 5 cups juice into a very
/0+gs saucepan. With soft, very
meet apples. add juice of I medium-
sized lemon to apple juice.)
Then make the jelly. Add sugar to
juice in saucepan and mix well.
Place over high hest and bring to a
boil. stirring constantly. At once stir
in liquid fruit pectin. Then bring to
a full rolling boil sod boil herd 1
-ninute, stirring constantly. Remove
from hest. shim of foam with metal
roil. and pour quickly into glasses.
Cover Jelly at once with 4 inch hot
paraffin.
Council, jointly sponsored by the
Urban League and the Metropoli-
tan Cone.munity Council, Vernon B.
Williams, jr., said:
Among the more important areas
of attention for program activity
by the council is the field of hous-
ing.
"Despite the redevelopment pro-
jects like Lake Meadows a n d
Stateway Gardens, the problem of
overcrowded, substandard housing
still is a very grave one for a
large segment of the more than a
quarter of a million persons resid-
ing in the Central South side.
Williams is also president of the
Chicago Chapter of the Frontiers
of America, the nation's only Ne-
gro service club.
INTEREST HIKE sleeves, and a bouffant skirt with
The Exchange National Bank, a a large white satin bow ending in
member of the Cosmopolitan a sash on the right side. She car-
Chamber of Commerce which was ried a white satin prayerbook cov-
ered with white orchids. Her fing•
ertip-length veil of imported illus-
ion fell from a coronet of pearls.
She wore a pearl necklace and
pearl earrings which were gifts of
the groom.
SISTER WAS ATTENDANT
The bride's sister, Mrs. James
Carter of Brooklyn, was matron
of honor. She wore a ballerina-
length aqua dress of silk organza.
The dress had short sleeves, a
fitted empire-style bodice, and, a
wide tucked sash ending in a large
bow in the back. Loose kick pleats
characterized the wide bouffant
skirt. Her bouquet consisted of
mixed nosegays and accessories
were aqua to match her dress.
Dr. William H. Robinson, Di-
rector of the Division of Teacher .
Tducaton at Hampton Institute,
was best man.
Mrs. Archer, mother of the bride,
chose for the occasion a dress of
rose lace and taffeta and match-
ing accessories with a purple or-
hid.
Mrs. Mabel Haywood played the
wedding music and accompanied
Miss Alvenice Bryan, who sang
"The Lord's Prayer" and "Walk
Hand in Hand with Me."
Mrs. Walter Pritchett was mis-
tress of ceremonies.
RECEPTION
After the ceremony a reception
was held for wedding guests In
the home of the brides parents
Following the reception the couple
left for their home at Hampton I!
Institute, Hampton, Va,
Mrs. Gloster, who received the
B. S. and M. A. degrees at Hamp-
ton Institute, is a teacher of Eng-
lish at Huntington High school in
Royally Feted In Philadelphia
PHILADELPHIA — Miss Char-
tette Bell, local music teacher,
was a charming hostess at a Rain-
bow Soiree under the stars for
her illustrious cousins, Dr. and
Mrs. Lorenzo Dow Turner and
sons, Lorenzo, jr. and Ronee,
Monday at dusk.
The garden was transformed in-
to a setting of beauty with a
French and Italian motif. The
floodlights and the flickering
candlelight encased in a lamp
shade atop a green flowered pole
standing in the center of a bloom-
ing violet bed, brought out the
beauty of the floral arrangement
of carnations, gladiolas, Italian
lillies and iris.
Silver tinted leaves added to the
beauty of variated flowers cas-
cading a white fence. An umbrella
4 New Grads
Pass Bar
Exams In N. C.
DURHAM, N. C. — (ANP) —
The number of Negro attorneys
eligible to practice in North Caro-
lina was substantially increased
after the latest North Carolina
State Bar Examination held early
in August. Among the new law-
yers who will soon hang out shing-
les are W. G. Pearson of Durham,
Franklin M. Moore of Kinston, and
George R. Green of Raleigh.
All are graduates of the North
Carolina College Law School ex.
cept Berry and Green. Berry
graduated from the Howard Law
School and Green after spending
one year at the North Carolina
College Law school, transferred to
the Law School of the University
of North Carolina.
Words of the Wee
limbs demands at as men
and wensen that we attain a
compoirare and inwardness
that will enable as to raise to
Itie something of the deep
spirit that lies within it.
--(Albert SetneeMesee)
of red and white made a breath-
taking contrast with a huge gar-
denia bush of multicolored flow-
ers intermingled especially for the
occasion.
A table in the center of the
flower decked garden adorned
with an exquisite French lace and
linen cloth, was laden with dainty
sandwiches and French cakes. A
two-toned colored frosted bowl of
Frenh punch added to the beauty
of the table.
In the receiving line with Mis.
Bell who was becomingly attired
in a summer silk Italian ensemlil,
with hand-painted floral design td
gold and blue, was the honorid,
Mrs. Turner. An artist and de
signer she also is a teacher in
the elementary school. A visioi,
of beauty in an electric blin•
sheath with the accent on On -
back.
She complemented her original
creation with Italian blue satin
shoes with huge rhinestone buck-
les. Choppstick adorned herl
French arranged coiffure.
Mrs. Martha Goodwin, sister of
the hostess, wore a strikingly be-
coming black French lace sheath
with fitted bodice and tiers of
softly folded pleated net and lace.,
A large red velvet rose accented
her creation. Miss Arleathia Over-
ton, cousin, was smartly attired
in an imported rotten Chinese
floral design of green and brown
embellished with sequins and a '
matching stole.
Mrs. Yvonne Edwards was most
attractive in a navy blue silk
Wi e PrerenerT
Fee dm swee•esiof eipertlikall if
yaw iwdemosic dissammalw, yew
shemld lwrm Om correct skstemare
or mop in the cermet quantliw., oho
ow ocksersole wspviy of watarvi
Ow papas ampssaaws.i
E.'
Too much cannot be said about! Along with the regular method
the necessity of a good breakfast. of cocking oats and serving with
It is that meal that starts us out whole milk or cream and sugar,
for the day. Naturally, a good ,• here are variations—
breakfast gives a better start. You'
Cook according to directions but
arc "sinnin" agains your future
cook in milk instead of water —
when you don't start the day with
something warm under your belt. 
Umml Delicious!
October continues to feature
Strawberry-Milk: Add 1 table-
broilers and fryers as plentifuls.
I If you are real energetic and your
family does heavy work, there's
nothing better than good fried
chicken with milk gravy and hot
biscuits for breakfast
But of course, if your main
problem is getting a quick break-
fast for yourself and children be-
fore the rush off to school, good
old standby oats is a wonderful
dish.
OATS ORIGIN
Oats have quite a history too.
reaching back as far as 500 B. C.
They came to the new world about
the turn of the 17th century. His-
tory books record that George
Washington conducted a simple
experiment to see if the crop would
withstand the Winters in New Eng-
land. Finding that it did, oats
quickly gained in popularity and ,
spread Westward.
In the very early days of our
country, oats were used mainly
for medicinal purposes. As its use
as a cooked breakfast cereal de-
veloped, the oatmeal milling in-
dustry grew. Akron, Ohio, is con-
sidered the birthplace of oatmeal,
for it Was there in 1850 that Fer-
dinand Schumacher began to grind
"T"he good taste of oatmeal plus
the nutrition story has made it
a favorite breakfast cereal. A sing.
le serving of cooked oatmeal with
whole milk and sugar provides
high quality protein, Vitamin B,
and iron. Those who are weight
conscious can take comfort in
. the fact that this delicious break-





554 SCOTT PH. CL. 2-9463
spoon strawberry preserves to 11
cup milk. Serve over cooked oat-
meal.
Cocoa Oatmeal: Combine 1-4 cup
cocoa with 1-4 clip sugar and 1
teaspoon salt. Add 2 cups milk
and 2 cups water. Bring to a boil
and stir in 2 cups rolled oats.
Cook as usual.
Date-Blended Oatmeal. Prepare
one recipe of oatmeal according to
directions on the package. Stir
in 1-2 cup dates as oatmeal is cook.
ing. Garnish each serving with s
few halved dates if desired. Serve
with sugar and milk or cream.
One of these is sure to become
a favorite with your family and
you will be doing your duty by
yourself and your family if you
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sheath with back panels. Dr.
Turner, professor of English,
Roosevelt university in Chicago,
Ill., also received the best wishes
of guests.
Ladies who were most gracious
serving at the punch bowl were
Mrs. Sanders Coston, cousin of
the hostess; Mrs. Lenore K. Gar-
rett; Mrs. Hattie B. Morrisey;
Adelaide Fassett and Mrs. Jene
B. Joyner.
Dr. Turner who ls an authority I
on African culture, having done
extensive research in Paris, Lon-
don, Brazil, West Coast of Africa,'
South Africa, and other sections,
intrigued the guests with moving
pictures. A former professor at
Howard and Fisk University he
also has to his credit several
books.
Among the smartly attired
guests who chatted gaily while
the music of Chopin, Debussey,
Gershwin, and Don Shirley played
softly in the background were:
Mesdames Gladys Scotland, Ad-
die Jenkins, Evelyn Banks, Ethel
James Williams of Washington, D,
C. Henrietta Fenderson, Gladys
Lumpkin, Helen Lee Pinkett.
Helen P. Stafford, Cora McNair,
Arse Lee Kennedy, Clara Rice,
Ethel Hall;
Catherine Taylor Brown, the
Messrs George K. Dunye, Dennis
McNeil, George William P-ender,
Rev A. G. Dunston, Mr. Rod Mrs.
Lincoln C. Garrett, Lewis Ferebee,
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Campbell,
Dr. and Mrs. S. D. Coston, Mr.
and Mrs. John Alston; the Misses
Jeanne Hill, Augustine Taylor,
Clara Bell Gray, among others.
THE WINNAHS — Winners
In more ways than One are
these three cubes, all prize
babies in the baby conetst giv-
en by the Magnolia Barksdale
Civic club Sept. 8. At left is
first.prize winner, Claudette
Williams, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. W. D. Williams, 2130 Erie
ave.; center, Derby Frank-
lin, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Franklin of 1984 Frisco
ave., second place winner; and
right, Marilyn Jackson, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Jack-
son of 2008 Dianna Co., third.
4 benefit tea was also given
by the club at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Jones, of
1567 Castalia, The Mt. Olite
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"Wealthy Baby" Dame! Nun* of Detroit
YOU CAN TRUST CARNATION. It's the
safest, most nourishing and digestible
form of milk for your baby's formula
More mothers feed Carnation to their
babies than any other brand. And more
Carnation is used in hospital formula
rooms throughout the world than ail
other brands combined! Prepared formu-
las that claim to be complete are expen-
sive compared to Carnation. Be sure to
ask your doctor about Carnation. It's
the milk every doctor knows.
BEST BRAND FOR YOUR
COFFEE, TOO I
Creamyiamooth Carnation
makes coffee taste just



























Through the years it seems that
June has been designated as the
month of weddings, but in Jack,
son the tide has turned and Sep-
tember is bloomig with brides.
MISS MILLER
On Sunday. Sept. 15, in the home
of Rev. and Mrs. L. R. Swidey,
of 216 Burton at., their grand-
daughter, Miss Erma Miller, be-
came the bride of Booker T. Mont-
gomery of the United States Navy.
The lovely bride, wearing a'beau-
Wul white lace gown, wedding
veil, and carrying a white Bible
with white carnations was given
in marriage by a trend of the
family, James Samuels.
Standing with her was Mrs. Mil.
dred Montgomery, sister-in-law of
the groom. She was wearing roses
and carried rose carnations. Stand-
ing with the groom who was dress-
ed in formal attire was his broth-
er, Joe Louis Montgomery. T h e
marriage ceremony was perform-
ed by Av. W. G. Terry, pastor
of First Baptist of this city.
RECEPTION
A reception took place immed-
iately following the ceremony in
the Swiney home and guests were
served frapee and cake after the
bride cut the beautiful three tier
wedding cake. Out of town guests
atending were parents of t h e
bride, Mr. and Mrs. Herschel, Tid-
dings of St. Louis, Mo.
Mrs. Mongomery will continue
her studies at Hubbard Business
College in St. Louis, Mo. Mr.
Montgomery returns soon to h i s
duties in San Diego, Calif , with
the United States Navy. Both Mr.
and Mrs. Montgomery are gradu-
ates of Merry High school.
Dr. and Mrs. Charles E. Chat-
man, sr., have announced the en-
gagement of their daughter, Erma
Ray Elsie Louise to S-Sgt. Samuel
W. Cunningham of the United
States Air Force. The wedding
will be solemnized on Saturday
evening, Sept. 28, at the Veen
Baptist church of this city.
Miss Chatman is a graduate of
Lane College, member of Del-
ta Sigma Theta Sorority and a
teacher at Carver High School in
Brownsville, Tenn.
WOMEN'S DAY CELEBRATION
On last Sunday the annual Wom-
en's Day celebration was held at
Liberty Street CME church of this
city. Mrs. Vivian Hawkins Robin-
son of Memphis. Tenn., delivered
the main address at 3:00 p. m.
services. Mrs. Robinson is I form-
er teacher in the Jackson City
System and well known for her
speaking ability. Music was furn-
ished by the Women's Day cho-
rus under the direction of Mes-
dames Mae Cheairs and Edna
11'hite. The 7:30 program featured
"An Evening of Music" composed
of city wide talent. Mrs. B. M.
Savage was general chairman of
the day and Rev. C. D. McKelvy,
pastor, delivered the 11 a. m. mes-
sage.
The previous Sunday, Mrs, Dai-
sy Trotter Shaw, teacher at Wash-
ington - Douglas school, deliver-
ed the Woman's Day address at
Pilgrim Rest Baptist church. She
used as her subject, -The Need
for Christian Women in the World
Today."
At the Lane Tabernacle Woman's
Day program, Mrs. Cora Deberry,
teacher at West High school, was
guest speaker. Mrs. Myram Chat.
man White. member of Miles High
school faculty at Union City, Tenn,
was guest speaker at Greater Bet-
lehem AME church. All churches
reported very profitable celebra-
tions.
LITTLE MISS CELEBRATES
Little Gwendolyn Davis, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Da-
vis on First at.. who reached her
fourth birthday on Sept. 9, cele-
brated it with a party last Wed-
nesday. Twenty-three youngsera
gathered at her home in the after-
noon and enjoyed games, potato
chips, candy, ice cream and rook-
ies and brought an array of love-
ly gifts to the little miss. About
the biggest pleasure for Gwendo-
lyn was to blow out the four
candles on her birthday cake bak-
ed by Mrs. W. G. Terry.
IN AND OUT OF TOWN
Mrs. Willie Mae aleGlaun of De-
troit. Mich.. is visiting her mother
and Sister, Mrs. Mary McKinney,
and Mrs. Charlene Mallory.
Spending a few days in Jackson
last week was Miss Dorothy Park-
er who is now living in Chicago.
Ill. Miss Parker who is in business
college was visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. James Buchannan
and grandmother, Mrs. Bennie
Bowen.
Mrs. Terry Tyson has returned
from St. 'Allis after an extensive
stay with her brother and sister-
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. henry Walk-
er. Her husband and Mrs. Lillie
Bell accompanied her home.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Carr of
232 Southern have had as their
house guest, Mrs. Marie Kelley of
Armster, Ill. and Mrs. Laura Mit-
chell of Chicago, Ill. Both Mrs.
Kelley and Mrs. Mitchell are sis-
ters of Mrs. Carr.
The date for the new Merry
High school Open House has been
set for Thursday. Nov. 14. You
will be given more details for the
day in a later announcement. No-
vember 14 also marks the begin-
ning of West Tennessee Education
at Congress on the ca moils of Lane
college. When you come to Jack-
son. L'in sure you will want to see
this beautiful new ultra-modern
! building.
THE NEWS N SPORTS
A very hard game was played
last Friday night between the Mer-
ry High Green Hornets and the
Bruce High school team from Dy-
ersburg, Tenn. Merry couldn't
seem to make it through that line
and the final score ended 7 to 0
in favor of Bruce High. Merry
hopes to be in better position this
week when they meet Gibson
County Training School from Mi-
lan, Tenn., in Milan. The next
home game is scheduled for Oct.
12, when the Hornets meet Sum•
ner high school from Cairo, 111.
lt may seem like a long time
off but make plans to meet at the
game.
Lane college opens its season West Coast
Saturday night when the Dragons
meet Daniel Paine college front
Birmingham, Ala. The following
Saturday night, Lane college will
meet Alabama A&M college at
home. Let's do a good job of sup-
porting our home games and get.
ting behine our teams.
BILOXI, Miss. — The marriage
of Miss Lillian L. Peterson, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester
Peterson, Hartsville, S. C., to Ber-
nard Cummings of this city waa
recently solemnized M the St.
John Methodist church here.
The Rev, McCloud officiated at
the ceremony before the altar
decorated with greenery, white
gladioli and white asters.
Miss Brenda Nance served as
maid of honor and Robert Nance
served as best man. Miss Barbara
McDaniel sang the bride's favor-
,ite "I Love Thee Truly."
Her brother, Bernard, played a
program of nuptial music preced-
I Mg the entrance of the wedding
party and the traditional wedding
marches were used as the proces-
sional and recessional.
Reception was held in the base-
ment of the church.
The bride is a graduate of Tus-
kegee Institute. The groom who
also attended Tuskegee is now in
the U. S. Army, stationed in
White Sands Proving Ground, New
Mexico.
KALAMAZOO, Mich, — Dr. and' Mrs. Mary Thompson of Washing
Mrs. D. V. Estill, their daughters ton, D. C., where they had been
Jean and Ann returned from attending the National Medical
Cleveland, Ohio, accompanied by %Association convention.
Mrs. Thompson is Mrs. Estill's
sister. Dr Estill is a Michittan
member of SIMA's House of Dele-
gates.
Jean studied voice in New Yorki
City under Miss Sara Lee, interne- •
(tonally noted vocal instructor and




The hack of a closet can be con-
verted into a handy, 'ample-sized
drawing and writing board in a
child's bedroom.
According to the manufacturers
of a pre-finished hardboard panel-
ing (Marlite), this is how to do it:
Cover the door with the panel-
ing, mounting the hardboard with
either adhesive or screws.
The surface, of baked plastic,
can be marked freely with wash-
able crayons and readily cleaned
with a damp cloth
The firm says a white hoard is
excellent fur legibility — especial.
ly important for homework—and




!Roberta Peters of the fifetropoli- 1
LOS ANGELES — Sojourner tan Opera and accompanist of !
Truth Home was the scene, Sept. Eileen Farrell, concert artist. i
21, when members of the Metro- • Visiting the Estills are Dr. and
politan Council of Negro Women Mrs. RArdthNuirrsBrsownAlof Boston and
resumed their regular meetings datigh:tr, Jeanne..  Dorr lio.il roLweiet %seals
with a study of the Hooves Re-1 a star football player at Tufts I
port. university and Lee is a harm -
The study is part of the or- tone soloist, singing with the St-
ganization's plan to acquaint a 11 Phillips church choir of New York
members with governmental oper- and the City Syniehony orchestra
ation. there. His daughter is a sopho-
•According to local Council pub- more at Bard college.
licity chairman, Mrs. Gertrude' Still other vistors entertained
Nasri, literature on She Hooveri by the Estills at a lawn party
Report is available from t iv e were Dr. and Mrs. Jules Franks--
group, and, in addition, the Colin. of Grand Rapids, Mich ; Dr. and
cil otters all community groups Mrs. Clinton Canaday of Lansines
leadership of workshops and panel' Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey Loneia of
discussions, also talks by authort• Chicago: Mr. and Mrs. Welton
ties o ngovernment operations. Curry and daughter, Joan;
Mrs. Roy It. Perkins of Atlanta,Mrs. Nasri. said. "one of the  
purposes of the National Council Ga., and granddaughter. Ramona
Bryant, Dr. and Mrs. Herbert \Vol.of Negro Women is to teach and
frey and son, Wayne. Mrs. Perkins'train citizens to understand what
is happening in their communities and her gradddaughter are visit-
and the nation so that proper a/idling the Currys. lie is a health
necessary action may be taken.- educated with the city's helth de-
partment.
Dr. Wolfrey, a dentist, is a re•1
Longest barrier reef in the world cent addition to Kalamazoo and
is said to arallel eastern Austral D    rFranks formerly played on
Nearly half the world's shoest ia for a distance of about 1.200 the University of Michigan foot-
are made and worn in America.' miles. I hall team.
Portsmouth Nuptials Unite Miss
Beulah Harold And Dr. Gloster
PORTSMOUTH, Va. — Miss
Beulah Victoria Harold. daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Archer of
Portsmouth, Va. became the
bride of Dr. Hugh Morris Gloster,
son of the late Professor and Mrs.
John R. Gloster of Memphis.
Tenn., in a family wedding at the
home of the bride's parents at
7:30 p.m.
The double-ring eremony was
performed by the Rev. Walter
Hildebrande, pastor of the Eman-
uel AMT church, before a back-
ground of cymbodium terns, em-
erald foliage, white flowers, and
cathedral candles.
Given in marriage by her father. I
the bride wore a ballerina-length
gown of Chantilly lace over satin ,
with a scoop neckline, basque
bodice, three - quarter - length
sleeves, and a bouffant skirt with
a large white satin bow ending in
a sash on the right side
She carried a white satin prayer.
hook covered with white orchids.
Her fingertip-length veil of import-
ed illusion fell from a coronet of
pearls. She wore a pearl necklace
and pearl earrings which were
gifts of the groom.
The bride's sister, Mrs. James
Carter of Brooklyn, was matron
of honor. She wore a ballerina -
length aqua dress of silk organza.
The dress had short sleeves, a
fitted empire-style bodice, and a
wide tucked sash ending in a large
boss- in the back. Loose kick pleats
characterized the wide bouffant
skirt. Her bouquet consisted of
mixed nosegays. lier accessories
were aqua to match her dress.
Dr. William H. Robinson, direc-
tor of the division of teacher edu-
cation at Hampton Institute, was
best man.
Mrs. Archer. mother of the
bride, chose for the occasion a
dress of rose lace and taffeta and
matching accessories with a pur-
ple orhid.
Mrs. Mabel Haywood played the
wedding music and accompanied
Miss Alvanice Bryan, who sang
"The Lord's Prayer'' and "Walk
Hand in Hand with Me."
Mrs. Walter Prithett was mis-
tress of ceremonies.
Hank Aaron Gets LOOK
All-American Honors
Hank Aaron, the strong-wristed
star of the Milwaukee Braves, won
fop honors in the annual balloting
by major league radio and TV
broadcasters for the Look All
America Baseball Team, it was an-
nounced recently.
Aaron. named All America in
Look magazine polled 157 points
Out of a possible 162 points, mak-
ing him one of the top three point
getters in the balloting,
Cardinals' Stan Musial, the high 
man in the voting, received 160; New Hampshire has 311 square
points and Boston's Ted Williams I miles of water surface,
followed with 158 points.
MAYS, ROBINSON CITED
Willie Mays. the Giant's power-
house. was tapped for the Look All
National League, scoring 127 points
in the poll, but lost the All Ameni•
ca berth to Mickey Mantle who
drew 148 paints.
Frank Robinson, the hard-hitting
Redleegs flyhawk, reports Look's
poll, took the All National league
letf field slot.
ELDER BROWN'S HOUSE OF BEAUTY
WE HAVE EVERYTHING FOR YOUR SHOP
BE SURE TO READ THIS AD
LISTEN!
If you are troubled with any scalp or hair trouble, don't
stop until you have tried Elder Brown's Conditioner with
Pilocarpine Sulphur.
One Month Treatment , 31 2 OZ. jar 51.25
If Your Temples Need Oil, We Have A
Temple Ointment  80c
ALL ORDERS ARE CASH WITH YOUR ORDER
For Price List and Terms to Agents and Beauty Shops
Save Postage — Send Today
SEND ALL ORDERS TO
BOX NO. 2234 or 701 SIMS AVE. - MEMPHIS, TENN.
We Deliver When You Coll, WH 8-7036
After the ceremony a reception
was held for wedding guests in
the home of the brides parents.
Following the receptios the couple
left for their home at Ilampton In-
stitute, Hampton, Va.
Mrs. Gloster, who received the
B. S. and M. A. degrees at Hamm
ton Institute, is a teacher of Eng-
lish at Huntington High school in
Newport News,
400 Guests Greet Hampton Prexy
And Wife At 25th Anniversary
HAMPTON INSTITUTE, Va. —
Dr. and Mrs. Alonzo G. Moron cel-
ebrated the twenty - fifth anniver-
sary of their .wedding with a fes-
tive week-end that included r
large formal reception in their
home on the Hampton Institute
campus, a beach picnic and an in-
timate West Indian supper party.
The site of the formal recep
tion. whick included arrangements
for 400 guests, was the century old
waterfront home of President and
Mrs. Moron en the Hamptotm In-
stitute college campus. The mime
areas of .the Moron's three-story
residence were decorated appro-
priately to the Silver Anniversary
occasion.
When the guests passed across
the broad colonnaded porch into
the old plantation style house.
they were greeted by tall colors,
which merged into green and cli
infixed in while and silver decor.
The receiving room was adorn.:
d with green plants and foliage
and the dining room was done in
white, as seas the main parlor. The
silver motif was repeated through-
out the rooms by use of silvered
magnolias and silver candles.
ASSIST HOSTS
Dr. and Mrs Moron were assist.
ed in receiving their guests by
airs. Moron's sisters, Mrs. James
E. Wilson, of Hampton: and Mrs.
Graham pines. of White Ston e,
Virginia: also Mrs. William It.
Martin of the college staff.
Following the reception, t h e
Morons entertained their guests
with an Anniversary dance in Ka-
tharine House, the faculty dab, on
the college campus In this lovely
setting overlooking the water
which currouttds Hampton Institute
campus, dancing continued until
the morning hours.
During the reception and t h
dance, Eddie Cooke's orchestra
furnished music appropriate to the
anniversary occasion.
Mrs. Moron receit ed her guess
attired in a formal gown of crepe-
hack satin, in two tones of pink.
The gown was made with full eve-
ning length skirt, and was wora
with an orchid, presented by het
husband to set off her pearl ac
ceSSOVIeS.
The focus of attention at the fes-
tive buffet was the large three.
tiered Anniversary cake. decorat-
ed in the Filver and white motif.
The buffet table was adot ned with
By SIAFF lEft
A dream come true for many
adults Is to learn the arts many
of us take for granted — reading
and writing.
W1C'NO-TV is again teaching
reading and writing for adults on
Monday. Wednesday, and Friday
beginning Sept. 30 at 8 p. m.
The students may study at home
if they have a television set or
may join a reading center.
Dr. Gloster — who holds the Prospective students who ar-
B. A. degree from Morehouse col- , rive at the center by 7:30 p. m.
lege. the M. A. from Atlanta uni- on Sept. 30, will be able to enroll
versity, and the Ph. D. New York and get books before the classes
university — is chairman of the begin. For further questions, call
communications center (Depart- WKNO.EV, JA 6-6826.
THE CENTERS
ment of Language and Litera- Centers have been designated
at the following places:
Alonso Locke School, 688 St.
turd ) and diretor of the Summer
Session at Hampton Institute.
t' A








198 SO. MAIN (at Beale) JA 7-9874
bowls of champagn punch a n d
fresh fruit p,nch, served by lam
ulty and staff wises.
Each end of the table was sell
off by large saver candelabra.
Included among the many out ml'
town guests, was the dear friend
and godmother of President Mor-
on, Mrs. Ferdinand Nichollson,
who flew from Doctor Moron s.
birthplace, the Virgin Islands, mo
celebrate the anniversary.
Among other out of town guests
were Mrs. Russell Carter Dayton
Ohio, Mr. and Mrs. Hiram But-
ler, and Miss Bernice Calloway of
Baltimore; Mr. and Mrs. Joseph;
alahood. Mrs. Carrie Thomas,
alr. and Mrs. Herman P. Osborne,
Miss Margaret Tynes, Mr. a ii d,
Mrs. Lester Granger, Mrs. Gern
Major, Mr and Mrs. Elihu Mots
son and Mr. and Mrs. William H.
Brown, of New York city; Dr. anti
‘1'
CUT ANNIVERSARY CSKE.
The siker anniversary mml their
marriage was observed In a
festive weekend of lavish
events recently by Dr. and
Mrs. Alonzo G. Moron of
Paul; Bethlehem Center, 749 Walk-
er; Brunswick School, Arlington.
Rt. 1: Capleville School, 4 3 2 6
Whitehaven, Capleville rd.; Carn-
es School, 943 Lane; Delta Cen-
ter school, Walls, Miss.; Dixie
Homes. 929 Delmar; Douglas
School 3200 Mt. Olive: Florida
School, 1560 Florida; Foote Homes
Housing Project, 430 Lauderdale;
Grant School, 500 N. 7th; Hamil-
ton School, 1478 Wilson; Kansas
School, 1353 Kansas; Kennedy V.
Mrs. Eric Clark, of Philadelphia..
Mr and Mrs. Jacob. HendersonI
and daughter, Carroll, of Atlanta:1
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Jackson. of
a n. s . stud .
Harry Penn. of Roanoke: and Mrs
Bronson. of St. Croix, V. 1.
The anniversary couple NV e r c
married September 12. 1932 in New
York City. Following their marri•
age the couple spent two years at
the University of Pittsburgh, where
Pie obtained a Master's degree in
sociology. He was thee hominted
romnassioner of Welfare in t h e
Virgin Is'-'ids, where lie served
from 1934 until 1936.
Front then to 1943 Dot tor Tutor'
on served, upon appcintment of
President Roosevelt, as Federal
Housing Manager for a 144-build-
ing housing project — the first to
be developed, at Atlanta, Ga.
Doctor Moron spent the period
Hampton Institute, I a. The
happy couple clasp hands to
cut their anniversary cake as
they recall a "shining mom-
ent" of 25 years ago.
A. Hospital, Park and Getwelk
Ward 22.A: Klondike School, 1250
Vollentine; Lemoyne Gardens, 830
Williams, Kindergarten bide Les-
ter School, 584 Lester; Lincoln
School, 1566 Orleans; Manassas
school. 781 Firestone; Melrose
school, 943 Dallas; Ribrtbire school
280 Joubert; Shelby Co. Training
School, 2652 Rust; Vance St, Li-
brary, 531 Vance; YMCA, 257
Lauderdale; White Chapel school.
Hernando, Miss.
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 11
Sat., Sept. 28, 191
'from 1943 to 1947 in the study of
law at Harvard Law school. Dur-
ing his last semester at Harvard,
he was requested to entninute to
Hampton as special consultant ia
business management. Upon com-
pletion of his legal studies, he
came to Hampton Institute a not
was appoointed General Business
Manager.
In 1948 he was appointed Chair- •
man of the Interim Adininistrauve
Committee and became acting "
president in the fall of that year.
His inauguration as president took
place in April 1949.
During the time her husband was
an administrator in Atlanta, Sirs.
Moron secured a Master's degree
in Social Work from Atlanta uni-
versity. When Doctor Moron was .
pursuing his legal studies, she re-
ceived an appointment to the stall
of the American Red Cross and
served as a case worker in the
Boston area.
In the 20 years after 1929 when
Turkey replaced the Arable script
with the Latin alphabet, it pub-
fished 40,000 hooks, compared with








It's a sqentific fact—
vinegar in your douche
can't do the job the way
"Lysol" can!
1..ysol" in your douche
stops odor at its source.
It kills germs on contact
—kills the very germs that
cause odor.
Trust "Lysol" to keep you
sweet and nice inside. It's
mild, Can't hurt you.









Rieehind Rice Sal the natural I7P1tOCZ811111D
whit* milled rice that 000ke perfectly every






Alabama NSat., Sopa. 29, 19$7 • • Parents Ask School Head To Retire
TRUSS VILLE 
annCelebration of the 32nd ual AGI011 Taken InBy L. R. MEYERS
Men's Day that brought together ntegration
who appeared on program were
Row
immensley enjoyed at the N e w
Bethel Baptist church. Pastor M.
several in and out of town visitors •
L. Robinson electrified his audi-
ience by delivering a powerful
message and Deacon Mose Beans
acted as pastor of ceremonies,
rendered an elaborate program.
Platform guest who spoke briefly
from the Theme: "Reward of a
Good Man," were Arthur Griggs
and Charlie Hood from the Mt.
J o y Baptist church. The final
message that captivated listeners
was delivered by the Rev. J. H.
Underwood and a concise sum-
mary of the program was given
by L. R. Meyers.
A group of women motored to
Springville where they appeared
on the Women's Day program held
at the tM. Zion Baptist church. Re
at the Mt. Zion Baptist church.
Rev. T. C. Williams, pastor.
A successful revival service has
closed at the Mt. Zion AME
church here. Rev, W. M. Morris
is the minister.
Mrs. Ozie Washington has re-
turned from Meridian, Miss.




By FLORA MAE WOODIE !
I
We were proud to have in our
midst recently, visitors from Mt.
Canaan and Copper Springs Bap-
tist chum's. Rev. T. C. Williams,
our pastor, returned from a trip
to Los Angeles, where he attend-,
ed the National Baptist Convend
tion. He made the trip by plane:
and had a wonderful time.
The Mt. Zion Baptist church was
host to visitors from various neigh-
boring churches celebrating t h el
third Women's Day program. Thel
theme was "Women's Opportunityp
to Witness Fcr Christ," St. John
4:39. Mrs. A. L. Hearn was guest
speaker. This great woman is a
member of the New Salem Hap-
tint church. Rev. Freeman, pas-
tor. She is an instructor also secre-
tary of Easonean Baptist Semi-
•
Illinois
NEW YORKERS VISIT — As
part of their vacation, Mr.
and Mrs. James B. Miller
(center) of New York, visited
Mrs. L. J. Spaulding (left)
Greensboro, N. C., realtor, and
Mrs. Halite Roberts. mother of
Mrs. Miller. Miller Is a teach-
er in the New York public
school system and Mrs. Rob-
erts is the newly appointed di-
rector of Kiddies Kollege In
Manhattan.
Mississippi Tennessee
Redd, Okoloa College, Okalona, .„,„KsON 
Miss.; a n d John Frank McGee, 1'4
Mississippi Vocational college, 
By GEORGIA MeVEIGH
ta Benna, Miss. 
Its
The young people of the First
• • • Baptist church of Medina, Tenn.,
weeks and is doing fine. MissMildred Bass, after spend. 
rendered an excellent program city.
Mr. Clarence Garland has re ing several days in Chicago with
Sunday, Sept. 15, 1957. Everyone Mrs. Crystal Anderson of Ev•- 
W
turned home after visiting his son, relatives and friends, has return- 
present really enjoyed the rendi- anston, Ill., is spending several
lion. Rev. J. H. Currie, pastor.. days here with her parents, Rev.
The Youth Department of T h el and Mrs. Ed Mathews. Mrs. An.
go to Hunter — the pride of the 
Rock Temple Church f God 
more, Md., and Mr. and Mrs. Ver- Waterloo, 
 inlloo, Iowa. Memphis were in the city recent- derson is a graduate of Merry
nary and field worker of the Na- i Boar
d of Education to 
city educational system at 68th and more Pibb and grandchildren of Saturday, Sept. 14, was county ly to attend the funeral of his lath- 
Christ
by Miss Hazel McBride. 
High. Her sister, Miss Hazel Math. participated in a Rainbow
Donal Baptist convention. A won.... (a) assign a 
more equal share 
Lexington ave. wide teachers meeting day. All er, Mr. Sam Scary, Sr. Tea which was given on the 
ews of Denver, Cob., joined her
derful time was had by all. of experienc
ed teachers to poorly
the Bronx, the only Negroes at-
And as for George Washington i
n . Springfield, Ill.
zrs. Ruth Patrick, a matron at schools in this county will open Mrs. Lethia Carter of Vaughan'', It was quite entertaining and in- 
here for a visit with her parents
Mrs. Luvenia Herring is on thei staffed schools
, shopped in P
ickens recently. . . . . •Dwight, Ill., State Reformatory Sept. 30. 
and other relatives and friends.
tending this school are either from
, (hi Establish standard require. 
Those who will return to school
up on the Heights or those who
-- ments for advancement for each ar
e Mist Ophelia Redd, Jackson
fake an address. Some find their
grade level throughout the city; college, J
ackson, Miss; Miss Daisy
' way to Walton in the Bronx, but in
the special high schools, Bronx
high school of science one of the
finest in the country, the Hi g h
School of Performing Arts; t h e
High School of Music — tan fac-




By MM. RENA LOCKETT
Silas Vance has returned home
from Florida.
Mrs. Sallie M. Boatwright has
returned from West Palm Beach,
Fla, after visiting her sisters.
Mr. Dewey Tripp has returned
from Jacksonville. Fla., where he
visited his sister.
Mrs. Susie Tripp has returned
home from Jacksonville, Fla. since
visiting her daughter.
Funeral service for Mr. Archie
Lewis was held at the Shady
Grove Baptist church with Rev.
H. C. Chambliss officiating.
Funeral service for Mr. Lizie
Tukes was held at the Shady
Grove Baptist church. Rev. T. P.
Patterson officiated.
Funeral services for Mrs. Bertha
Walker was held at the Gethse-
mane Baptist church with W. W.
Reynolds officiating; J. W. Wil-
liams funeral directors in charge
of arrangements.
Funeral service for Mrs. Dosia
Hayes was held at Gethsemane
Baptist church with Rev. W. W.
Reynolds officiating. Dow:dell i
Funeral Directors were in charge
of arrangements.
Henry Goins of Pitts. Ga. attend-
ed the funeral of Mrs. Hayes,
Mr. Jim Dixon of Vienna. Ga.
was a visitor in the city recently.
He attended the funeral of Mrs.
Bertha Walker,
Mrs. Lelia Crittenden and Mrs.
Susie Berryhill have returned to
West Palm Beach, Fla. after vis-
iting their mother, Mrs. Anna Ray,
Elder Leroy Scott has returned
to Chicago after visiting friends
and relatives here.
Earl Smith attended the basket
ball game in Dublin, Ga. last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. James Crawford
are the proud parents of a baby
boy named James. jr.
Indiana
NEW YORK — (ANP) — Cen
tering their attack on Dr. William
Jansen, superintendent of public
schools in New York, an organi-
zation, "Parents in Action
Against Educational Diacrimina-
tion," sponsored by several prom-
inent groups has demanded his
immediate retirement.
Charging that Dr. Jansen, who
is 70 years old in October does
"not have the vision to do the
job," the, organization further de-
clares five major faults in his
administration.
First he failed to provide exper-
ienced teachers for 'our' schools
(meaning Harlem schools) second,
he failed to change zoning lines
to promote integration; third he
failed to plan new schools to avoid
double sessions; fourth he failed
to provide special guidance f o r
pupils who need it most, fifth, he
failed to act on integration re-
ports."
AMBITIOUS PROGRAM
Urging Harlem parents to come
to meetings, bring their friends,
listen to radio reports, sign peti-
tions, and join the big demon-
stration planned and write c o m-
plaints to the Board of Education,'
the organization has an ambitious
progra on .
In Harlem, the organization
meets Thutsdays at the Mid Har-
lem Community Parish, the Bronx
NAACP °a Tuesdays and the Sil-.
oam Presbyterian c urc
Brooklyn every Tuesday. Through
this concentrated effort, PIAAED
appeals to Harlem parents, includ-
ing those who spend large sums
annually sending their children to
private schools and to Catholic Pa-
rochial schools because of the in-
adequacy of public school offer-
ings.
Parents met with the mayor and
demanded that he instruct t h e
LOGANSPORT
By M. L. CROSSLAND
Miss Margorie Farrell, daugh-
ter of Mr and Mrs Leonard Far-1
rell was married to Mi. James
Givens of Cincinnati. Rev, R. W !
Jackson officiated.
Mr. Ores Graves of Nashville.
was a recent visitor of his mother.
Mrs. Mollie Meause.
Miss James who has been visit-
ing relatives and friends in Ken-
tucky and Tennessee has returned.
Mrs. aiellay and Helena Fla,
mens were victims of an auto se.
cident which happened between
Kokomo and Indianapolis.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Smith aril
the proud recipients of a baby
son. Bryan.
Mrs Aloysius Dunn. jr., under
went a tonsil operation at the St
Joseph hospital.
(c) Provide a list of books for
each grade level so that parents
will know what their children are
supposed to be learning;
(d) Assign more remedial teach-
ers to bring children up to grade.
(e) Plan school construction to
avoid double sessions and to pro-
mote integration. All schools now
planned should be reviewed in this
light
(ft Start desegregation at the
Junior high school level by per-
mitting students to attend junior
high schools out of their districts.
(g) Immediately integrate jun-
ior high school 258 in Brooklyn.
Junior high schools have been
built in areas according to need
and if the majority population in
that area happens to be non-white,
the school board is not responsible.
Dr. Jansen has said he believes
in "community schools" or "neigh-
borhood achools." By this system,
it is not feasible for a junior high
school student to travel a distance
to a school building out of his
neighborhood. And unless there is
a forced transfer of pupils—how
accomplished is unknown — with
one half of the present students
at all Negro schools being trans-
ferred out with an equal number
the Negro school, jim crow will
prevail.
In the Bensorthurst section of
Brooklyn over 75 percent of the
9,000 students at New Utrecht
high school were of Jewish extrac-
tion, This wasn't unusual, because
the area is largely' inhabitted by
middle class Jewish familie s.
However, in Harlem, student,'
have to travel miles to a high
school.
FEW NEGROES
And according to the zoning sys-
tem, the majority of Harlem's Ne-
gro and Puerto Rican kids attend
Washington Irving high school in
East 16th St., or Hughes high in
West 18th St. Some go to Julia
Richman, a business school on E.
67th St„ and Second ave , but few
Arkansas
WARREN
By MRS M  BURNETT
Miss Margaret Jean Wilson cele-
brated her 25th birthday with a
party in the home of her mother,
Mrs. Essie Bell Smith and grand
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Elihugh
Payton. She received many love-
ly gifts. Helping to celebrate this
big day were Lee Edwards Hard-
ing, Grady Smith, Maxine Bowie,
Gloria Jean Jenkins, John Willie
Phillips, Sadie Bell Mays, Robbie
Lee Marks, Shirley Ann Neely,
Margaret Ann Mays, Virgil Smith,
Jerry Triplette, Charles Harding,
Floyd Salter, Bobby Ray Davis.
Ben Benton, Jimmy Bass. jr., and
many others. The youngsters play-
ed musical games.
Mrs. N'ernelle Wilson and son
have returned home after spend-
ing a wonderful vacation in Detroit
and Flint, Mich. and Canada.
They enjoyed quite a round of
social activities visiting relatives
and friends.
Mrs. Bernice Cabire was called
to Detroit due to the illness of
her brother, Mr. Brodie Wright
who has been quite ill, but is
somewhat improved at this
writing. We hope he has a speedy
recovery.
Mrs. Minnie Clay, wife of Mr.
Sol Clay is spending a lengthy
vacation in Portland. Ore., visit-
ing relatives and friends.
The Old Fashioned Garden Club
entertained with a lawn party at
the lovely home of Mrs. Essie
Gram.
The most popular annual affair
to be held in Bradly County was
the Flower Show of Better Lawns,
with the atmosphere of a Little
state fair. The honored guest who
attended were well compensated
with the intricate floral arrange-
ments. Our charming president,
'Mrs. Rennie. Collins was very
proud of our floral arrangements.
Mrs. Gregg% was the mcst gra-
cious hostess
Mrs. Martha Ann Green Colen
and family of Detroit spent some-
time in our city visiting her moth-
er. airs. Annie Green and her
dad. She also visited her father
and mother.in-law, Mr and Mrs.
U. S. Colen of East Warren.
Miss Vivian Hamilton of Maruel,
Ark, was recently married to Mr.
Eddie Colen of Warren. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs U. S. Colen.
They were married in the home-of
Mrs. Carl Hall in a quiet cere-
mony with only the members of
the family present
Mrs Zenohia Barker of Detroit
"as called here due to the illness
of her mother, Mrs. Irma Hopkins
who has been very ill.
Mrs. Jimmie M. Rhinehart spent
some time in Chicago visiting relal
lives and friends.
Mr. Roscoe Freeman died last
Thursday after a lengthy illness.
Last rites were conducted from
the Bethel AME church, with the
pastor, Rev. C. T. Trice officiat-
ing. His survivors are his widow,
Mrs. Mamie Freeman, one broth-
er. Mr. John T. Freeman of Chi-
cago, one sister. Mrs. Bessie
Maude Rhinehart of this city and
other relatives and many friends.
Mr. Freeman was better known as
Kitten. gammon's Fuseral Home
had charge of arrangements. We
extend our deepest heart felt sym-
pathy to the family.
Be sure to see Charles Alex-




Rev. W. S. Hayes, pastor of the
First Baptist church, Mrs. Minnie
Lewis, Rev. and Mrs. Earl Mor-
gan, Rev. and Mrs. A. G. Gloster
and Rev. Dorm have returned
from Louisville, Ky., where they
attended the National Baptist con-
UNITY ,
By MONETTE VAUGHN
Mrs. Pearl Fulce and grandsons,
Floyd and George James have re-
turned home after vacationing in
South Bend, Indiana with relatives.
Mrs. Arginell Spears, Rucher
and little daughter, Dell Fay, are
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Willie Spears, and other rela-
tives here. Their home is in Gary,
Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Wheat of
Chicago, III., are visiting their par-
ents, Mr, and Mrs. Sidney Win-
ston and daughter, Mrs. Jennie V.
Byrd, and other relatives.
Mr. Belton Stinson is a patient
in the Nursing Home in Chester
Illinois.
Mrs. _ artha Campheld is re-
sidin ith her grand children,
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Lathan and
family in Gary, Ind,
Mrs. Mary Dominick has return-
ed home after spending the sum-
mer in Rockford, Ill., where she
has been employed at a summer
resort.
Those on the sick /1st are: Mes-
dames Carrie Winston. NI a r y
(7rossland, Julia Johnson, and Hai-
lie Winslow; Messrs. Robert Dick-
ey, and James McGinnis, sr.
• • •
KIA)NDIKE
Mrs. Flossie Buckley is confin-
ed to her home because of illness.
She became suddenly ill while at
school in Villa Ridge, HI., where
she is employed as principal.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Skinner
and Mr. and Mrs. Thurl Skinner
spent the week end in Springfield
visiting their sister, Mr. and Mrs.
Vermore Bibb.
James Skinner of Chicago spent
his vacation here with his brother,
the Skinners and attended the
State Fair in Duquoin, Ill, Also
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Marshall
Skinner who observed their 3rd
anniversary, were Mrs. Skinner's
brother Tom S. Wynn of Bath -
is home for a few days.
Mrs. Rosie Lee Gardner visited
her husband Mr. Albert Gardner,
Sr., a patient at St. John's Saul
tarium at Springfield. Ills and is
on the critical list.
vention.
The banquet which was held at
Bethel AME church by the Civic
League was a success. The prin-
cipal speaker was I. S. alcClinton
of Little Rock.
Mr. and Mrs. Jewel Willis, Jew-
el Willis, jr., and Mr. and Mrs.
George Reed have returned from
Chicago, where they attended the
funeral of Mr. Jessie Welch,
Misses Margarett and Dottie
Pearl Mixon have returned home
after spending their vacation
ssac. Mich.
Mrs. -Dodie Bluford and Miss
Bobbie G. Bluford made a busi-
ness trip to Little Rock. Miss Blu-
ford is now teaching in the Pine
Bluff public school system.
The funeral of Robert Smith was
held Wednesday at New Hope Bap-
tist church. Rev. R. S. Shorty of-
ficiated and Johnson Funeral
Home was in charge.
A. W. Jones, local insurance
man, is in Warren and Fordyce on
business.
Mrs. Laura Burns, mother of
Lee Thomas. is spending a few
days in Warren.
Mrs. Pauline Thrower and Mrs.
Cora Maxcine Brooks have return-
ed from the hospital.
For your news, call Charles Wil-




Mrs. Bessie Pickens has re-
turned home after being a patient
in the Afro hospital for several
Daniel Garland in Chicago a n d
sister, Mrs. Elmira Anderson of
ed home.
Mr. and Mrs. Criss Seay of
Miss Pankie Cobbins and Mrs.
Bessie Ilamilton of Detroit visit- .
ed relatives in Pickens recently.;
Minnesota
spir ng Poindexter is minis-
ter.
An interesting program was ren-
dered at the Bethlehem No. 2 Bap-
tist church Sunday evening at:
8 p. m. Rev. F. Jarman is pas-,
tor. The Walnut Grove Baptist
church held its baptismal services
Sunday at 11 a. m. The regular
MINNEAPOLIS & ST. PAUL St. James AME church. H 
Sunday morning service was held'e is a
former resident of this city. Serv- at 12:30 p. m. There was a large
Miss Bessye Green of Des 
Moines Iowa was a guest at the 
ices were conducted by the Rev.
Ryan Hotel while attending the
conference of the AME church held
at St. James church. Miss
Greene state aecretary of the
NAACP of Iowa was welcomed by
Revs Denzil A. Carty and Mrs. Ad-
die C. Few gave a short talk to
the local branch at its firsr fall I
meeting held at the Hallie 0.
Brown House.
The Mount Olivet Baptist'
Youth Fellowship held a social at
the lovely home of air. and Mrs.
Ivy Hagan for the Rev. and Mrs.
Milton Combs missionaries to Bur-'
ma. The Hagans served refresh-
ments and games were played.
Mrs. Bertha King is ill in St.
Joseph's hospital. Mrs. King was
formerly director of religious edu-
calico. at St. James AME church.
She is now a secretary at the Ha;
lie Q. Brown House.
Funeral services were held for
The Rev. Andrew Parks pastor'
of Beth AME church Champaign
Ill. at St. James AME church. He
is A former resident of this city.
Services were conducted by the for her sister Mrs. Mattie Gough trlg 
or inc oeautinji ceremon,returned home from Ohio where
Rev. Andrew Parks pastor of Beth who is well on the way to recov• 
of Miss Dorothy Harper and Mr.! they visited his sister and friends.
AME church Champaign Ill, at cry from a seizure of illness, 
John Reeves on Sunday, August' Mrs. Charlie Patterson and sort
from Fremont visited her sister,
Mrs. Wesley Wiggins.
Swink, wore a white gown of lace Miss Bessie Brooks of Fremont
and chiffon and carried a Bible was guest of Mr. and Mrs. Wesley
and forget-me-nots. Her head coy- Wiggins. 
ering was a semi-crown white hat Mrs. Shelton Jones and children
with a veil of chantilly lace, of Fremont. Ohio was guest ef
The maid of honor was her sis- her aunt and imele, Mr. and Mrs„
ter. Miss Versa Harper of Chi- Jake Rucker recently.
cigo, Ill., who was attired in gold. Mr. and Mrs Arthur Whittier
The bridesmaids, Mesdames E1 of Fremont, Ohio were recent
eanor Graves, Beatrice Robinson, guest of her father and mother,
Rosetta McKissack, and Junior Mr. and Mrs. Deal Anderson
maids were Beverly Kennedy and
Ada Lee Jones. who wore identical
dresses of charliteuse and carried
Japanese fans. T h e bridegroom
was in summer attire Undertak-
er Earl Shaw served as best man SNEADS
and ushers were V. J Gilmore, By J. D. DEMPSEY
W. E. McKissack, Isiah Savage! The New Jerusalem Church of
and Junior ushers, Cecil Berry,: God was established here by its
fr., and Zelmer Barnett, jr, airs. missionary. Mrs. Erie Newsome
Arva L. Robinson was organist, of iRver Junction and the Rev,
with Mrs. Margaret Savage at the Mrs. Bertha Thompson of Tally.
piano. Soloists were Miss Darlene hassee, preacher for the week.
Hutson and Mrs. Melvoid Benson. ably assisted by Mother Mary
An elaborate reception followed in Davis, Sister I,u Scranton a n d
the church basement where guests Mother M. C Lain, all of River
greeted the bride and groom and -function. The meeting began Aug.
enjoyed wedding cake and frappe 14 and ended Sept. I. Twe were
Mr. and Mrs Reeves will make +tided to the church.
their home in Milwaukee. Wis. Sunday was a high day at Sinia
Dr. W. E. A. McKissack, jr., %ME church. Fourteen were bap.
leaves next week for Ann Arbor, tired and fellowahiped in I Is •
Mich., to attend the University of church. The pastor Rev. J. M.
Michigan, to do further study MI Laird, preached the baptismal
the field of health. Dr. MeKisaack sermon assisted by Reverends
who i• a local dentist here in Jack- Test Eggleston, T. J. Donald. B.
son has worked with the State Hammonds and C. W. Perry.
Health department for ten years. Mrs. Mamie Johnson. widow of
He is married to the former Miss ae late Jimmie Johnson. died at
Rosetta Sangster of this city and '-Cr home in Quincy.
Is the father of two boys. Mrs. Annie .1. Denis. has return.
Mr. and Mrs Artimber Ingram ed to her home in Newark, N. J.
of Saginaw, Mich., and his sister, after a brief OM hors with her
the former Mims Elizabeth Ingram relatives.
before her marriage, are spend-
ing their vacation here with their
parents. Mn, and Mrs. Luke In.
gram. They were formerly of this
They left Sunday.
Tennis is the big news activity
at Campbell Field, Humboldt's
colored park. Robert Pack, Rufus
Stewart, Johnnie Stewart, Robert
Bradley, Bobbie Barnett and Wits
lie McClinton are developing into
good players. Plans for a tennis
tournament soon is in the mak-
ing. Individual and group PlaY
continues in other playground
attendance. Rev. U. D. Lewis is games at the field from 4 p. m.
A. Lewis Williams pastor and 0th- pastor. until midni
ght,
er ministers attending the AME The Old Fashioned Spiritual NEWBERN
conference He •is survived by his quartet along with the S iritual. P By ARCHA WOODS
widow Mrs. Mary Lee Parks, two Links presented a fine program of Rev. R. E. Honeysucker preach-
daughters Ethel and Mrs. Elmer , music and songs which were very ed at St. Paul CME Church Sun.
Baily of Evanston III., sisters, entertaining to all present. T h i s day. Rev. J. C. Hullum visited
Mrs. Peggy Robinson of Kansas program was given at the Plea- our church Sunday. Service was
City; three brothers Clem Parks,1 sant Grove Baptist church, 
re.
Oko-
Wichita Kans.; Ernest of Denver, boa, Miss.
Colo., and Gordon of White Plains NGIrisesa. aeterBev thel 
hDe lo tAlosinE, churchpas tor, 
Mrs. Alice Harris
.
good spiritually and financially.
attended 
vival meeting at Peoples Chapel
N. Y. and a grandson. Burial WAS observed their Young People's CME church at Dyersburg, re-
in Oakland Cemetery. I Day with all day services. The cently.
Mr. Milton G. Williams, news.. morning message was delivered
i y the pastor, Rev. F, D. Cole- . 
Mr and Mrs. Eurel Harris andspent paper publisher Labor Day , b_
week in Chicago with his brother- man, sr. The principal speaker for 
daughter of Freemont, Ohio were
recent guests of his father and
in iaw and sister the Rev, and the afternoon was Mrs. Myram mother, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Har•
Mrs. Samuel Stephens and fasailv Chatman White, an instructor in rig.
MAX Hall jr., son of Mrs. Char., the High School in the Union City Mr. John Eddie Wyatt from De.
lene Hall left ia School Faculty, troit visited his brother and
Benedicts Academy in Altoona, The evening program featur sister-in-law, Mr and Mrs. Booker
Wisc., to pursue his studies, ed a musical extravaganza. Here
. 
Wyatt.
Miss Nina Marie Black daugh. 'some of Jackson's best talent was
heard. Chairman of this 
Mr. Cashier Holt of St. Louister of Mrs. Louis Boynton was fine day
visited with his aunt and unclemarried to Mr. Ben Zachary A :t: was Mrs. Jeffries B. Hearntoo.
the Baptist church by the Rev. 1 This 
, Mr and Mrs. John Scott.
i was a wonderful day. Large Mr. Eddie Lee Knight from St.Floyd Massey jr I attendance. Rev. F. D. Coleman
Mrs. Hazel V Ellis has return- sr., pastor. 
Louis visited with Mrs. Ludie Mae
ed to her home in Washington Knight recently.
D. C. She came here to care ,
Liberty CME church was the. Mr. and Mrs. Jim Knight have
AN ARTICLF found it, an is
sue of the Christian Century
entitled "Are Our Schools God.
less?" holds tbe attention of
•
President Richard %. Moire.
his administrative assistant,.
James E Huger. and 3 group
of new students. From !eft:
Miss Pernella Cobb of Miami;
Miss Albertha Doris Ford,
Dade City, Fla.; James E.
Williams. Pensacola, Fla.;
Heart, administrative assistant
to the president; Miss Ells F.
President Moore; Miss Elean•
or Mitchell, Jacksonville, Fla.,
and Miss Elizabeth L. Abney.
Norristown, Pa.
Florida
31. 1957 at 5 p. m. The bride,
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•.KKK Tries Co meback n Troubled Dixie
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i By PAT J. McDONNELL advocate violence of any kind."
Individuals involved in violence
ATLANTA — (INS) -- The ghost and intimidation have been linked
of a once-proud Ku Klux Klan
haunts the integration troubled
South today. The fiery cross and
the crudely - scrawled "KKK" are
Sou .
12 KLAN GROUPS
"There must be a dozen or so
groups who call themselves Klans-
men," said Sam Green, jr., attor-
ney for what he calls the only
legally - recognized Klan organi-
zation — "The U. S. Klan, Knights
of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc." He
added:
"A bunch of young fellows, bent
on showing off, get together and
call themselves a klan. Most of
them are a bunch of hoodlums."
This was Green's explanation
for the "klansmen" tag appended
by police to men involved in Mei
dynamiting of churches in Mont-
gomery, Ala., in the "test of lead-
ii
rship" mutilation of a Negro in
irmingham, Ala., and in scores
of other violence - tinged inci-
dents in the furor stirred by the
idea of integration.
Green, whose father was a
grand dragon of a highly organiz-
ed and influential Klan in the.
early 1940's, feels irresponsible in-
dividuals are trading on the appeal
klans once hau in the South.
WIITIE SUPREMACY
"The klan stands for white su-
premacy. I mean just exactly
that. It doesn't mean going out
and mutilating anyone. We do noti
to some sort of klan group. But
state officials who Vep a finger
on such things agree with Green
that a "KKK" tag to scattered vi-
ever-present where unrest and vi- olence is not synonymous with
olence erupt. Klan unity and strength across
Is the Klan a powerful instru- the south,
assent of a vast region struggling A Georgia state office which kept
to maintain what leaders call its undercover agents at work in Klan
traditional way of life? Or have groups doesn't even bother today.
self-serving rabble-rousers seized Klan rallies have drawn at the
upon he emotional integration- best a couple of hundred people,
segregation controversy in an at- most of them curious spectators,
tempt to grab power and influ- rather than adherents. A Louisiana
ence"
klan, forced by state law to open
its membership rolls, listed its of-
ficers and had to admit there was
virtually no membership.
agreed on one point: There is no Strongest center of klan uctivi-
single Klan group with unified ties — whether the strength be in




a Informed opinion in the South—
state officials, county officials and
es-en some Klan leadars — are
mingham, Ala. But here, t o o,
klansmen are continually fighting
among themselves. A recent meet-
ing ended in the shooting of two
members, who protested "one-man
rule."
THREE PERIODS
Klanism has had three major
periods of growth in the South.
Originally, the klan numbered the
best citizens among its members.
It was the only form of law in the
trying period immediately after
the Civil War.
The klan achieved its greatest
strength around 1920, when it was
principally a political force of re-
portedly 5,000,000. Aside from spo-
radic localized revivals, the only
other time a klan achieved a fair-
ly high degree of organization was "le'
in the 1940's.
In Georgia it became potent po-
litically, infiltrating law enforce-
ment agencies, and high state of-
fices. It was torn apart by inter-
nal dissension and adverse public
opinion after a series of prosecu-
tions for lashings.
Today, with the South facing its
greatest social problem since the
Civil War, the majority of South
erners reject the klan as an aid




The funeral of Mr. Rufus Frank-
lin, 70, was in session at the Hope
Hill Baptist church Sept. 12. His
iffirvivora are two sisters, one
111111other and a host of other rela-
tives and friends. Rev. H. Lock-
hart officiated. Poole Undertakers
of Birmingham, Ala., were is
charge.
Mr. and Mrs. Airman Brown of
Selma, Ala., were guests of rela-
tives and friends here.
' Mr. and Airs. James Bland have
moved to their new home at Besse-
mer, Ala.
Mr. M. C. Ward, jr., of Detroit,
Michigan was the guest of relit-
lives and friends of Banks Chap-
el.
Mrs. Alberta Black, Mrs. Sallie
Ward and grandchildren were
guests of Mrs. Rosie Morrow of .
Tuscaloosa, Ala., Sept. 15.
The Annual Women's Day was in
session at the New Hope AME
church Sept. 15. Theme: "The
joked of Christian Women in a
IlPfir Torn World." Sunday school
at 9:30 a.m., with Mrs. Lotman-
& Reid, acting Sept. Classes
'taught by Mrs. Margie Davis,
Miss Willie G. Williams; review
by Mrs. Ida B. Campbell, 3 o'
clock p.m. devotion by Mrs. Mag-
gie Kelley; scripture by Mrs.
Alma Willis, song, Mrs. Maggie
Price; welcome address, Mrs.
Addle Hasberry.
Speaker, Mrs. Louise Kindrieks;
talks on theme by Mrs. Mamie B.
Lacey: Mrs. Sarah Holmes a n d
Mrs. William Poole; solo, Mrs. L.
V. Goodwin; poem, Mrs. Martha
Hill.
Otters on program were Mrs.
Eugt ne Suttle, Mrs. Sadie Har-
ris, Ars. Ruth Cutts, Mrs. Sarah
Lam rum, Mrs. McGuffie Duff,
Mrs. Effie Heart, Mrs. Sarah Snel-
son, Mrs. Mary Simpkins, Mrs.
Fannie M. Warren, Rev. S. T.
encer, radio minister of 13i r-
\gingham, Ala., .who delivered the
sermon. The text was Isaiah 6:
8: Also I heard the voice of the
Lord saying, whom shall I send,
and who will go for us. Then said
I. here am I, send me.
EMPIRE
By EFFIE M. PENDLETON
Ethel Jackson had visitors from
Dempolish and Birmingham, Ala.
Mrs. Ora Chancy has returned
home after visitMg her daughter
She brought three children with '
her.
Miltit Perry has returned after
visiting in New York.
Jessie Perry has been discharg-
ed from the Army. •
Mr. Tom Ware has returned
from his trip.
BESSEMER
By G. W. IVEY
Mrs. bell Robertson and her
grand daughter, Jacob of netroill
are spending their vacation withi
her stint, Mrs. lestell Powell and'
other relatives and friends of Bes-
4,1111 sad hat rdother-ist-law,;
Mrs. Robertson of Selma, Ala.
Our get-well wishes are to Mrs.
Pearl Riley, Mr. Alf Ramsey,
Mrs. Rosie Casey, Mrs. Sallie
Catlin Mrs. T. L. Williams and
Mrs. Culpepper.
The Big Three night worship
was held at the Ward Chapel A.
Si. E. church. Rev. Amos Marks,
assistant pastor of First Baptist,
preached in place of his pastor,
Rev. L. C. Walker. Music Wan
rendered by the Big Three Choir.
Ministers on the platform were
Revs. V. Wilhite, L. C. Walker,
R. G. Williams, G. S. Long and
P. W. Mays. Rev. V. Wilhite, pas-
tor.
The Dunbar, Blue Devils were
scheduled to open their football
season with Rose Dale High at
the Bessemer stadium Alonday
night, but was postponed because
of rain. Mr. Henderson is head
coach; Mr. J. S. Abrams, princi-
pal.
• • . •
BREWTON
By ALEX AU'TREY
Mrs. Nettie Jackson visited in
Pensacola recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Lifus Johnson
brought their daughter back home.
Mrs. Mauada Hardy has her son,
Mr. Munk Hardy of Detroit visit-
ing.
. Mrs. Maggie Stephenson hiss her
son Autrey and grandson Willie of
Detroit visiting.
Rev. Jenkins of AME Zion end-
ed his revival Friday night.
Mrs. Pearlie Harris has return-
ed home after spending several
months with her son in Chicago.
Samuel Stallworth, Leota Williams,'
William Robert and Rtsford Har-
vey have left for college.
Mr. William James of New Or-
leans is here visiting his wife,
children, father-in-law and mother.
Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Burns mot-
ored to Mont, to visit their friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Noule Lee Autrey
motored to Evergreen, Ala. Sun-
day to visit her cousin who is ill.
Mrs. William James. in.. and
Mrs. James Perry Longmire left
Friday night for Tampa, Fla. Mn.
Longmire will soon return to De-
troit.
Mr. Wade Burns of Spring Hill
has returned to the city after
spending two weeks in Minneapo-
lis with his son and daughter-in-
law, Mr. and Mrs. Augustine
Burns.
Army Pvt. Joe Roberson. son of
Dock Roberson recently arrived in
Germany and is now a member
of the 267th Armed Field Artil-
lery Battalion in Germany. He is
a graduate of Southern Normal
School.
Many of our readers send their
sympathy to the family of Mr.
Robert Sneed. lie was a member
of the Defender staff.
Miss Mattie Thomas has guests
from Greenville visiting.'
Mr and Mrs. Walter Lewis have ,
out of town guest visiting. •
HOW IT'S DONE — Francis L.
Grandison, psychology instructor
at Bennett college, Greensboro, N.
C., explains registration procedure
to a group of freshmen during
registration at the school, Fresh-
man class is one of Bennett's laig-
est — with 160 new students from




By G. H. MONTGOMERY
Clarence Smith, jr., left last
week by plane for New York after
a week's visit in the home of his
sisters and other relatives. Mr.
Smith is a graduate of the State
University of Iowa and is employ-
ed as an accountant for the New
York City Housing Authority,
Rev. E. L. Johnson of Los An-
geles, Calif., is the new pastor of
Bethel AME here and preached
his first sermon at the church Sun-
day, Sept. 15.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Collins
are in Hot Springs, Ark., where
' they will spend a three week va-
cation.
Mrs. Addie Gedson and daugh-
ter, Mrs. Marjorie Porter and son
Gilbert have returned from Ra-
cine, Wisc., where they visited
Mrs. Porter's daughter and grand-
children. They also visited in Mu.
waukee.
Mr. Bert Crews visited relatives
and friends in Kansas City, Mo.,
last week.
Minnesota
The Rt. Rev. Joseph Gomez,
bishop of the 4th Episcopal Dist-
rict of the AME church, appoint-
ed Dr. Jesse L. Glover of L o s
Angeles to pastor at St. James
AME church. The Rev. A. Lewis
Williams, who pastored the church
for one year, was sent to St. Paul
AME church in Des Moines, Iowa.
Robert A. Jones, jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert A. Jones, sr.,
spent two days in Ancker hospital
with a fractured leg received in a
Central High football scrimmage
last week. Ile is attending his
classes there on crutches.
William (Billy) Williams, execu-
tive aid of Minnesota governors
since 1904, will be given a tribute
of honor at the State Capitol Sep-
tember 26. The present governor
Freeman and several former state
rulers will take part in the cere-
monies.
The Rev. Denzil A. Carty at-
tended a clergy, conference at
Sattuck School in Faribault,
Minn., last week.
Mrs. Mamie Uptegrove, propri-
etor of the Cornelius Rest Home
was honored with a band concert
at the Home, Sunday, afternoon
The 20 piece concert band was
under the direction of Stanley Ber-
ry, director of music at the State
Reformatory. The affair was giv-
en in gratitude Tor Mrs. Upte.
grove's services to elderly peo-
ple and the community. She now
has 21 patients, many of them
bed-ridden. Several prominent citi-





Rev. It, W. Jackson concluded
the conference year in Peru last
Sunday.
Miss Dorothy Crossland con-
tinues very ill at the Caylor-Ni-
chel Hospital Clinic in Bluffton,
Ind.
Miss Ilawkinsmith has been ill
with a severe summer cold.
Mrs Samuel Kelly continues ill
at her home.
MISS LINDA BROWN of Ak-
ron, Ohio, is greeted by Presi-
dent Willa B. Player of Ben-
nett college during the Pres-
ident's reception for freshmen.
Two of Linda's sisters, Debris





Mrs. Helen Coleman, 73, died
alat Ida 
Clark,
hehomeo f her daughter,n xa :
tended illness. Her funeral was
held at the Graham Chapel AME
Church at Villa Ridge, Ill Rev.
W. T. Coleman officiated.
Earl Wilson, 26, died instantly
on the street in MilwatIkee, Sur-
vivors include his mother, Mrs.
Martha Wilson, four sisters, one
brother and a host of other rela-
tives. Funeral was conducted in
the Ruffin Funeral Home by Rev'
W. If. Vaughns,
Dan Clark has returned from
Chicago and Gary after visiting
his daughter, Mrs. Juanita Scott
and sons Lewis, Joseph and
Samuel.
FREE PORT
By LLOYD BRUMFIELD, JR.
Mn, and Mrs. Joshua Morgan
of Maywood, Ill., was week end
guests of his brother. Mr. Oscar
Morgan. Also Mrs. Mildred Perk-
ins and son Leonard; Mrs. 0.
Morgan, daughter and grandson:
Mrs. Nox and Willie Collins of Chi-
Farleama Pearson
ter being a patient
pital for some time
of an accident.
is home af- ry will return to her class room
in the has- duties next week, and Mrs. Walk-
as a result ' er begins enjoying her retirement
BATON ROUGE I campus of Southern university this
By MRS. M. N. RINGGOLD 
week is due to the .ct that many
hundreds of teachers here for the
Summer School have left for their
homes or for relaxation from study
and class room activities.
Health officials here are still do-
daughters of Houston, Tex., Mr. The temperature has droppeding their best to offset the threat
and Mrs. R. C. Clayton, of New pretty close to the freezing pointof Asiatic influenza in our city.
Orleans, Mrs. E. N. Dean and her and the weatherman predict*The many friends or Mr. a n d
three charming grand daughters more to come before any letup.Mrs. J. A. Cordoza are rejoicing
of New Orleans, Mr. James Woods
Louisiana
Visitors in our home during the
last two weeks included the fol-
lowing: Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Pur-
nell and their two charming
and wife of New Orleans and their
young son, AND our own dear first
and only baby grand daughter who
kept all alive and happy during
their two weeks stay with us.
Her many friends in our city
were indeed glad to welcome the
with them over the arrival of a
beautiful little daughter in their
home. This time last year they
were happy over his return from champions eked out a 9 to 7 win
Europe where he spent a session over the ever-tough Fort Collins
in educational activities. But this Lampkins The Terrors, led by
time one hears nothing but "The 
. 
the quarterbacking of Jim Cotton
Baby" and the marvellous things were saved from defeat by the ex-charming Mrs. Pearl Shelvin-Grif-
.1 she can do at Oita early age effin, former teacher in our city a
almost one month. 
-- pert toe of Mvester Franklin asan
there.
married and living very happily
her two -children returned from
Mrs. Ora Mae Nance-Lewis and 
he booted the game-saving field
goal in the last seven seconds of
the game with Cottons holding.
now a resident of New York City,
San .Francisco, Calif.. this weekemmbers of our YWCA are busi- Mr. & Mrs. James White re-
and is now enroute for her home
in order that the children may 
eently returned from an extendedly engaged getting ready fo
this season. This time it is airHoau°rrf- 
vaction with relatives and friendsfirst entertainmen 
tpresentat 
on
enter school for the first week of
the session.
vest Festival. It is also a sumniary 
One of our most unusual pa-of the different activities of this :
rades was witnessed this week
when contestants for Miss Baton
Rouge were seen in a "Stieet Pa-
rade in all their beauty. We
would not like to be one of the
judges. — A hard job among such
an array of beauty.
Their many friends are congratu-
lating Mr. and Mrs Curtis Goud-
chaux over the arrival of their
first-born. Both being teachers,
they will have an addition to their
Sympathy is being extended to
tasks. university of Hempstead, Tex.) is
Mrs. Marion Willis over the death Although her visit here is on currently vacationing with relat-
here of her uncle, Mr. Zilton, account of the death of her aunt, ives and frienda in Beaumont.
whose body is being sent to his
former home for interment.
We are glad to be able to an-
nounce that Mrs. Kattie Allen is
now improved from her recent ill-
ness and is now back at her desk
in the Fraternal Press office.
Meetings of the Womens Christ-
ian Temperance Union are to be
held as formerly, on Wednesday
afternoons, states the president,
Mrs. Ernestine Marshall.
Baton Rougeans, with her
church members and her many,
many co-workers and former
school mates are shocked over the
passing here of Mrs. Victoria A.
Cotton whose illness was n o t
thought to be of a serious type,
until the day before she died. Her
sister, Miss Martha Cross, h a d
been buried here only a short time
ago. Both were former teachers
and both were earnest, consist-
ent church women.




Hello everybody everywhere !!
!! Bbbrrrr !!! It's a bit chilly
here in the Pikes Peak Region.
On the local sports scene the foot-
ball season got off to a good start.
The Colorado Springs High School
Terrors, the defending State
summer. Representing art work
done under the supervision pf
Mrs. R. F. Netterville and h e r
group of instructors in sewing,
art, ceramics, jewelry and other
forms of artistic instruction.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Stewart
have returned from their summer
vacation trip that included visits
in New York, Baltimore, Washing-




Rev. Smith and members of
the Allen Temple CME Church
attended the annual conference
at Oakland, Calif. They reported
a grand meetirig.
Booker J. Corey, born in Con-
teville, Miss, passed away Sep-
tember 3, 1957. The Colonial Mor-
tuary had charge of funeral sr..'
rangements. Rev. F. J. Crear,
I pastor of the Good Samaritan
Church of God in Christ offici-
ated. Ile leaves his wife, chil-
dren and brother.
Those of New Hope Baptist
Church who are on the sick list
include Sister Sadie James and
Brother Campbell.
Rev. Knauwood visited Long-
view recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Z. P. Phillips
visited their friends, Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph.
Mr. George Baseman is on the
cago. sick list.
REV. WILLIAM HOLLIS Calvary Baptist church in Lou-
/BELL (left) accepts keys to isville, Ky. Rev. Bell, a for-
recently purchased parsonage mer resident re -
from J. E. Smith, chairman turned to this post from Pon-
of the Board of Trustees of the
from class room duties.
Baton Rougeans are still discuss- Smith, and the Rev. D. Price are
log the beautiful, solemn wedding home after attending he National
ceremony that united Miss Shirley iBaptist convention held in Louis-
Simms and Mr. Eugene Wilson in ville, Ky.
holy matrimony. Miss Simms is Southern university Is getting un-
the brilliant young daughter of Mr. derway in its 44th Annual Session
and Mrs. C. Simms. Following in on this site where it was founded
her mother's footsteps, she be-
gan teaching in our school system
shortly after her graduation.
Parent Teacher officers n d
members throughout the state are
still praising the helpful PTA
Work Shop held in Grambling col-
last week. Our sate showed its with some five new buildings, cost-
Mrs Mary A. Jones. wife of Sgt.
T. C. Jones was recently admitted
to Fitrsimmons Army Hospital on
the 9th. of Sept.
Texas
DAWSON
Mrs. Joe L. Steward of Hous-
ton is visiting her inlaws.
All on the sick list are improv-ful of his early recovery.
Our 96 year old friend, Mrs. Be- ing'
ay Williams, was buried here last Mrs. Martha Cherry of Dallail
week after having been ill a short Was a recent guest of her par.
ente, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Smith.while. She received courtesies and
ing her illness. onWs4trehcenvUisyite. 4
attention from many sources dur. hisC.unLeyteon,sitofLeFmt.
we, with many of her other friends
are glad to see Mrs. Margaret
Emma Huddleston-Carlysle in our
city today. The loss of another
aunt caused her to come here from
her Los Angeles home just a short
while ago.
The many, many friends of Mr.
Louis Pinkney are glad to wel-
come him back home after hi
serious illness and hospitalization
in New Orleans. He is cheerful
and we, with his family feel hope-
We are receiving hopeful, help-
ful news from Houston, Texas this
week telling that our nephew Fel-
ton Purnell is doing splendidly al-
ter his serious illness.
We must prepare for other de-
lege last week, Our state showed ing over two and one-half million
its interestand appreciation o dollars, the administration is task-
all that had been planned for the ed with the responsibility of meetofficers and members by our
ing the needs of nearly 1,000 corn-state president, Mrs. Eddie Jones,
ing for an education.Dr. Kara Vaughn Jackson came
Recognizing that facilities alone
to our rescue last week when she will not insure an equal instruc-
gave such helpful instructions o tional program, Southern univer-
officers and members of PTA's.
sity has acquired for its faculty,Illness prevented our attendance men and women possessing quali-
in the session of the National ty, ability and dedicated to the
profession.
Through lls program of swirl.
Association of College Women held
in Dayton, Ohio last week. But we
are told that an unusually interest- ance, all students have the op-
log, helpful session was held, portunity of guirance, and a sound
as usual, instructional program.
The noticeable quietness on the 
California
bars MeBrow, Pianist (Instrumen.Olga Curry returned from Oak- .partures for abbreviated vacations, tat Solo).
land, Calif., this week. Miss Cur- especially for Mrs. Bottle K. Julia Dunn prover herself
Johnson and Mrs. Mali* B. Max- seamstress when grand appearance
well who will go to California was made in Wedding last Sunday,
for their vacation. becam Mrs. Eugent Ogans, wear-
Rev. D. T. Smith Mr. Charles ing beautifully designed white
gown of lace.
Masquerade Ball given by Tho
BELAIRS (Club composed of ap-
proximately 17 young Men) was
just what most San Diegans want-
ed and proved same by 100 per
cent attendance
March 9, 1914, under the presi- Real nice meeting Mrs. Joy
dency of the late Dr. J. S. Clark. Lewis (Jim's wife) of Pacoima,
The 1957 session finds the multi- Calif., who was recognized im-
million dollar institution in one of mediately as former Los Angeles
its greatest building booms in the newspaper columnist. The Lewis'
school's history, both physiaally were visiting Mr. and Mrs. F.
and academically. Starting off M. Porter. Third couple of party
was Mr, and Mrs. James Smith.
Meanwhile back to the costumes:
how about Marion Easter's strik-
inb resemblance to Wyatt Earp.'
'Twat; hard convincing me that
Samuel and Dolly Lazarus weren't
Arabians. Peggy and Marion Dyse
danced like the Gypsies they
were: Jaunde Ragsdale's Squaw
outfit was muchum tuff: the
above-knee wind, ya know? Other
Indians were Chief Minafee and
his squaw, Peggy. Laura Bolding
made the scene as a Leopardess.
The Spence Sisters came as fol-
lows: Antoinette, Ballerina; Mari-
an, Majorette; Patricia (Williams)
wore the most iadorable maternity
dress I've ever seen, CONGRATS,
Mr. and Mrs. Williams.
Got the word from 12-CHARMS
new secretary, Levi Groves, that
SAN DIEGO Club members are on vacation
By JEANETTE STEVENSON till December.
Mrs. Rozelia Flanagan, charm- Final Affair of season was Bet.
ing society matron and beautician muda Shorts Dance, held at El
of San Diego eparted eary Sept- Morocco where hotnotee were be-
for New York. While in the metro- ing produced by former Lionel
Hampton trumpetor, Walter Wil-
liams. Zeke Mooney and others,
Bing McBride was guest-singer.
Did 'ja notice Duke Garrette,
aModeling Studio of Hollywood; nother of Hamp'a former "ga•
bridle." in audience? Creole,planning to open a Modeling Salon
ssupon return, and should be highly Phyli Richards father, Mr. Al-
successful in this new endeavor
being one of the most fashionable
matrons of state. Rozelia's mode
of travel was Flight 22, United
Air Lines,
Braber-expert, Joe Williams and guing; greeted Philadelphians,
his helpmate, Marvell played Alms- Mesdames Ann Stevens and Mettle
Parker who made San Diego trip
to visit brother and family. Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Bullock. Texan Net-
tie Whitfield is also a guest at the
13iillocks' home. Shirley Diggs
was the Norfolk, Va., representa-
last Sunday afternoon at Filipino tion at this table. Exchanged
"hellos" with: Chicagoan, PrinceHall. Commentator, Patricia Buick- '
Freddie Woodson, Jae.
quelyn and Luther Thompson. Dar
lene Byrd, Sadie LeCount, Dorothy
Estes, Wanda Steppe. Thomas
Hie, Mich. Looking on is Mrs.
Charlotte McGill, of McGill &
McGill Real Estate Brokers
who negotiated the transaction.
Californip
polls, she will take advance cour-
sea in modeling. Mrs. Flanagan
has successfully finished a course
with the Christine Mallon Fashion
ye hosts to Coty De La Dona mem-
bers and friends after Club's
Hawaiian Party last Saturday
evening. Marvell is club member.
Tots and Teens of San Diego
presented "Autumn Fashions,"
in Lake City. Fla. accompanied by
children James Jr., Victor and
Audrey. Mrs. Frank Skinner re-
cently returned train a lengthy
visit with relatives and friends in
Lake Province. La. and Galves.
ton. Tex. accompanied by child-
ren, Mike, Roger and Jean.
News of ENTA. F. B. and Fort
Carson Air force and Army per-
sonnel. Miss Dorothy Alex, of
Beaumont, Tex. (who incidentally
is a former classmate of yours
truly at Texas College, though
she is a graduate of Prarie View
Cr, Fashion Co-ordinator, To Ann
Flenoid Douglas, Pianist, Georgia
Avery. Models consisted mainly
mothers and children of Tots and
Teens, also guest models: Miss Steppe, Jean Tignor. Maxine and
Vella Ditimus, Mmes. Melia Dean Betty Triplett Don Torington and
Bayne, Lois Walton, Lois Rollins, others.
Mignon Grisby, Messrs, George National Baptist Brotherhood
Smith. and Jay Carter. During in- President. Mr. Ernest Graves and
termission the following displayed wife (Chicagoans) visited brothers
talent: Lois Rollins, Modern Dan- In San Diego while on West Coast
cer, Anthony Chung, Violinist: , (LA) for Comention: brothers,
Becky Theirry, Flutist; and Bar- iMessrs, John and Freddy Graves.
bert Briquet, visiting from New
Orleans, appeared to be having a
wonderful time; welcome, Sir, to
sunny Californi-A. My table hop-
ping spree was absolutely intri-
•
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Stork Stops
t=VPt— L"ii e-̀ i7
Born at John Gaston Hospital:..
Sept. 14, 1957
A son, Willie C. Moore, to Mr,
and Mrs. Squire Moore of 921
Thomas.
A son, R. J. Arnold, Ir., to Mr.
and Mrs. R. J. Arnold of 500 Till-
man.
• A daughter, Janice Hicks, to Mr.
and Mrs. William E. Hicks of 1682
Silver.
A son, Tommie Lee Morris, to
Mr. and Mrs. Rennie Morris of
784 Linden.
Sept, 15, 1951
A daughter, Kathy Lorraine
Bishop, to Mr. and Mrs. Timothy
Bishop cif 2200 Clarksdale.
A daughter, Diane Stampey, to
Mr. and Mrs. Pendleton Stamp-
ey of 233 Hill.
A daughter, Virginia Woods, to
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Woods of
2499 Winchester.
A son, Richard Lewis King,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. King ot
952 Seattle.
A daughter, Linda Fay Town.
send, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Townsend of 1660 Ely.
A son, Wayne Franklin to Mr.
and Mrs. Claude L. Franklin of
1143 ,N. Manassas.
A son, Ira Lee Martin, Jr., to
Mr. and Mrs. Ira L. Martin of
765 Tate,
A son, Derrick Lee Williams,
to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie F,. IVil•
hams of 161f Pennsylvania.
• A son. Kenneth Eugene Cockran,
to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Cockrau
of 1310 HaMilton.
Sept. 16. 1957
A daughter. Debra Brown, to
Mr. and Mrs. Pat L, Brown, 790
Cella.
A son, Alex Jecrage Flagg, to
Mr. and Mrs .Robert Flagg of 25:
W. Fields,
A daughter. Catherine Graham,
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Graham
of 5751 Mt. Moriah
A daughter, Marilyn Jean Bob
den, to Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie B.
)3olden of 4995 Wilbert.
• A daughter, CarGlyn Denise
Wright, to Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Wright of 240 Chelsea.
A daughter, Phyllis Cain, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lee A. Cain of 972 Le-
Moyne.
A son, Olin Perry III, to Mr.
and Mrs, Olin Perry of 1240 Capi-
tal.
Sept. 17, 1957
. A son, Stanley Wayne MeNary.
to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph MeNary
a 574 Rust rd.
A son, Willie Maurice Jones. i* ,
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jones of
275 Adolphus.
A son, Mack L. Bell, to Mr. and
Sirs. Sammie L. Bell of 152 Di-1
son.
A daughter, Moella Harris, to
Mr. and Mrs. Moses Harris of 739
Buntyn.
A daughter, Jacqueline Shere
Burns, to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Burns of 311 Lucy.
Twin 'sos and daughter. Myron
landa Green, to Mr. and Mrs
Willie Green of 578 Driving Park
c .
A son, Teery Lee Smith, to SI:
and Mrs. Willie Smith, of 114 Tem-
ple.
A son, Ben Allen Shaw III. to
Mr. and Mrs. Ben A. Shaw of 411
N. Fifth.
A son, Michael Olander Cole, to
Str. and Mrs. John Cole of 198
Rowe.
A son, Bennie Cornelius Bell, Jr.,
to Mr. and Mrs. Bennie C. Bell,
of 2701 Start rd.
to
•
A daughter, Elizabeth Ann Mont-
gomery, to Mr. and Mrs. Elmo
Montgomery of 589 Laclede.
A daughter, Judy Diane Edin•
brough, to Mr. and Mrs. William
Edinbrough of 8556 Ellis rd.
A daughter, Brenda Parker, to
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Parker of 745
Porter.
A daughter, Renee renise Crovi
to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Cross of
1477 Davis.
A son, Glenn Edward Boyland,
to Mr. and Mrs. Welton L. Boy-
land of 1119 St. Charles.
A son, Jerome Presley, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Presley of 1297
Adelaide.
A son, Welton Paul Jefferson,
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jefferson
of 352 S. Fourth.
A son, Samuel Bennett, jr., to
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Bennett of
923 Mason.
A daughter, Carol Ann Taylor,
to Mr. and Mrs, Samuel Taylor
of 278 Ashland.
A daughter, Phyllis Elaine Ward,
to Mr. and Mrs. Leon Ward of 252
Caldwell.
Sept. 19, 1957
A daughter, Rosalind Daval
Withers. to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Withers of 480 Brooks.
A son, Nathan Gary, jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. Nathan Gary of 957 Kan-
,
A son, Rudy Arthur Brooks, to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Brooks of
3642 Democrat rd.
A daughter, Shirley Ann Nelms,
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nelms of
655 S. Wellington.
A daughter, Cynthia Ann Frank-
lin, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Frank-
lin of 183 Vaal.
Sept. 2U, 1957
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
L. Williams of 2t..)80 Spottswood.
A son, Mark Anthony Munn. to
Mr. and Sirs. Joe Munn of 989
Holmes.
A daughter, Linda Carol Rich-
ardson, to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie
Richardson of 3224 N. German-
town Rd.
A daughter, Cassandra Dayle
Jones, to Mr. and Mrs. Simmie D.
Jones of 2196 Castes.
A daughter, Brenda Gail Thum.
as, to Mr. and Mrs Elijah Thom-
as of 1390 Emmerson.
A daughter, Sharon Denise Fish•
er, to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny J. Fish-
er of 792 Tate.




Trumpeter Louis Armstrong, who blew a long, loud
and lonely note against the Little Rock school situation
last week, has been joined by a full chorus of Negro en-
tertainers all playing the same tune.
The ancient and durable Satchmo, in an unaccustomed
tempo, blasted President Risen-
hower and Governor Faubus of 
I 
go to Russia preaching things we
are not.
Arkansas. stating: . Declaring that Eisenhower is a
"The way they are treating my •'man without a soul,'' Miss Kitt
people down South, the govern- continued:
ment can go to hell." ''We don't hr:e any principles
None of the other entertainers or honor. We don't have anything
took such a strong stand, I> u t to stand for anymore. I've be.
what they said made a harmoni- come a very discouraged person
ous background for Satchmo myself. All the purpose of this
whole country is being lost."LENA HORNE SPEAKS
Armstrong declared that he Armstrong has indicated he may
would refuse to go to Russia to reconsider his refusal to make a
mo••• rmAiri•••••••4•••••r.r.rW
NNW
GETS OPPORTUNITY — Mrs.
Marie Evans of 962 Willoughby
signs up for WKNO's classes
In reading and writing for
adults which starts Monday,
Sept. 30, Mrs. Evans is being
Interviewed by Mrs. Hope
Fraser, professional worker
who is the assistant of Mrs.
Pauline Jones Hord, WKNO
Director of Fundaniental Edu-
cation. Mrs. Evans paid only
LOUIS ARMSTRONG
ansas and the way Gov. (Orval)
Faubus has mishandled it.
"My people — the Negroes —
are not lookng for anything — we
just want a square shake. B ti t
when I see on television and read
about a crowd in Arkansas spit-
ting and cursing at a little colored
girl — I think I have a right to
get sore — and say something
about it."
Informed of the hope expressed
by the U. S. state department
that he would reconsider his state-
ment that "the government can
go to hell" in regard to the good-
will tour. Armstrong said:
"Maybe I wilj — if they do
something to straighten out that
Arkansas mess. After all, Ameri-
ca is my country, too. and I've al-
ways tried to do anything I could
to help it
Pearl Bailey at Chicago's Chez
Puree gave endorsement to Satch's
outburst, telling Jack Eigen on a
TV program that she felt Louis
was "speaking from his heart."
Asked if she would advise Arm-
strong to reconsider his decision
spread the good word about government sponsored goodwill not to go to Russia on a state de.
the United States, The trip had trip to Soviet Russia. partment tour, she answered:
been proposed by the State de- , In Sioux FaIN, Satchmo admit- "I would advise him to do noth-
pertinent. ted he "blew his top" when he rip. jag that would affect his dignity
r LenaA daughter, Annie Bell Brown, Singe Horne said: ped federal handling of the Little
'•I. too. would decline to appear Ito Mr. and Mrs. Robert Brown, a Rock, Ark , racial integration
in Russia if I were asked by the692 Nonconnah. crisis. but he stood fast to his
tStt
S (Unied
 a es government be-ept. 1S, 1957 . 'criticisms — in prncple. Arm-
A son, Charles Frie Hurt. to Mr.. cause. I wou
ld fear embarrassing strong explained:
questions by the press, especially
and Sirs. Charles L. Hurl of 160 I STILL "HOT"
. the Soviet press."
Majuba. ' "I was hot — and still 'am hot —
over the school situation in Ark-A son. Udraye Tyrone Bass. to
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Bass uf 1639
Silver.
A son, Norvell Driver, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Driver of 2601 S.
Ketchum.
A son, David James Benton. to
Mr. and Mrs. George J. Benton
of 1244 Smith.
A son. Dana Demone Jones. tc
Sir. and Mrs. Opollo Jones of SU
Essex.
A son, Robert 'McMillan, to Mr.
and Mrs. Roy McMillan of 674 Lin-
den.
A son. Ben Frazier, jr., to Mr,






Get fast reliefl A-S06 kills
Crabs, Lice, and their eggs
—in misuser!
Easy to use—like a sham-
poo. Not a greasy ointment.
Won't irritate your skin —
won't stain your clothes.
Wash,* right out.
Go to trio drug store and
buy A-s00 today!
111-2001 arrnit,..4 Ildifissi
Marian Anderson. presently on
government - sponsored tour of
1 Asia, said: "One has feelings. . .
j but now is not the time for me to
say something."
ROBINSON AGREES
Former baseball great Jackie
Robinson. the first Negro to
break the major league ailor line,
said:
, I congratulate Louie Arm
I strong. This is a feeling that is
becoming rampant among Ne-
groes. It is spreading very rapidly.
Now the Negrcos are beginning to
stand up and be counted.
"I arn very pleased. It shows
a unanimity that has been lack-
ing in the past. I can't say that
President Eisenhower has been
!letting Governor Sauhus run the
country, but I do say he has been
lacking in leadership."
.411SOLUTELY RIGHT"
Eartha Kttt said: • "Armstrong






WHIRI i0iMS 1 ,1(1 too
Gil PRiffitiNTIM
SIRVICI
Faces of the four Presidents
sculptured on the rock at Mount
Rushmore in South Dakota's Black
Hills are so large they can be
seen from the air 80 miles.
First ironworks in North Ameri-
ca was built in Massachusetts.
or integrity."
In Montreal Sammy Davis gave
conditional approval of Louis'
statement, but took the opportuni-
ty to take a crack at the gravel
voice trumpeter.
"Negro entertainers who appear
before segregated audiences," he
said, "are a little late in criticis-
ing President Eisenhower."
He said Louis had performed
before Jim corw audiences in the
South and had defended his ac-
j lion with the claim that "people
I are people."
! Ile agreed, however, that
Eisenhower moved "too late and
52 for books and may study
at home before her TV or
join in a reading center. The
middle-aged student signed up




The Ladies Auxiliary of Critten-1
den Memoriaf hospital will spon-
sor a program on Oct. 6 at Stew-
art Temple CME church on S. 10th'
at. at 3 p. m.
SOCIALS
Mrs. Nathaniel Ridgley of 418 S.
9th and children were the week
end guests of her sister and broth-
er-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Clinziel
Pernell of Detroit and her aunt,
Viola, and other relatives. M r s.
Ridgley also attended the funeral
of Mrs. Lucille Truit, the sister
of Rev. J. W. Fairman, pastor
of New,St. Paul Nue church on
S. 8th at.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Griffin and
children of Omaha, Nebr., are the
guests of their mother, Mrs. Jose-
phine McCaster of Hulbert, Ark.
the mother of Mr. Griffin: Mrs.
Griffin is the daughter of Mrs.
Nodinq Blair of Waverly, Ark.
James A. Wallace of 206 S. 9th
St., has returned home from his
3 month vacation in Chicago, 111.
Mr. Wallace is a '56 graduate of
Wonder high school and a sopho-
more at M. I. college in Holly
Springs, Miss, lie is ttie Son of
Mr. and Mrs. II. Lee of S. 131*
st., and nephew of the Emmet
Lees of 206 S. 9th at,
Miss Florence Simpson and MOO
Bobbie Jean Pitchford of Craw.
fordsville, Ark., were the guests of
Mrs. Cleora Sanders of 325 S. 8th,
CHURCHES
St. Paul's No. One Singing choir
is giving. away a first and sec-
ond prize on Sunday, Oct. 27, to
the holder of the lucky number.
Sponsor, Mrs. Carrie Boyd, Mrs.
Cleora Sanders, and Mrs. Annie
Mae Ridgley. Mrs. E. L. Grand-
son is president; Rev. J. W. ',air-
man, pastor.
Mrs. Cleora Sanders of 325 8.
8th st., is in the Crittenden Me-
morial hospital where she recently
underwent surgery. She is a fourth
grade teacher at McNeil hi g
school, Crawfordsville, Ark.
Little Glen McClure of 210 N.
14th at., is ill in the John Gas-
ton hospital where he has under-
gone surgery recently. Glen is the
son of Miss Theola McClure.
slowly," in the Little Rock
"mess.''
EXPRESSES WORRY
A State department spokesman
voiced hope that the "jazz
ambassador" will reconsider his
refusal to make a government -
sponsored goodwill tour of Russia,
Press Officer Lincoln White told
newsmen that the department has
made "no firm commitment" with
Satchmo for such a trip but had
held a "prelibinary talk" about it
some two months ago.
White said: "Obviously, we hope
that perhaps in the future he can
go. Ile is the top exponent of an
American medium. Obviously, we
like to see top exponents of Amer-
tear' media expose their talents,
wnerever."
The department spokesman re-
fused lo comment on Armstrong's
statement that the "government
can go to hell" as far as the trip
is concerned, because he did not
like "the way they are treating









Barbara Stanwyck Sterling Hayden in
CRIME OF PASSION!
The Negro trumpet king had
been quoted in an interview at
Grand Forks, N. L., as saying that
"It's getting almost so bad a color-
ed man hasn't got any country."
He accused President Eisenhower
of being "two-faced" in dealing
with Faubus, whom Satchmo de-
scribed as "an uneducated plow-
boy."
White said he had 'no comment
on such political overtones as may
have been made" by Armstrong
but he reported that about two
months ago a representative of
Armstrong "had a very prelimin-
ary talk" with cultural exchange
officials "about the possibility of
a tour by Mr. Armstrong of East-
ern Europe next spring."
White said Armstrong "h a d
already arranged a tour of West-
ern Europe at that time, a n d
there was a very general discus-
sion which concerned the possi-
bility of that tour being extended
to Eastern Europe."
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PEARL BAILEY
that if plans for the Eastern Euro-
pean journey, including Russia,
are to be revived it would have
to be at Armstrong's initiative.
The government has not subsid-
ized any of the past performances
overseas, White said, becaitse
Armstrong generally packs so
many people in that his concerts
pay their own way.
Satchmo and his jazz group are
planning trips to Latin America
and Westetn Europe next spring
under private booking arrange-
ments. Under the proposed ar-
rangement for government spon-
sorship, the U. S. would have
guaranteed Armstrong's minimum
fees if he had made the trip be-
hind the Iron Curtain. Armstrong










...there's a plan to fit your home!
No home is truly modern today with just
one telephone. Easy living demands
that you have extra phones where you need
them most—in decorator colors, too,
for smart touches of beauty.
We have a tailor-made telephone
plan to fit your personal needs, at low
cost. You'll find one of these plans gives
you the ideal telephone arrangement,
no matter what type or size home you have.
You actually may have several extra
phones for less additional cost each
month than you now pay for the main
telephone! And there's only one
small connection charge.
Just call our Business Office and let the
service representative who handles
your account help you select the best

















































































































WASTING NO TIME getting
into the swing of things as Ow-
en college began its fourth
term last week two freshmen
receive help in checking out
books from the library. Front
left are Miss Marie Watkins,
daughter of President Levi
Watkins; miss Ethel White,
of Mason, Tenn.; Miss Betty
Johnson, of Chattanooga, a
special student who is assist.
ing in the libraes, and Miss
Erma Bruce, new assistant
librarian at Owen college.
Forrest City & Madison Briefs
By CHARLENE L. WARREN and Mrs Esau Latham a boy. Krannert, Indianapolis business
It's quite lonesome about town
n•ith all of our young men and
women gone to their various
schools, but we are all busy gath-
ering the reapings from the seeds
that were sown in early spring.
The Lincoln High school band
E. Isom, director) will journey
h the "Tigers" to Little Rock,
Ark., where they will meet the
Horace Slants Dragons. The Tigers
Will be trying for their second vie-
)y. Good luck to the Tigers and
tlitir coaches (Livingston and Al-
len.)
wrrH THE CLUBS
The alacirema club held its
toOnthly meeting at the home of
the J. B Clarks.
The Eurkea Civic and Social
By CARLOTTA STEWART
MUSING: What is liberty? What
La justice? What is meant by in.
spirituality of the founding lath-
ers? What does created equal'
mean? ACHIEVED ROLE VS.'
ASCRIBED ROLE.
What ever the Negro does, how-
ever skilled he may become, he
0
- still visibly a Negro, linked to
group by a stereotyped corn-
ex of false attitudes and erron-
eous beliefs. The discrimination
can only be ended by the domi-
Lan( group. When restrictions are
lifted and segregation is discon-
firmed, the response made by the
Negro group in terms of improv-
ed living and higher status will
gradually dissipate prejudice . . .
Dear Carlotta: I want to get a
job. It seems it is impossible for
me to finish school because of fi-
nances. I am considered intelli-
gent. Do you think it possible to
get a decent job on that? "Joe."
Dear Joe: There is no ques-
tion in today's job market about
the need for education. Almost
any job with a chance of ad-
vancement requires a high school
diploma. And a college degree
gives you access to the real
plums in the employment field.
lgaidgeting is the answer to the
wv e.f or- s c hool in g problem. First
figure out yearly expenses, di.
eider' into major categories —
school, clothing, recreation, etc.
Next figure out the weekly in-
come Including extra money
from extra jobs, allowance from
home and money gifts for birth-
club met at the home of Mrs. E. Dr. S. B. Banks, our local phy-
I:, Shannon, Mrs. G. W. starlard sician, is home after several days WASHINGTON — While many methods, such as seeding cover 'form of savings on feed for their cold 
lunches," says Davis.
1.' president, of hospitalization in the Roy hog' small operators are quitting the crops and applying fertilizer of hogs, cattle, and poultry. Their But 
seeing him pamper a young
Z'he Semper Fidelis club re-open- pital. farm jobs in town, 35-year-old theIproper composition and 
in books showed a gross of $1,815.60 calf or dismount his tractor to
oil Sept. 18 with Miss Charlene Vernon Cox has been rushed to 
Davis 
oI have increased their yields of The Devises got started in enriched, one realizes that it 
was
examine a handful of soil he has
el for another year of club work We've Just learned that Mr. Bailor C. f Kingd.  an 
I recommended quantities, they from turkeys.
Queen Court House, Va., has doneWarren as hostess. the Veteran's hospital in Memphis, corn, soybeans, and wheat. farming 10 years ago when they 
more than cold lunches that
Tbe STORK just the opposite, says Milton K.
'One Sept. 14, at the Crawley- Brown, Virginia county supervi- grossed 82,252.05 off the latter two
t‘gburn hospital the stork left Mr. sor at-large of the Farmers Home crops. The corn showed up on the
 Administration, credit side of the ledger in the
From a $44 a week industrial
Job in New Jersey to a 147-acre
diversified farm of his own which
grosses more than $6,000 a year
is the switch Davis has made dur-
ing the past 10 years, reports
Brown.
But this achievement was not
easy. He and Mrs. Davis have
encountered most of the problems
faced by other farmers. Drought
dried up their pastures a few
years ago and forced them to sell
• their foundation herd of 17 head
of beef cattle for lack of feed; a r.
swine disease wiped out their
hogs; rising costs and uncertain
iprices forced them to quite truckfarming: and lackof money to en-
large and develop their small
farm had them right up against
the wall.
Only their determination to stay
in farming, their faith in busi-
ness methods, their willingness to
learn improved farming practices,
to shift with changing conditions,
to try and try again, and their
succees in obtaining credit aid
from the Farmers Home Adminis-
tration have kept them going,
Brown points out.
• .
our own Nellie Jane Edmonds.
Happy Birthday wishes are in
order for little Miss Sylvia I. Cobb.
Sylvia claims Sept. 2,3 as her na-
tal day.
HERE AND THERE
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jefferson
and children ( Anthony, Annette
and George) are visiting relatives
and friends in Miss.
SHUT-INS
Mrs. Tempie L. Moorehead, in-
structor at the Stewart Memorial
school, is hospitalized at John Gas-
ton hospital, Memphis, Tenn. Mr,.
Moorehead was injured in a car
accident, Sirs. Lloyd Ingram. driv-
er of the car, and Walter
head, jr., (our news carrier) were
slightly injured.
Tenn. The extent of his illness is
not known, but we sincerely wish
for him a speedy recovery.
Get $300,000
For Art Museum
TV CLASSES TQ BEGIN
Mayor Prodaims
literacy' Week
Mayor Edmund Orgill has pro-
claimed September 22-10 Literacy
Week in Memphis.
In a formal declaration, the Ma-
yor cited that Memphis is t it e
"first city anywhere in the world
to offer basic education to it s
adelt citizens through the medium
of television." and urged all citi-
zens to help make WKNO's tele-
vision course known to "all who
are in need of it
The station's streamlined read-
ing and writing program begins
Sept. 30.
THREE TIMES WEEKLY
Classes will be held every Mon-
day, Wednesday and Friday nights
at 8 p. m. The course will again
use the simple system created
by Dr. Frank C. Laubach, who has
taught people all over the worlkt.
to read and write.
The only tools needed for the
course are a pencil and paper
and the text books, costing $2, ob-
tainable at the studio of WKNO.
TV, 268 Jefferson.
Students may take the course at
one of the neighborhood centers,
where supervisors will be on hand
to help, or they may follow the
lessons in their own homes. Lo-
cations of the centers may be ob-
tained front WKNO, JA 6-6826.
Said the Mayor, a "100 per cent
literate citizenry is the first step
toward a better understanding of
our moral and social standards
and responsibilities."
This program is under the spon-
sorship of the National Council
of Jewish Women and the Adver-
tising dub of Memphis.
Ethiopia Holds
 First Elections
A gift of $S00,000 by Herman C.
executive, to the University of Il-
linois Foundation for construction
of an Art Museum on the Urbana.
Champaign campus was reported
by President David D. Henry last
week to the Board of Trustees at
its September meeting.
The gift, made through the Kra.
nert Foundation, will bring to re-
ality the university's long-sought
home for an imposing collection One ingenious feature of the
of works of art, some of which election is that the voters will cast
were brought to the university as "picture" ballots in the ballot box
early as 1876. es. This is because only two of
every 10 can read or write. Their
l choice of ballots bears the pic
ture of their preferred candi-
date.
This election, part of Selassie 's
education program to push his
people toward democracy, will
give the country its first legis-
lature.
Ethiopia has been ruled by the
Emperor as an absolute dictator.
ship. llowever, the Selassie h a s
been a kindly ruler and the people
apparently revere and love him,
A total of five million people
have qualified for the vote in this
country of 19 million.
DYNAMIC CIVIC WORKER,
Mrs. I,. C. Bates (seated in
background) beams at NAACP
Attorney U. Simpson Tate, of
Dallas (standing left in fore-
ground) and unidentified white
at Mr. Tate's right, after a
hearing on a test suit in Fe-
National Tea
Sales Still Soar
deral rourt in Litt/e Rock
challenging the constitutionali-
ty of four Arkansas segrega-
tion measures. The three-Ju-
dge court ruled Thursday that
the state should have the first
opportunity to act on the mea•
•
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sures rather than the Federal
()curls. The test suit, which
will be pushed to the highest
courts. The test suit, ohich
was filed by 10 well-known
ministers of the state. (Davey
Photo.)
If. V. McNamara, president, Na
tional 'Tea Co., announced a sales
increase of nearly $6,000,000 for
the last four-week operating period
and another new all-time high in
sales for the year to date.
Sales for the four weeks end-
ing Sept. 7, 1957, totaled $52,249,592
for an increase of $5,913,30; and a
gain of 12.76 percent over t h e
Argentina's government 'solace same four week operating period
is known as the "Pink House." of 1958.
ADDIS ABABA, Ethiopia —
(ANP) - - The first Western style
election in this ancient African
kingdom headed by Emperor Haile
Selassie, got underway here Wed-
nesday when more than 3,000,000
voters began a trek to the polls
to make their pick out of 2,500
candidates fur 260 seats in t h e
house of representatives.
The election will last for one
month, beeause of the difficulties
of travel and communications.
Many voters will have to make
a four day trip to the nearest
ballot box.
days, etc. If the Income varies
from week to week, it Is a good
Idea to figure savings OD a per
centage basis, rather than a set






The last holiday of the summer
seems to draw visitors from all
over to Ripley
Some of the bevy of visitors
who beseiged the city recently in-
clude: Will Wright, Sr., of Indian-
polis who spent several days with
his children and grandchildren.
Mr. and Mrs. Ora Manna spent
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Will Wallace.
The Ira Browns of Lafayette,
Ind,. and George Augusta Carter
of Chicago and Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Burks of E. Chicago, Ind., were
among the recent visitors very
much enjoyed by Ripley residents.
Finds New Life On Farm
Now, he says, the Devises are
on their way. With a fresh start
in livestock, they sold 8942 aorth
of hogs and $414 worth of calves
last year. Their fears of drought
and animal diseases have been
eased by their development of
permanent pastures of ladino clo-
ver, orchard grass, and fescue,
and by their practice of inocula-
ting their livestock and poultry
against diseases.
And with improved cropping
PAUL'S
LIQUOR STORE
1502 So. Third at Parkway
LARGE FREE PARKING LOT
Paul Piles Them High
And Sills Them Low
Last year Mr. and Mrs. Davis
105.1LAHOLD farm house re-
novated by Mr. and Mrs. Bail-
or C. Davis, stands in the
background on their 117-acre
farm near King and Queen
Court House, Va. The Devises
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is bet sew office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL Is back after •
long time of being away and at loot she la
back to stay in her new home.
Are yen Dissatisfied with marriage? Rave
Tee loft faint Is your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are yen
I n bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to yet just as she would read an open book.
Tell yes why year job or business is not a success. If you have
failed la the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located out Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home is 2 blocks below
where she sae to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Re lure
us look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
al all times. ISho  had an office In West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked White'  State Line and get
off at State Liao aid walk I blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMOR151WIAAY 111 TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours I a.m, to 1 p.m.
Readings Daily, Open on Sundays
I tioa't make any home calls or answer any letters. Be lute
I. look for the right sign and the :ight name.
left New Jersey and came to his
home community near King and
Queen Court House. "I was tired
of carrying a bucket and eating
are making a qnick check in
their record book on last year's
seeding or cover crops before
he heads for the Held on his
tractor. They quit the city for
country living 10 years ago.
brought him back to the farm
after six years on an industrial
job. Brown comments.
Mr. and Mrs. Davis pitched. In
with his mother and farmed on
halves with her, raising mostly to-
matoes, string beans, and black-
eyed peas.
Within a year they had bought
a 22-acre rundown farm on which
stood a decaying pre-Civil War
house built in 1849. Then they got
busy fixing up the house and try-
ing to eke out a living from the
few acres of farmland.
But the farm was entirely too
small. - They needed more land,
and they needed a barn and elec-
tric lights to replace the kerosene
lamps that New Jersey-horn Mrs.
Davis couldn't get used to.
So they applied to the county
office of the Farmers Home Ad-
ministration for a loan to buy
more land and make the needed
Improvements. But the loan did
not come through. This did not
discourage them. They applied
again the next year. Their neatly
renovated home and their clean
rows of tomatoes and string beans
convinced the local committee
that they were a good risk, says
Brown.
Soon Mr. and Mrs. Davis had
88 more acres, barn. and electric
lights. Davis built the barn and
Installed the electricity himself.
Later he built a poultry house and
equipment shed, and sank a deer)
well and added a bathroom for
his family which now includes 2-
year-old Vanessa.
Three years ago the Farmers
Home made them another loan to
buy 57 morel acres to piece out
their farm to 147 acres. Of course,
the Devises are still in debt, says
Brown, but they are well ahead of
schedule with their repayments
and their future seems bright.
NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot
'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • FA. 44:7
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
ALSO
As Low As $50 Down
'46 Thru '52 MODELS
DYER, TENNESSEE
As we greet you this week the
schools have been closed for the
harvest season.
Everyone isn't at work though,
for Mrs. Mettle Wicks has taken
off for a few days vacation in
Chicago, Ill., with the daughters
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Herron.
A.3c Tommie D. Hooker was
here recently for a visit with his
wife, Mrs. Hooker. Mrs. Hooker
is the former Alice O'Daniel.
Jerome Ellington has gone to
St. Louis for an extended stay.
WOMEN'S DAY
The Woman's Day program at
the Calla church was quite-nieces*.
ful on Sunday. alias Darlene Hut-
son, City Supervisor of Negro
schools of 'Jackson proved to he
a mest efficient speaker. Mrs. C.
M. Ball served as mistress of
ceremony . . . The program was
steered by Mrs. Erma Wynn,
Mrs. Willie Phillips and Mrs. Lucy
Overall, presidents of the women's
boards of thia church. Mesa as
given by Mrs. Waldine Hutson.
Rev. and Mrs. J. D. Hutson and
sister, Mra. E. C. Fellows, of Gary,
Ind., were Sunday dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Johnson.
Miss Darlene Hutson of Jackson,
and Iran Crooms of Humboldt,
were dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Johnnie Jamison.
During the past week Mrs. Clara
West has served all the ministers
of the city and whatever guests
that were with them in various re-
pasts. along with other friends of
the city.
Rev. Wm. Fowlkes of Union city
stopped to visit friends here this
week aa he was enroute to Jack-
son to attend the Presbytery.
DINNER PARTY
Mr. and Mrs. James Harris
very graciously entertained their
neices, nephews, and their guests
on last Wednesday night with
lovely dinner. Those enjoying the
evening were Emerson Leroy
Wynn, Miss Patricia Payne of
Trenton and Miss Jerry Wynn.
To further entertain the boys
home 'from service Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Phillips gave a dinner on
Thursday complimenting Mr.
George Nolan and guest, Mr. Le-
roy Ewell and guest, Emerson Le-
roy and W Ube Louis Wynn. Willits
Louis is not in service but to high
school.
Horace Flowers, Mrs. Sarah Co-
ger, Mrs. Mary Ann Thompson,
Mrs. Erma Wynn, Miss Dorothy
Wynn have all been on the sick
list but are reported better. Wel-
ter Pfieffer is still shut in.
VISITORS HERE AND TIIERE
llollis W. Freeman of St. Louis,
Mo., was a weekend guest of his
mother, Mrs. Farrah Iris'.
Neal Bradford, also of St. Louis,
was a guest of his children, Bon-
nie Sue and J. B. Bradford and
their mother, Mrs. Jennie B. Guid.
en, all of Rutherford.
Cecil Shackleford of Chicago, DI.
visited friends and relatives in
Trenton this week.
Mural Johnson of Nashville and
Ilazzie Johnson visited their broth-
er in Trenton last week.
Monroe and Jordan Johnson
are making preparations for a me-
morial to their father, the late
John Johnson, who was one of the
aggressive citizens of Trenton and
of Gibson county, and helped fos-
ter many civic projects.
Miss Lurlie Word left last week
for Gary. Ind., to be with her
sister, Mrs. Verlene Word Elder.
Mrs. Elder's husband died mid-
denly this week, leaving nine chit.
dren, a wife, parents, 3fr. and
Mrs. Gene Elder of Trenton. Mr.
Mr. Gene Elder is ill and the fu-
neral arrangements have not been
completed at this writing.
Miss Johnnie Mae Hyde has been
visiting in Trenton this week. Mr.
John Hyde had to be rushed to a
Memphis hospital. Mrs. Augustus
Wells Fields of Indianapolis, Ind.,
returned home with her mother,
Mrs. Wells.
Deputy Commander D. j. Jef-
ferson of Paris, and Deputy
Auxiliary president Mary L o ii
Moore of Trenton announce that
the West Tenn. Division will meet
with Acie Moore Post No. 200
and Auxiliary Post No. 200 In Tren-
ton, in the first District meeting
of the season, Sunday, Sept. 29.
District Commander C. Satter-
field of Memphis, will be the prin-
cipal speaker.
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Sunday - September 1957
Sign On • Soirltu•I Moments T TT Gordon
Noes1H. Gordon
Church Time 7. H. Gordon
Souther?, Wonders T. 55. Gdirdon
Orel Roberts Erman" Watell 7. TT. Gordon
Jordan Wonder, 7. Oordon
Sunday Music 7. IT. Gordon
Providence Davila" March Remote
Christian Fellowship Church Remote
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YOUTHFUL NAACP'era
Shown after receiving their
charter, the Youth Council of
, the Laurel, Miss. Branch of
the NAACP is now ready foe
work in their area. In a re-
cent program held at Morning
Star Baptist church, council bert Power, officer of Jackson,
president, Robert Beans, re. Miss., NAACP, addressed the
ceived the group's charter. Al. youngsters.
Reports From
LAUREL, MISS.
By Rev. J. P. Blackman
Funeral services were held Sept.
IS at Shady Grove MB church for
Mrs. Sally McGee, 67. of 249 An-
derson in Laurel, Miss.
• A member of Calvary MB church
Mrs. McGee died suddenly of a
heart attack on Sept. 11.
She is survived by five sis-
ters: Mesdames Helen Montgom-
ery, Dorris Newell of Laurel, Pol-
ly Agee of Detroit, Winnie John-
son of Joliet, Ill., Jennie Porter
of New Orleans; one brother, ROY
Dace of Laurel.
Rev. J. P. Blackman conduct-
ed the funeral services and Brown




Rev. C. 0. Inge preached at Mt.
Aid MB church at Ellisville on!
Sept. 15. Rev. J. H. Poise is pas-
tor. After the evening service,
Rev. Inge left for Nashville and
later refurned to Laurel.
Mrs. C. 0. Inge is presenting her
music students in a recital Sept.
29 and aanounces that the general
public is invited.
The men of Second Allen AME
church held annual Men's Da y
last Sunday afternoon at 4 P. en.
Rev. W. D. Ridgeway of Hattie-
burg, Miss., was key-note speaker
in the program which benefited the
building fund.
SICK LIST
LAUREL — Miss Odessa Snow,
Mrs. Lenia Mae Phillips, Arthur
Burton, Robert Miller, and Nick
KEY-NOTE SPEAKER Rev. C'.
0. Inge, social, civic and religious
leader of Laurel, Miss., will ad-
dress members of the Ministerial
Improvement Association in t h e
morning session of the meeting
Oct. I in Jackson, Miss, Rev, Inge
Is pastor of Pleasant Valley Mil-
sionary Baptist church.
Jordan. Ellisville — Mrs. I d a
Woods. Mendenhall, Mrs. Luven-
la Hayes. This is the patient list
of Southeastern Benevolent hos-
pital.
Mrs. Dessle Walker of Jersey
City, sister of Worthie Ducksworth
of 241 Simmons ave., was burned
last Wednesday at Shady Oak.
Mrs. Walker formerly lived in
Laurel and has been in N. J. for
the past 14 years. She leaves her
husband, John Walker. two sis-
ters: Meadames Ole Mae Mires
of El Paso, Tex., and D. L. 0.
Esterlin of Collins; two brothers:
Reline and Hosie Ducksworth of
N. J.
ST. ELMO BAPTIST
The Senior Red Circle and YMA
gave a Back to School party for
its former members who are in
college recently at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. John Sullivan.
Guests included Lillian and
Pearlie Amos, A. Dace, C. Bol-
ton, Willie J. Blakely, Dorothy
Reed. George Amos, Leonard Mc-
Gowan, Willie Mack Williams, Er-
nestine Barnes, Johnny Pearl How-
ard, Mary To Curry, Millie add
Vernon Byrd. Counselors w ere
Mrs. Annie Sullivan and Mrs. John-
nie It. Williams.
The Women's Missionary Society




NASHVILLE — (ANT') — Pro-
fessional burglars cracked a safe
in the business office of F isk
, university early last week a n d
;escaped with at least $83,000 in
cash and checks.
But they could not use t it e
checks, so they dumped them in a
ditch alongside Highway 70N four
miles west of Carthage. A money
b o x containing checks totalling
$75,135.18, was found and reported
by a 75-year-old farmer.
According to police, the burg-
lars, who got away with about
$17,000 in cash, punched the com-
bination dial from the seven-foot
safe and smashed locks on five
metal drawers inside.
The burglars had dropped an-
other $38,000 in checks in the busi-
ness office.
According to University comp-
troller I. T. Creswell, the large
amount of funds in the safe was
due to Tuesday being registration
day.
"I am almost certain," as id
at A p. in. Mrs. Alma Barnes,
president, reported fully on her re-
cent trip to Louisville where she
was a delegate to the National
Baptist convention.
LeMoyne College
By It. J. POINDEXTER
Brain, brawn, beauty, talent,
shyness, and greeness are all ad-
jectives which might well describe
LeMoyne's freshman class of '57.
As it is with practically all new-
comers upon first entering a new
scholastic realm, they tip around
as though each step brings dis-
aster. They desire to do right but
every instinct guide them up the
carefree and easy rather than the
strict and scholarly paths: they
thrill at the idea of so much free-
dom but do not know how to spend
their leisure.
Yes, this is a typical frosh class,
but we hope within a few weeks
their feet will hit solid earth and
they can begin to show their in-
ner qualities and we will enjoy
another normal semester.
The upper classmen welcomed
the freshmen 1957.
SPORTSWISE AT LEMOYNE
Many of LeMoyne's "Mad Magi-
cians' who played during last
Fall's cage season find themselves
: contagious this Fall. Said one:
"The coach thinks we might in-
fluence the new boys."
tenetleingd sseetominsegel yk i st mthpartothv ee.
coach e f
ment with this semester's n e w
!crop of prep-leaguers who have
made their first appearance on the
campus.
However, despite the high ten-
sion rising among the old cagers
and with the great spirit of the i
new cagers, the coach along with
the student body looks forward to
great success this year.
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
Friday, Sept. 27 Is the date for
the picnic sponsored by the Stu-
dent Council for the entire student
body. It will be held at Fuller
State Park.
President Hollis Price will leave
this campus en route to Liberia
soon where he will spend several
weeks. Dean Hopper will fill the
president's seat during his ab-
sence, and Acting Dean W. W. Gib-
son will succeed Dean Hooper
during Dr. Price's stay.
Faculty members are basing a
picnic Saturday, Sept. 28 at Cul-
pepper's farm.
Next week: Is There an Espirit-
de-corps?
The gin favorite of all the world!
Try it and see why. .GILBEY'S GIN
is the one gin distilled in II countries
and served 'round the world!
Creswell, "the burglars knew of
the large registration day we had
and the money and checks in the
safe.
SIX-STORY EAST AFRICA
HOTEL TO COST $900,000
NAIROBI, Kenya — (ANP) — A
new six-story hotel to cost $900,000
is under construction at Mombasa
Harbor. Named the Oceanic, it is
on high ground overlooking the sea 
U. S. National forests contain
and is expected to be the finest about one-third of the national saw.




GREENVILLE, Miss. — (AN?)
— One of the first test cases of
violation of Negro voting rights
under the recently enacted civil
rights legislation may come next
year with the State of Mississippi
as defendant, a representative of
the state indicated last week.
Congressman Frank Smith. a
Democrat, stated in an address be-
fore *e local Lions Club that the
Justice Department hopes to go to
court in Mississippi next year with
charges that Negroes' right to vote
has been violated.
He said the department wants
to start the cases before the 1960
presidential election. Said Smith:
"The Civil Rights bill has strong
implications for Mississippi and
offers near clear-cut authority for




DENMARK, S. C. — Twenty-one
freshman hopefuls have converg-
ed on the campus of the Denmark
branch of the South Carolina area
Trade schools to compete for po-
sitions on the 1957 "SCATS" var-
sity.
Head coach Joseph Richie and
his staff. Ernest Rentz, John Mar-
tin, and Sterling Langley. are
pushing the candidates through
daily practices with hopes of find-
ing some freshman who can fill
the many openings on the varsity
team in time for the opening
game against tough Florida Nor-
mal college on Sept.. 28,
HARLEM FINANCE company
of 317 Beale et., got off to an
impressive start during its
grand opening on Sept. 16.
Salutations, words of commen-
lion and flowers came from
businesses and interested citiz-
ens throughout the city. Mem-
hers of the finance company's
staff are shown with As-sand-
er Jones, (center) manager.
Left is Mrs. Clara Withers.
spoon, clerk and at right, El.
men lienderson. Mn. Jones
said after the grand opening;
"We are gratified by the re.
sponse to our offer of service.
Prompt, courteous attention
will be given citizens seeking
financial assistance." Th
company is makng loans OR ik
furniture, automobiles and on V
signature. (Withers Photo.) ,
Probe Charges
Of Marine Bias
er regarding an outing given by
this unit last month on a beach
which barred Negroes.
When questioned on his arrange-
val and Marine Air Reserve ment officers claimed tha they
Training Unit over which the Na- aocepted this site after Negro
vy has jurisdiction, it was learned ,personnel had stated that they did
here this week, not wish to attend the picnic.
The investigation is based on an Further investigation revealed,
article written by an ANP report- however, that the Negroes station-
WASHINGTON—(ANP) — The
Department of Defense is looking
into that aspect of reported dis-
crimination at the Anacostia Na-
ed on this base had been informed
by their superiors that they could
not attend because of the segre-
gated policy of the Maryland
beach.
The published story was wide.
ly read by Pentagon officials, it
was learned. In commenting on
the story, one spokesman stated:
"It is gratifying to us that the
advances which have been made
toward elimination of racial dd.
ferentials on post make it easier
to bring into focus the discrimi-
nation which our service person-
nel too frequently face in the el.
vilian community."
Only Visliw gives you
20,000 FILTER TRAPS
FOR THAT SMOOTHER TASTE
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AN ORDINARY FILTER
Only half as many filter traps in the other
two largest-selling filter brands! These sim-
plified drawings dramatize the difference
between Viceroy and ordinary tips: Only
Viceroy gives you 20,000 filter traps, for
that smoother taste! Acton, photomicrograph of
ordinary filter section.
THE VICEROY FILTER
You can see the difference in the Viceroy
tip! It gives you twice as many filter traps as
the other two largest-selling filter brands!
Yes, there am 20,000 filter traps in every
Viceroy tip-20,000 filter traps, for that
smoother taste! Actual photomicrograph of
Viceroy filter section.
Twice as many filter traps
as -the other Iwo
largest-selling filter brands!
Compare! Only Viceroy gives
you 20,000 filter traps—twice as
many as the other two largest-
selling filter brands—for that
smoother taste!
Plus—finest-quality leaf
tobacco, Deep-Cured for extra
smoothness!
Get Viceroy! 20,000 filter traps,
for the smoothest taste of all!
AND ...VICEROY GIVES YOU ONLY GOLDEN BROWN TOBACCO,
DEEP-CURED THROUGH AND THROUGH FOR EXTRA SMOOTHNESS!
SILBEY'S DISTILLED LONDON DRY GIN. 90 PROOF. 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS. W.& A.
RIMY, LTD., CINCINNATI, (NM DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CO. 0 
1551. iirown 4 W,Utamenn Mho,* Carl,
